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MOTIVIC INTEGRATION OVER WILD DELIGNE-MUMFORD
STACKS
TAKEHIKO YASUDA
Abstract. We develop the motivic integration theory over formal Deligne-
Mumford stacks over a power series ring of arbitrary characteristic. This is
a generalization of the corresponding theory for tame and smooth Deligne-
Mumford stacks constructed in earlier papers of the author. As an applica-
tion, we obtain the wild motivic McKay correspondence for linear actions of
arbitrary finite groups, which has been known only for cyclic groups of prime
order. In particular, this implies the motivic version of Bhargava’s mass for-
mula as a special case. In fact, we prove a more general result, the invariance
of stringy motives of (stacky) log pairs under crepant morphisms.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background. The aim of this paper is to develop motivic integration over wild
Deligne-Mumford (for short, DM) stacks, that is, DM stacks whose stabilizers may
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have order divisible by the characteristic of the base field. Motivic integration was
introduced by Kontsevich [Kon95] and developed by Denef and Loeser [DL99] for
varieties in characteristic zero. In earlier papers [Yas04, Yas06], the author treated
tame and smooth DM stacks, carrying forward the approach of Batyrev [Bat99b]
and Denef-Loeser [DL02] to the McKay correspondence via motivic integration. An
attempt of generalization to the wild case was started in [Yas14] and a grand design
of the general theory was outlined in [Yas17a]. More works in this direction have
been done in [WY15, Yas16, Yas17b, WY17, TY17, TY19] and the present work is
based on them. Note that our theory is new even in characteristic zero, since we
allow DM stacks to be singular.
Motivic integration for formal schemes over a complete discrete valuation ring
by Sebag [Seb04] is generalization in another direction. In fact, the present paper
treats formal DM stacks over a power series ring kJtK. Thus we generalize also
his theory except that we consider only the equal characteristic case and we use a
different version of the complete Grothendieck ring of varieties.
1.2. Twisted arcs. In a classical setting of motivic integration, given a k-variety
X , one considers its arcs, that is, k-morphisms SpecLJtK → X from a formal disk
to X , where L is an extension of k. The space of arcs, denoted by J∞X , carries
the so-called motivic measure. One studies integrals with respect to it, which leads
to useful invariants of X . When X is a formal scheme over kJtK, one considers
kJtK-morphisms Spf LJtK → X instead.
In generalization to DM stacks, we need to consider twisted arcs. Roughly,
it means that we replace a formal disk SpecLJtK (or Spf LJtK) with twisted formal
disks; a twisted formal disk is the quotient stack [E/G] associated to a normal Galois
cover of a formal disk with the Galois group G. In the tame case, we only need to
consider the µl-covers SpecLJt
1/lK → SpecLJtK, because they are the only possible
Galois covers if L is algebraically closed. In the wild case, there are infinitely many
Galois covers even if we fix an algebraically closed coefficient field L and a Galois
group. Moreover they cannot be parameterized by any finite dimensional space.
We need to take all Galois extensions into account and to construct the moduli
space of twisted arcs on a formal DM stack X , which we denote by J∞X .
1.3. The change of variables formula. After defining the motivic measure on
the space J∞X of twisted arcs, we then need to prove the change of variables
formula. In the case of schemes, the formula is written as∫
J∞X
Lh dµX =
∫
J∞ Y
Lh◦f∞−jf dµY ,
say for a proper birational morphism f : Y → X . Here jf is the Jacobian order
function of f . The following generalization the change of variables formula to DM
stacks is one of our main results (see Theorems 11.13 and 16.1 for more general
versions):
Theorem 1.1. Let Y,X be DM stacks of finite type over k and suppose that they
have the same pure dimension and are generically smooth over k. Let f : Y → X
be a proper birational morphism. Then, for a measurable function h on J∞X ,∫
J∞X
Lh+sX dµX =
∫
J∞Y
Lh◦f∞−jf+sY dµY .
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Note that this theorem as well as some theorems below generalizes to formal DM
stacks over kJtK. Actually we first prove them for formal DM stacks over kJtK and
then specialize them to the case of DM stacks over k.
We call the new terms sX and sY in the above formula shift functions. When X
is tame and smooth, the function sX is basically the same as the age invariant in
the McKay correspondence or the fermion shift in physics (see [Rei02, Zas93]). In
the wild and linear case, the function sX has been determined in [Yas17a] and has
turned out to be related to Artin and Swan conductors [WY15]. Furthermore it
later turned out to be essentially the same as Fröhlich’s module resolvent [Frö76].
Determining sX in the non-linear and singular cases (Definition 11.6) is also one of
new results in this paper.
1.4. Stringy motives. As an application of Theorem 1.1, we obtain the main
propery of stringy motives of stacky log pairs, that is, the invariance under crepant
birational transforms. Consider a log pair (X , A) as is standard in birational ge-
ometry, allowing X to be a normal DM stack over k. We define its stringy motive
to be the motivic integral
Mst(X , A) :=
∫
J∞X
Lf(X,A)+sX dµX ,
where f(X ,A) is a function measuring the difference of
∧d
ΩX/k and the (log) canon-
ical sheaf of (X , A) (Definition 13.1). This generalizes the corresponding invari-
ants previously considered in more restrictive situations (for instances, see [Bat99b,
DL02, Yas06]). When X is a smooth algebraic space and A = 0, this invariant
specializes to the class {X} of X in our version of the complete Grothendieck ring
of varieties. Using Theorem 1.1, we will prove the main property of this invariant:
Theorem 1.2 (Theorem 16.2). For a proper birational (not necessarily repre-
sentable) morphism Y → X giving a crepant morphism (Y, B) → (X , A) of log
pairs, we have
Mst(Y, B) = Mst(X , A).
This is a broad generalization of the theorem of Batyrev [Bat99a] and Kontse-
vich [Kon95] that K-equivalent complex smooth proper varieties have equal Hodge
numbers as well as its counterpart for complex orbifolds [LP04, Yas04, Yas06].
1.5. The wild McKay correspondence. A typical example of a proper bira-
tional morphism of DM stacks is the morphism
[Adk/G]→ A
d
k/G
from the quotient stack to the quotient scheme associated to a linear action of a
finite group. When the action has no pseudo-reflection, this is crepant. Theorem
1.2 implies the following theorem, which we call the wild McKay correspondence:
Theorem 1.3 (Corollaries 14.4 and 16.3). Suppose that a finite group G linearly
acts on an affine space Adk without pseudo-reflection. Then
Mst(A
d
k/G) =
∫
∆G
Ld−v.
Here ∆G denotes the moduli space of G-torsors over the punctured formal disk
Spec kLtM and v is a function on ∆G closely related to the shift function sX . The
well-definedness of this integral was proved in [TY19]. The integral on the right
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side is interpreted as the stringy motive of the quotient stack X = [Adk/G]. When
working over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, the integral on the
right side reduces to the finite sum∑
[g]∈Conj(G)
Ld−age(g).
Thus Theorem 1.3 is a generalization of the McKay correspondence by Batyrev
[Bat99b] and Denef-Loeser [DL02] in characteristic zero. Note that Theorem 1.3 for
the cyclic group of prime order equal to the characteristic was essentially obtained in
[Yas14] and that the point-counting version of the theorem was proved in [Yas17b].
We give two applications of the wild McKay correspondence. The first appli-
cation is an estimate of discrepancy of quotient singularities; the discrepancy is a
basic invariant of singularities in the minimal model program. The following corol-
lary generalizes results in [Yas14, Yas19] for the cyclic group of prime order to an
arbitrary finite group.
Corollary 1.4 (Corollary 16.4). Suppose that a finite group G linearly acts on an
affine space Adk and that G has no pseudo-reflection.
(1) We have
discrep(centers ⊂ Xsing;X)
= d− 1−max
{
dimXsing, dim
∫
∆G\{o}
Ld−v
}
.
Here o ∈ ∆G is the point corresponding to the trivial G-torsor.
(2) If the integral
∫
∆G
Ld−v converges, then X is log terminal. If X has a log
resolution, then the converse is also true.
This corollary allows us to compute the discrepancy in theory by computing
the integral
∫
∆G
Ld−v, which is more of arithmetic nature. It was carried out in
[Yas19, Yas14] for the group Z/pZ with p the characteristic of k. The case of Z/p2Z
will be studied in a forthcoming paper by Tanno and the author [TY].
The second application of the wild McKay correspondence is the following mo-
tivic version of Bhargava’s mass formula [Bha07]:
Corollary 1.5 (Corollary 16.5). Let Sn be the nth symmetric group and let a : ∆Sn →
Z be the Artin conductor. Then∫
∆Sn
L−a =
n−1∑
j=0
P (n, n− j)L−j ,
where P (n,m) denotes the number of partitions of n into exactly m parts.
The proof of this is basically translation of the proof given in [Yas17b] of the
original formula into the motivic context.
1.6. Untwisting by Hom stacks. The key ingredient in construction of our the-
ory is the technique of untwisting, which reduces the study of twisted arcs to the
one of ordinary/untwisted arcs. The origin of this technique is found in [DL02].
In [Yas17a, Yas16], it was further generalized to wild linear actions and non-linear
actions on affine schemes respectively. In this paper, we develop it further and
make it more intrinsic by using Hom stacks.
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For untwisting, it is essential to work with formal DM stacks over kJtK. Based
on a work of Tonini and the author [TY17], we construct a moduli stack of twisted
formal disks, denoted by Θ, and a universal family EΘ → Spf kJtK×Θ. For a formal
DM stack X of finite type over Spf kJtK, we define its untwisting stack as
UtgΘ(X ) := Hom
rep
Spf kJtK×Θ(EΘ,X ×Θ),
the Hom stack of representable morphisms. For a technical reason, we modify it
to what is denoted by UtgΓ(X )
pur by stratifying Θ to another stack Γ and killing
t-torsions. Then the desired stack J∞X of twisted arcs is obtained as the stack of
untwisted arcs J∞ UtgΓ(X )
pur of UtgΓ(X )
pur. We can give it the motivic measure
in the same way as in the case of schemes.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is also based on untwisting. We reduce the theorem
to the case where X is a formal algebraic space X . The given morphism f : Y → X
induces a morphism
futg : UtgΓ(Y)
pur → X,
which in turn induces a map
J∞Y = J∞UtgΓ(Y)
pur → J∞X.
Since this is a map of untwisted arc spaces, it is relatively easy to generalize the
change of variables formula to this map. We will complete the proof by rewriting the
formula in terms of f instead of futg. At this point the shift function sY naturally
appears as the difference of the Jacobian orders of f and futg.
1.7. Related topics. To end Introduction, we mention a few related topics. Un-
derstanding wild ramification in higher dimension is one of the central themes in
arithmetic geometry (for instances, see [Sai10, Ill15]). The theory developed in this
paper would be regarded as a new approach to it. Given a wildly ramified finite
morphism f : Y → X of some spaces, one natural method is to look at ramification
of f along a general curve C → X . In our approach, we look at all “curves” rather
than a general one and integrate all information on ramification along them. Our
theory should be closely related to others, however their precise relation have not
been studied yet and it remains as a future problem.
Recently Groechenig, Wyss and Ziegler [GWZ17] found an interesting application
of a version of p-adic integration on DM stacks to the study of Hitchin fibration.
The motivic version of their result was then obtained by Loeser and Wyss [LW19].
Although they considered only the tame case, it would be interesting to incorporate
the wild action into the subject.
1.8. Terminology, notation and convention. Here we fix our basic set-up such
as terminology, notation and convention. For reader’s convention, we explain some
notions whose definition will be given later.
We denote the set of nonnegative integers by N. For a category C, we mean
by c ∈ C that c is an object of C. We use the symbol
∐
to mean the coproduct
(abstract disjoint union) and reserve the symbol
⊔
to mean the disjoint union of
subsets.
We fix a base field k of characteristic p ≥ 0. In Section 4 and Subsection 5.3,
we assume p > 0. At the beginning of these (sub)sections, we will repeat this
assumption.
We denote by Aff or Affk the category of affine k-schemes. For an affine k-
scheme S = SpecR, we denote by AffR or AffS the category of affine schemes
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over S. Unless otherwise noted, all schemes, algebraic spaces and stacks as well as
their morphisms are defined over k. Thus they are regarded as categories fibered in
groupoids over Aff . Similarly, unless otherwise noted, all rings and fields contain k
and their maps are supposed to be k-homomorphisms. We consider only separated
schemes, algebraic spaces and (formal) DM stacks. Namely their diagonal morphism
are proper and hence finite.
A DM stack X is said to be almost of finite type if X is isomorphic to the
coproduct
∐
iXi of countably many DM stacks Xi of finite type.
For a k-algebra R, we denote by RJtK (resp. RLtM) the ring of power series (resp.
Laurent power series) over R. Thus RLtM is the localization RJtKt of RJtK by t (not
the total quotient ring of RJtK). For an affine scheme S = SpecR, we denote by
DS (resp. D
∗
S , DfS) the affine scheme SpecRJtK (resp. the affine scheme SpecRLtM,
the formal affine scheme Spf RJtK). We often replace the subscript S by R. When
R = k, we usually omit the subscript.
For a stack X over Aff , by the 2-Yoneda lemma, we often identify an object
of X over S ∈ Aff with a morphism S → X . We call it an S-point of X . We
denote the point set of X by |X |; the set of equivalence classes of geometric points
SpecK → X . We give it the Zariski topology. For a field K, we denote the set
of isomorphism classes of K-points, X (K)/ ∼=, by X [K]. More generally, for a
subset C ⊂ |X |, C(K) denotes the full subcategory of X (K) consisting of K-points
SpecK → X mapping into C. Then C[K] denotes its set of isomorphism classes,
C[K] := C(K)/ ∼=.
For a formal DM stack X over Df and n ∈ N, we denote by Xn the fiber product
X ×Df Spec kJtK/(t
n+1), unless otherwise noted.
We say that a morphism Y → X of DM stacks is a thickening if it is representable
(by algebraic spaces) and a closed immersion such that the map |Y| → |X | is
bijective.
We say that a finite group G is tame if p does not divide ♯G. We say that a
formal DM stack is tame if the automorphism group of every geometric point is
tame.
1.9. Acknowledgments. This work relies on results obtained in my joint works
with Fabio Tonini. I thank him for fruitful cooperation. I started to write the
present paper after the first draft of [TY19] was completed. I thank also Takashi
Suzuki for helpful discussion.
2. Ind-DM stacks and formal DM stacks
In this section, we introduce formal DM stacks, which are the main object of
our study, as a special case of ind-DM stacks. We then study their basic properties
such as ones concerning coarse moduli spaces.
Definition 2.1. Let f : Y → X be a morphism of stacks. We say that f is repre-
sentable if for every morphism U → X from an algebraic space, the fiber product
U ×X Y is isomorphic to an algebraic space. Let P be a property of morphisms of
algebraic spaces which is stable under base changes. We say that a representable
morphism f : Y → X of stacks has property P if for every morphism U → X from
an algebraic space, the projection Y ×X U → U has property P.
Definition 2.2. An ind-DM stack (resp. ind-algebraic space, ind-scheme, ind-affine
scheme) is a fibered category overAff isomorphic to the limit lim
−→
Xn of an inductive
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system
X0 → X1 → · · ·
indexed by N of DM stacks (reps. algebraic spaces, schemes, affine schemes) in
the sense of [TY17, Appendix A]. An ind-DM stack (resp. ind-algebraic space,
ind-scheme, ind-affine scheme) is called a formal DM stack (resp. formal algebraic
space, formal scheme, formal affine scheme) if we can further assume transition
maps Xn → Xn+1 are (necessarily representable) thickenings.
From [TY17, Prop. A.5], an ind-DM stack is a stack. In [Sta20, tag 0AIH],
a formal affine scheme is called a countably indexed affine formal algebraic space.
There it is showed that a formal affine scheme is written as
Spf A = lim
−→
SpecA/In
where A is a weakly admissible topological ring which has a fundamental system
I0 ⊃ I1 ⊃ · · ·
of neighborhoods of 0 ∈ A consisting of weak ideals of definition. In a linearly
topologized ring A, a weak ideal of definition is an ideal consisting of topologically
nilpotent elements (elements f such that fn → 0 as n→ ∞) and a weakly admis-
sible ring is a separated and complete linearly topologized ring having a weak ideal
of definition.
For a formal DM stack X = lim
−→
Xn, its point set |X | is defined in the same way as
for a DM stack; it is the set of equivalence classes of geometric points SpecK → X
(that is, morphisms with K algebraically closed fields). It is identified with |Xn|
for any n. Thus |X | has the topology induced from the Zariski topology on |Xn|.
Lemma 2.3. Let X be a formal DM stack.
(1) The diagonal morphism ∆: X → X × X is representable, unramified and
finite (and hence affine).
(2) For morphisms U → X and V → X from affine schemes (resp. formal
affine schemes), the fiber product U ×X V is an affine scheme (resp. a
formal affine scheme).
Proof. (1) Suppose X ∼= lim−→
Xn for an inductive system Xn, n ∈ N as in the
definition. Let S be an affine scheme and let f : S → X × X be a morphism. By
definition of limits, it factors through Xn×Xn for n≫ 0. From [TY17, Prop. A.2],
S ×f,X×X ,∆ X ∼= lim−→
(S ×Xn×Xn Xn).
However transition morphisms
S ×Xn×Xn Xn → S ×Xn+1×Xn+1 Xn+1
are isomorphisms. Therefore, for n≫ 0,
S ×f,X×X ,∆ X ∼= S ×Xn×Xn Xn.
Since the diagonal of Xn is representable, unramified and finite, the right side of
this isomorphism is an affine scheme which is unramified and finite over S. This
shows (1).
(2) From (1), if U and V are affine schemes, then
U ×X V ∼= (U × V )×X×X ,∆ X
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is also an affine scheme. Next suppose that U and V are formal affine schemes
and written as lim
−→
Un and lim−→
Vn as limits of affine schemes respectively. Moreover
we may suppose that morphisms U → X and V → X are given by morphisms
Un → Xn and Vn → Xn. Then
U ×X V ∼= lim−→
(Un ×Xn Vn).
Since Un×Xn Vn are affine schemes and their transition morphisms are thickenings,
the limit is a formal affine scheme. 
Lemma 2.4. Let X be a formal DM stack. There exists a family of representable
etale morphisms Vi → X , i ∈ I such that Vi are formal affine schemes and
∐
i Vi →
X is surjective.
Proof. Suppose X = lim
−→
Xn where Xn, n ∈ N are DM stacks. There exists a
family of etale morphisms Vi,0 → X0 from affine schemes such that
∐
i Vi,0 → X0 is
surjective. From A.8, they uniquely extend to Vi,n → Xn with the same property
and the diagrams
Vi,n //

Vi,n+1

Xn // Xn+1
are 2-Cartesian. Let Vi := lim−→
Vi,n, which is a formal affine scheme. From [TY17,
A.3], the diagrams
Vi,n //

Vi

Xn // X
are also 2-Cartesian. Therefore the morphisms Vi → X satisfy the desired property.

Definition 2.5. We call a morphism
∐
i Vi → X as above or the formal scheme∐
i Vi an atlas of X .
Definition 2.6. We define Dn := Spec kJtK/(t
n+1) and Df := Spf kJtK = lim
−→
Dn.
For a DM stack Φ, we define DΦ,n := Dn × Φ and DfΦ := Df × Φ = lim−→
DΦ,n.
When Φ = SpecR, we also write them as DR,n and DfR, which are isomorphic to
SpecRJtK/(tn+1) and Spf RJtK. (We denote by DR the affine scheme SpecRJtK.)
Definition 2.7. We say that a morphism f : Y → X of formal DM stacks is of
finite type if for every morphism U → X from a DM stack, the fiber product U×X Y
is a DM stack of finite type over U .
Notation 2.8. For a formal DM stack X of finite type over DfΦ and n ∈ N, we
denote the fiber product X ×Df Dn = X ×DfΦ DΦ,n by Xn.
With this notation, we have
X ∼= X ×Df lim−→
Dn ∼= lim−→
Xn.
Recall that the restricted power series ring kJtK{x1, . . . , xn} is the t-adic comple-
tion of kJtK[x1, . . . , xn]. A kJtK-algebra is topologically finitely generated over kJtK
if and only if it is isomorphic to a quotient ring of kJtK{x1, . . . , xn} for some n ∈ N.
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Lemma 2.9. Let X be a formal DM stack of finite type over Df. Then there exists
an atlas Spf A → X from a formal affine scheme such that A is a topologically
finitely generated kJtK-algebra.
Proof. Let us take an atlas SpecB0 → X0 from an affine scheme. The ring B0
is finitely generated as a k-algebra. From A.8, we can inductively construct the
following 2-Cartesian diagrams for n ∈ N:
SpecBn //

SpecBn+1

Xn // Xn+1
Let A := lim
←−
Bn. From [Gro60, Ch. 0, Prop. 7.5.5], A is topologically finitely
generated as a kJtK-algebra. The morphism Spf A→ X is an atlas. 
Lemma 2.10. Let Xn, n ∈ N be DM stacks of finite type over Dn and let Xn →
Xn+1, n ∈ N be morphisms compatible with Dn → Dn+1. Suppose that Xn →
Xn+1 ×Dn+1 Dn is an isomorphism. Then X := lim−→
Xn is a formal DM stack of
finite type over Df.
Proof. From the assumption, Xn → Xn+1 is a thickening. Therefore X is a formal
DM stack. To check that it is of finite type over Df, it suffices to consider a
morphism U → Df from a quasi-compact DM stack. The morphism factors through
Dn, for n≫ 0. We have
U ×Df X ∼= U ×Dn Dn ×Df X
∼= U ×Dn Xn,
which is of finite type over U . 
Definition 2.11. A coarse moduli space of an ind-DM stack X is an ind-algebraic
space X together with a morphism π : X → X such that
(1) for any morphism f : X → Y with Y an ind-algebraic space, there exists a
unique morphism g : X → Y such that g ◦ π = f .
(2) for any algebraically closed field K/k, the map
X [K](:= X (K)/ ∼=)→ Y (K)
is bijective.
Obviously, if exists, a coarse moduli space of an ind-DM stack X is unique up to
unique isomorphism. Therefore we call it the coarse moduli space of X .
Lemma 2.12. For a formal DM stack X = lim
−→
Xn with Xn quasi-compact, let Xn
be the coarse moduli space of Xn (which exists from Keel-Mori’s theorem [KM97]).
The limit X = lim
−→
Xn is the coarse moduli space of X .
Proof. Condition (2) in 2.11 clearly holds. We will show the universality. Let
f : X → Y be a morphism with Y = lim
−→
Yi an ind-algebraic space. Since Xn is a
quasi-compact DM stack, the composition Xn → X → Y factors through Yi(n) for
some i(n). The morphism Xn → Yi(n) uniquely factors as Xn → Xn → Yi(n). We
can take a strictly increasing function as i(n). The morphisms Xn → Yi(n) define
a morphism g : X → Y such that the composition X → X → Y is equal to f . It
remains to show the uniqueness of the morphismX → Y . Let h : X → Y be another
morphism such that X → X
h
−→ Y is equal to f . Suppose that h is represented by
morphisms hn : Xn → Yj(n). Replacing both i(n) and j(n) with max{i(n), j(n)},
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we may suppose that i(n) = j(n). From the universality of the coarse moduli space
Xn → Xn, two morphisms gn, hn : Xn ⇒ Yi(n) coincide. Therefore g = h. 
Lemma 2.13. Let X be a formal DM stack with the coarse moduli space X → X.
Let Y → X be a morphism of ind-algebraic spaces which is representable by algebraic
spaces and flat. Then Y is the coarse moduli space of X ×X Y .
Proof. Let us write X as the limit lim
−→
Xn of DM stacks Xn and let Xn be the coarse
moduli space of Xn. Let Yn := Y ×X Xn and Yn := Xn ×Xn Yn. Since Yn → Xn
is a flat morphism of algebraic spaces, Yn is the coarse moduli space of Yn. From
[TY17, Prop. A.2] and 2.12, we have
Y ∼= Y ×X lim−→
Xn ∼= lim−→
(Y ×X Xn) ∼= lim−→
Yn.
Similarly
X ×X Y ∼= X ×X lim−→
Yn ∼= lim−→
Yn.
From 2.12, Y ∼= lim−→
Yn is the coarse moduli space of X ×X Y ∼= lim−→
Yn. 
For further analysis of coarse moduli spaces, we recall the following result.
Lemma 2.14 ([Fog80, pages 1160 and 1172]). Let R be a Noetherian k-algebra
such that the relative Frobenius FR/k : SpecR→ (SpecR)
(1) (see Section 4 for the
relative Frobenius morphism) is a finite morphism (this holds for instance if R is
a quotient of kJt1, . . . , tmK{x1, . . . , xn}). Suppose that a finite group G acts on R
as a k-algebra. Then the invariant subalgebra RG is Noetherian and R is a finitely
generated RG-module.
Lemma 2.15. With the same assumption as in 2.14, for an ideal I ⊂ RG and for
every n, we have
RG/In = Im
(
(R/In
′
R)G → (R/InR)G
)
(n′ ≫ n).
In particular, the projective system (R/InR)G, n ∈ N satisfies the Mittag-Leffler
condition.
Proof. Since R is a finitely generated RG-module, we can identify R with the quo-
tient module
(RG)⊕l/
c∑
q=1
RG · t(f
(q)
1 , . . . , f
(q)
l ) (f
(q)
j ∈ R
G).
Here we regard elements of (RG)⊕l as column vectors. For each g ∈ G, we fix
a lift g˜ : (RG)⊕l → (RG)⊕l of g : R → R and suppose that it is given by the left
multiplication with a l-by-l matrix (g˜ij)1≤i,j≤n, g˜ij ∈ R
G. Then (R/InR)G consists
of the residue classes t(x1, . . . , xl) of those vectors
t(x1, . . . , xl) ∈ (RG)⊕l such that
for some y
(q)
j ∈ R
G (1 ≤ q ≤ c, 1 ≤ j ≤ l), we have
xi −
l∑
j=1
g˜ijxj +
c∑
q=1
l∑
j=1
y
(q)
j f
(q)
j ≡ 0 mod I
n (g ∈ G, 1 ≤ i ≤ l).
We regard these equations as RG-linear equations with unknowns xi, y
(q)
j and apply
a version of approximation theorem for linear equations, [Ron06, Th. 3.1]; there
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exists i0 ∈ N such that for a solution (xi, y
(q)
j )i,j,q ∈ (R
G)⊕(c+1)l of the above
equation for n = i+ i0, there exists (xˇi, yˇ
(q)
j )i,j,q ∈ (R
G)⊕(c+1)l satisfying
xˇi −
l∑
j=1
g˜ij xˇj +
c∑
q=1
l∑
j=1
yˇ
(q)
j f
(q)
j = 0 (g ∈ G, 1 ≤ i ≤ l)
and
(xi, y
(q)
j )i,j,q ≡ (xˇi, yˇ
(q)
j )i,j,q mod I
i.
This implies that if an element x of (R/IiR)G lifts to an element of (R/Ii+i0R)G,
then x lifts also to an element of RG. The first assertion of the lemma follows. The
second assertion is then obvious. 
Corollary 2.16. With the assumption as in 2.14, for an ideal I ⊂ R, we have a
natural isomorphism of ind-schemes
lim
−→
SpecRG/In ∼= lim−→
Spec(R/InR)G.
Proof. Maps RG/In → (R/InR)G define a morphism
a : lim−→ Spec(R/I
nR)G → lim−→ SpecR
G/In.
Let β : N→ N be a strictly increasing function such that
Im
(
(R/Iβ(n)R)G → (R/InR)G
)
= RG/In.
The maps (R/Iβ(n)R)G → RG/In define a morphism
b : lim
−→
SpecRG/In → lim
−→
Spec(R/Iβ(n)R)G ∼= lim−→
Spec(R/InR)G.
We see that a and b are inverses to each other. 
Let Spf R be a formal affine scheme of finite type over Df with an action of a
finite group G. The quotient stack [(Spf R)/G] is defined in the same way as in the
case of non-formal schemes and isomorphic to lim
−→
[(SpecR/(tn))/G].
Lemma 2.17. With the above notation, suppose that R satisfies the assumption
as in 2.14. Then the coarse moduli space of [(Spf R)/G] is Spf RG. Moreover, if
Spf R is of finite type over Df, then so is Spf RG.
Proof. The coarse moduli space of [(SpecR/(tn))/G] is Spec(R/(tn))G. From 2.12,
lim
−→
Spec(R/(tn))G is the coarse moduli space of [(Spf R)/G]. From 2.16, this is
isomorphic to Spf RG. The first assertion has been proved. If Spf R is of finite type
over Df, then since (R/(tn))G → RG/(tm) is surjective for n ≫ m, (Spf RG)m =
SpecRG/(tm+1) is of finite type over k. From 2.10, the second assertion follows. 
The following proposition says that every formal DM stack of finite type over Df
is locally a quotient stack.
Proposition 2.18. Let X be a formal DM stack of finite type over Df . Then
the coarse moduli space X of X is a formal algebraic space of finite type over Df.
Moreover there exists an atlas
∐l
γ=1 Vγ → X such that for each γ, Vγ is a formal
affine scheme of finite type over Df and X ×X Vγ ∼= [Wγ/Hγ ] for a formal affine
scheme Wγ with an action of a finite group Hγ . In particular, we have a stabilizer-
preserving etale surjective morphism
∐l
γ=1[Wγ/Hγ ]→ X .
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Proof. Let Xn := X ×D Dn and Xn their coarse moduli spaces. From 2.12, the
ind-algebraic space X = lim
−→
Xn is the coarse moduli space of X . As is well-known
(see [AV02, Lem. 2.2.3]), there exists an etale cover (V0,γ → X0)1≤γ≤l such that
for each γ, V0,γ is an affine scheme of finite type over k, and W0,γ := V0,γ ×X0 X0 is
isomorphic to [W0,γ/Hγ ] for some affine scheme W0,γ and a finite constant group
Hγ acting on it. The morphism W0,γ = [W0,γ/Hγ ] → X0 is representable, etale,
affine and stabilizer-preserving, because V0,γ → X0 is so. (Recall that we consider
only separated algebraic spaces. Therefore V0,γ → X0 is automatically affine.) We
get the diagram
W0,γ ×Hγ ⇒W0,γ →W0,γ → X0
of representable etale affine morphisms such that W0,γ × Hγ ⇒ W0,γ defines a
groupoid in schemes and W0,γ is the associated stack. Let U → X be an etale
morphism with U a formal affine scheme. By pulling back by U0 → X0, we get a
similar diagram of affine schemes
W0,γ,U0 ×Hγ ⇒W0,γ,U0 →W0,γ,U0 → U0.
Note thatW0,γ,U0 is a scheme in spite of its calligraphic letter. From the invariance
of small etale sites [Gro67, Th. 18.1.2], we get the corresponding diagram over each
Un,
Wn,γ,Un ×Hγ ⇒Wn,γ,Un →Wn,γ,Un → Un.
From [Sta20, tag 05YU], these are all affine schemes and give quasi-coherent sheaves
on the small etale site on Xn. Taking their relative spectra, we get the diagram of
etale affine morphisms
Wn,γ ×Hγ ⇒Wn,γ →Wn,γ → Xn
such that Wn,γ = [Wn,γ/Hγ ]. Since Wn,γ → Xn is etale and stabilizer preserving,
if Vn,γ denotes the coarse moduli space of Wn,γ , then Vn,γ → Xn is etale and
Wn,γ ∼= Xn ×Xn Vn,γ . Moreover we have natural morphisms Vn,γ → Vn+1,γ . Let
Wγ := lim−→
Wn,γ , Wγ := lim−→
Wn,γ and Vγ := lim−→
Vn,γ . We have Wγ ∼= [Wγ/Hγ ] ∼=
X ×X Vγ . The Wγ are formal affine schemes of finite type over Df .
Morphisms Vn,γ → Xn are etale. The diagram
Vn,γ //

Vn+1,γ

Xn // Xn+1
is Cartesian. Indeed, since horizontal arrows are universal homeomorphisms and
vertical arrows are etale, the morphism Vn → Vn+1,γ ×Xn+1 Xn is etale and a
universal homeomorphism. Thus it is an isomorphism. From [TY17, A.3], Vγ → X
is representable and etale. From 2.13, Vγ is the coarse moduli space of Wγ . From
2.17, Vγ are formal affine schemes of finite type over Df.
It remains to show that X is a formal algebraic space. For s ≥ n, let Yn,s ⊂ Xs
be the scheme-theoretic image of Xn. From 2.15, there exists a strictly increasing
function s : N → N such that for any n and for any s′ ≥ s(n), the morphism
Yn,s(n) → Yn,s′ is an isomorphism. The natural morphism Yn,s(n) → Yn+1,s(n+1) is
a thickening and we have Yn+1,s(n+1)×Dn+1Dn ∼= Yn,s(n). Morphisms Xn → Yn,s(n)
gives a morphismX → lim
−→
Yn,s(n) and morphisms Yn,s(n) → Xs(n) gives a morphism
lim
−→
Yn,s(n) → X . These are inverses to each other. Thus X ∼= lim−→
Yn,s(n), which is
a formal algebraic space. From 2.10, it is of finite type over Df . 
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3. Galoisian group schemes
In this section, we study moduli stacks of finite group schemes of some class. In
what follows, we often identify a finite group G with the constant group scheme∐
g∈G SpecF over the spectrum of a field F .
Definition 3.1. A finite group G is said to be Galoisian if there exist an alge-
braically closed field K and a Galois extension L/KLtM such that G ∼= Gal(L/KLtM).
We denote by GalGps a set of representatives of isomorphism classes of Galoisian
groups.
A finite etale group scheme G over a scheme S is said to be Galoisian if for every
geometric point s : SpecK → S, the fiber Gs = G ×S SpecK is a Galoisian finite
group. For a Galoisian group G, a finite etale group scheme G′ → S is said to be
G-Galoisian if every geometric fiber G′s is isomorphic to G, equivalently, if it is a
twisted form of the constant group scheme G× S → S.
When p = 0, Galoisian groups are nothing but cyclic groups. When p > 0, a
Galoisian group is isomorphic to the semidirect product H ⋊C of a p-group H and
a tame cyclic group C. For these facts, see [Ser79, pages 67 and 68]. In particular,
a Galoisian group has a unique p-Sylow subgroup. Any subgroup of a Galoisian
group as well as a quotient group is again Galoisian.
Definition 3.2. We define a category fibered in groupoids A → Aff as follows.
An object over S ∈ Aff is a Galoisian group scheme H → S. A morphism (H →
S) → (H ′ → S′) is the pair of a morphism S → S′ and an isomorphism of group
schemes H → H ′ ×S′ S. We call A the moduli stack of Galoisian group schemes.
For an isomorphism class [G] of a Galoisian group G, we define A[G] ⊂ A to be the
full subcategory of G-Galoisian group schemes.
We haveA =
∐
G∈GalGpsA[G]. There exists the universal Galoisian group scheme
G over A. This is a category fibered in sets over A such that the fiber set over a
Galoisian group scheme G → S is the set of its sections G(S). The morphism
G → A is representable and is finite and etale.
Lemma 3.3. For a Galoisian group G, we have A[G] ∼= B(AutG).
Proof. We define a functor Φ: B(AutG) → A[G]; to an AutG-torosr T → S, we
associate the quotient GT /AutG of GT := G× T by the diagonal action, which is
a group scheme over S and a twisted form of the constant group scheme GS → S.
Next we define a functor Ψ: A[G] → B(AutG); to a G-Galoisian group scheme
H → S, we associate an AutG-torsor IsoS(GS , H). Here α ∈ Aut(G) acts by
α · φ := φ ◦ α−1.
Let us show that these functors are quasi-inverses to each other. For an AutG-
torosr T → S, we have a natural isomorphism
uT→S : T → IsoS(GS , GT /AutG), t 7→ (g 7→ (g, t)).
This is AutG-equivariant. Indeed, for α ∈ AutG, the above functor sends α · t to
(g 7→ (g, α · t)) = (g 7→ (α−1g, t))
= α · (g 7→ (g, t)).
Since any equivariant morphism of torsors is an isomorphism, uT→S is an isomor-
phism of AutG-torsors and define a natural isomorphism u : idB(AutG) → Ψ ◦ Φ.
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To a G-Galoisian group scheme H → S, we have a morphism
GS × IsoS(GS , H)→ H, (g, φ) 7→ φ(g).
This is AutG-invariant. Indeed, for α ∈ AutG,
α(g, φ) = (α(g), φ ◦ α−1) 7→ φ ◦ α−1(α(g)) = φ(g).
Thus we obtain a morphism
vH→S : (GS × IsoS(GS , H))/AutG→ H.
Etale locally on S, this is identified with the isomorphism
GS × IsoS(GS,GS)/AutG→ GS .
Therefore vH→S is an isomorphism. We obtain a natural isomorphism v : Φ ◦Ψ→
idA[G] . 
Corollary 3.4. For a Galoisian group G, A[G] and G[G] := G ×A A[G] are DM
stacks etale, proper and quasi-finite over k.
Proof. From 3.3, A[G] is a DM stack etale, proper and quasi-finite over k. The
morphism G → A is representable, etale and finite. Therefore G[G] is also a DM
stack etale, proper and quasi-finite over k. 
4. Frobenius morphisms and ind-perfection
In this section, we assume p > 0 and discuss Frobenius morphisms and ind-
perfection of DM stacks.
For an Fp-algebra A, the p-th power map A → A, f 7→ fp gives a scheme
endomorphism FS : S → S of the affine scheme S = SpecA. This is called the
absolute Frobenius morphism of S. Let X be a stack over Fp. For each S ∈ AffFp ,
we have the pullback functor F ∗S : X (S) → X (S) of groupoids. These functor give
an endomorphism of X over Fp, which we call the absolute Frobenius morphism of
X and denote by FX . Let S be an affine scheme over Fp and X a stack over S with
the structure morphism π : X → S. We define the relative Frobenius morphism
FX/S to be the morphism
(FX , π) : X → X
(1) := X ×π,S,FS S.
We say that X is prefect over S if FX/S is an isomorphism.
For each n ∈ N, we also define the n-iterated relative Frobenius morphism FnX/S
of X by
(FnX , π) : X → X
(n) := X ×π,S,FnS S.
We define the ind-perfection X iper of X to be the limit lim
−→
X (n) as a category. This
has a natural structure of a stack over S [TY17, Appendix A], which is clearly
perfect over S. We have the the expected universality:
Lemma 4.1. For a morphism f : Y → X of stacks over S with X perfect over S,
there exists an S-morphism Y iper → X unique up to 2-isomorphisms such that the
composition Y → Y iper → X is isomorphic to f .
Proof. For n ∈ N, we fix a quasi-inverse X (n+1) → X (n) of X (n) → X (n+1) so that
we get the composition
X (n) → X (n−1) → · · · → X (0) = X .
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To T ∈ AffS and an object y ∈ Y iper(T ) represented by y′ ∈ Y(n)(T ), we assign its
image by Y(n)(T )
f
−→ X (n)(T )
∼
−→ X (T ). The induced morphism Y iper → X is the
desired morphism. 
Lemma 4.2. Let
X0 → X1 → · · ·
be an inductive system of DM stacks of finite type such that every transition map is
representable and a finite universal homeomorphism. Suppose that the limit Y :=
lim
−→
Xi is perfect over k. Then the natural morphism X
iper
0 → Y is an isomorphism.
Proof. Consider the inductive system X
(n)
i , (i, n) ∈ N× N. We have
lim
−→
i
X iperi
∼= lim−→
i
lim
−→
n
X
(n)
i
∼= lim−→
n
lim
−→
i
X
(n)
i
∼= lim−→
n
Y(n).
Since Y is perfect, Y(n) → Y(n+1) are all isomorphisms. We have lim
−→n
Y(n) ∼= Y.
We claim that morphisms X iperi → X
iper
i+1 are isomorphisms. Indeed, for each i,
there exists m ∈ N such that the morphism Xi → X
(m)
i factors through Xi+1. We
obtain morphisms
Xi → Xi+1 → X
(m)
i → X
(m)
i+1 .
Taking ind-perfection, we obtain the following commutative diagram.
X iperi
//
id
%%
X iperi+1
//
id
::
X iperi
// X iperi+1
This shows the claim. From the claim, we have lim
−→i
X iperi
∼= X
iper
0 and the lemma
follows. 
5. Formal torsors
Based upon results in [TY17], in this section, we construct moduli stacks of
torsors over the punctured formal disk and a “universal” family of twisted formal
disks.
5.1. Moduli stack ∆. For an affine scheme S = SpecR, we denote by D∗S or D
∗
R
the affine scheme SpecRLtM. Here RLtM denotes the localization RJtKt of RJtK by t
(rather than the total quotient ring of RJtK). Namely this is the ring of Laurent
power series with coefficients in R.
Definition 5.1. For a finite etale group scheme G → S over an affine scheme
S, we define a category fibered in groupoids ∆G → AffS as follows; for an affine
S-scheme T , the fiber category ∆G(T ) is the category of G-torsors over D
∗
T . For a
finite group G, we define ∆G → Affk by regarding G as a constant group scheme
over k.
Definition 5.2. We define a fibered category ∆ → A as follows; for a Galoisian
group scheme G → S, the fiber category ∆(G → S) is ∆G(S). (Thus the whole
category ∆ is the category of pairs (G→ S, P → D∗S) of a Galoisian group scheme
G→ S and a G-torsor P → D∗S .) For an isomorphism class [G] of Galoisian groups,
we define ∆[G] := ∆×A A[G].
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For a morphism S → A corresponding to a Galoisian group scheme G → S,
we have ∆ ×A S ∼= ∆G. Note that as a fibered category over Aff , the scheme S
is AffS and the projection ∆ ×A S → S = AffS corresponds to the underlying
functor ∆G → AffS .
5.2. Uniformization.
Definition 5.3. For a finite etale group scheme G → S, a G-torsor P → D∗S and
a geometric point x : SpecF → S, we call the induced GF -torsor
Px := P ×D∗S D
∗
F → D
∗
F
the fiber over x. We say that P → D∗S or P is fiberwise connected or has connected
fibers if for every geometric point x of S, Px is connected.
Remark 5.4. The fiber defined above is not the fiber of P → S over x in the usual
sense; Px is not the fiber product P ×S SpecF , but the “complete fiber product.”
The following notions are taken from [TY19], though we restrict ourselves to
fiberwise connected torsors.
Definition 5.5. Let G → SpecR be a Galoisian group scheme and let P =
SpecA→ D∗R be a fiberwise connected G-torsor. We say that this is uniformizable
if there exists an isomorphism A ∼= RLsM such that the map RLtM → A ∼= RLsM sends
t to a series of the form s♯Gu for u ∈ RJsK∗. We call such an isomorphism A ∼= RLsM
a uniformization of P or A.
When this is the case, the image of s in A gives a uniformizer of the discrete
valuation field A⊗RLtM KLtM for any point SpecK → SpecR.
Lemma 5.6. With notation as above, if R is reduced and A is uniformizable, then
the image of RJsK → A is independent of the choice of the uniformization A ∼= RLsM.
Proof. Let A ∼= RLrM be another isomorphism as in 5.5. We regard RJsK and RJrK
as subrings of A and write r = su, u ∈ A = RLsM. For any point SpecK → SpecR,
the image of u in KLsM = A⊗RLtMKLtM is a unit of KJsK. This shows that u ∈ RJsK
∗,
since R is reduced. Here we used the fact that for a reduced ring R, an element
u ∈ R is zero (resp. a unit) if and only if for every point SpecK → SpecR, the
image of u in K is zero (resp. a unit). It follows that r ∈ RJsK. Similarly s ∈ RJrK.
Hence RJsK = RJrK. 
Definition 5.7. With notation as above, when R is reduced and A is uniformizable,
we define a subring OA ⊂ A to be the image of RJsK by a uniformization A ∼= RLsM.
We call it the integral ring of A or of the corresponding torsor SpecA→ D∗R.
Lemma 5.8. Keeping the assumption, the integral ring OA is stable under the
G-action on A.
Proof. Let A ∼= RLsM be an isomorphism as above. For g ∈ G and for every point
SpecK → SpecR, the image of g(s) inKLsM is a uniformizer. By the same argument
as in the proof of 5.6, g(s) is of the form su, u ∈ RJsK∗. In particular, g(s) ∈ OA,
which implies the lemma. 
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5.3. Ramification. In this subsection, we assume p > 0.
Let G be a Galoisian group and let N ⊂ H ⊂ G be a subgroups such that N is a
normal subgroup of H . For a fiberwise connected G-torsor P → D∗S and a geometric
point x : SpecF → S, we have an H/N -torsor (P/N)x → (P/H)x with connected
source and target. This corresponds to a Galois extension L/K of complete discrete
valuation fields with the common residue field F and its Galois group Gal(L/K)
is identified with H/N . The Galois group is equipped with the (lower numbering)
ramification filtration
Gal(L/K) = Gal(L/K)0 ⊃ Gal(L/K)1 ⊃ · · ·
such that Gal(L/K)i = 1 for i ≫ 0 (for instance, see [Ser79, Ch. IV]). When
Gal(L/K) ∼= H/N is a cyclic group of order p, there exists a unique i such that
Gal(L/K)i 6= Gal(L/K)i+1. This i is called the ramification jump of the H/N -
torsor (P/N)x → (P/H)x. If we write (P/H)x = SpecF LsM, then from the Artin-
Schreier theory, we can write
(P/N)x = SpecF LsM[x]/(x
p − x− f)
for f ∈ F LsM of the form
f =
∑
j>0, p∤j
fjs
−j (fj ∈ F ).
The action of G = 〈g〉 is given by g : x 7→ x+1. This f is uniquely determined and
the ramification jump is equal to max{j | fj 6= 0}. In particular, the ramification
jump is prime to p. If two geometric points x, x′ have the same image in S, then
the ramification jumps of (P/N)x → (P/H)x and (P/N)x′ → (P/H)x′ are equal.
Thus we obtain a function |S| → N.
Definition 5.9. Let G be a Galoisian group. A ramification datum for G is a
function
r : (H,N) 7→ r(H,N) ∈ N
on pairs (H,N) of a subgroupH ⊂ G and a normal subgroup N⊳H with ♯(H/N) =
p. We denote the set of ramification data for G by Ram(G).
Let r be a ramification datum for G. For a subgroup G′ ⊂ G, restricting to
pairs (H,N) with H ⊂ G′, we obtain a ramification datum on G′. When G′ is
a normal subgroup, we also have the induced ramification datum s for G/G′; for
N ⊳H ⊂ G/G′, if N˜ , H˜ ⊂ G are their preimages, then s(H,N) := r(H˜, N˜).
Definition 5.10. When G is a Galoisian group and P → D∗F is a connected G-
torsor with F an algebraically closed field, we define the ramification datum rP so
that rP (H,N) is the ramification jump of P/N → P/H . We say that a fiberwise
connected G-torsor P → D∗S has constant ramification if the map
|S| → Ram(G), x 7→ rPx
is constant. When G → S is a Galoisian group scheme, we say that a G-torsor
P → D∗S has locally constant ramification if there exists an etale cover (Si → S)i∈I
such that for each i, G×S Si is constant and PSi → D
∗
Si
has constant ramification.
For n ∈ N and S ∈ Aff , let S(−n) be the scheme S regarded as a k-scheme by
the morphism
S → Spec k
(FSpec k)
n
−−−−−−→ Spec k.
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The morphism
S(−n) = S
(FS)
n
−−−−→ S
is a k-morphism with respect to the k-scheme structure S(−n). When k is perfect,
we have canonical k-isomorphisms (S(−n))(n) ∼= (S(n))(−n) ∼= S.
Proposition 5.11. Let G be a p-group.
(1) Let r ∈ Ram(G) and let P → D∗S be a G-torsor. Let
C := {[x] ∈ |S| | Px is connected and rPx = r}.
Then C is a locally closed subset of |S|.
(2) Let P → D∗S be a fiberwise connected G-torsor having constant ramification.
Suppose that S is reduced. For n ≫ 0, the induced G-torsor PS(−n) →
D∗
S(−n)
is uniformizable.
Proof. We first prove both assertions in the case G = Z/p. Write S = SpecR.
There exists a Laurent polynomial of the form
f = fjt
−jpm + fj−1t
−(j−1)pm + · · ·+ f1t
−pm + f0 (fi ∈ R)
such that for i > 0 with p | i, we have fi = 0 and P = SpecRLtM[x]/(xp−x+f) (see
[TY17, Th. 4.13] and the part of its proof concerning the essential surjectivity).
Consider the iterated Frobenius S(−m) = SpecR(−m) → S = SpecR with the
corresponding map φ : R → R(−m). For each i, there exists gi ∈ R(−m) such that
(gi)
pm = φ(fi). From [TY17, Lem. 4.9], the torsor PS(−m) is then isomorphic to
the torsor associated to
g = gjt
−j + gj−1t
−(j−1) + · · ·+ g0.
For j0 > 0, the locus in S
(−m) of connected fibers and ramification jump j0 is ⋂
j>j0
V (gj)
 \ V (gj0).
This shows (1) in the case G = Z/p. Note that the locus of non-connected fibers
is
⋂
j>0 V (gj). To show (2) in this case, suppose that S is reduced and that P
has constant ramification jump j0. Then for every j > j0, V (gj) = S
(−m), thus
gj = 0. Since V (gj0) = ∅, gj0 is invertible. Since j0 is prime to p, there exist
positive integers a, b such that −aj + bp = 1. Let us write S(−m) = SpecR′ and
PS(−m) = SpecA = SpecR
′LtM[y]/(yp− y+ g) and let s := yatb ∈ A. For each point
r : SpecK → S(−m), the elements sr, yr ∈ Ar induced from s, y respectively have
valuation 1 and −j0 with respect to the normalized valuation of Ar. We have
R′LtM[y]/(yp − y + g) =
p−1⊕
l=0
R′LtMyl
and each si is uniquely written as si =
∑p−1
l=0 ti,ly
l, ti,l ∈ R′LtM. For each point r,
(ti,l)r has valuation ≥ i − lj0. Since R′ is reduced, we have (ti,l) ∈ ti−lj0 · R′JtK.
It follows that any power series
∑
i≥0 ais
i, ai ∈ R′ in the variable s converges. It
follows that there exists a unique map φ : R′JuK → A sending u to s. Thus we may
think of the image of φ as the power series ring RJsK with the variable s. Clearly
R′LsM ∼= R′JsK⊗R′JtKR
′LtM ∼= A. The image of t in A is written as usp, u ∈ RLsM such
that at each point r : SpecK → S, the image of u, ur ∈ KLsM is a unit of KJsK.
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This means that u ∈ RJsK∗. Thus the isomorphism R′LsM ∼= A is a uniformization.
Assertion (2) holds when G = Z/p.
Next we prove the general case by induction. Let n ∈ N. We assume that
both assertions hold if ♯G < n and will prove the case ♯G = n. Let P → D∗S be
a G-torsor. For every normal subgroup N ⊳ G of order p, the locus where the
G/N -torsor P/N → D∗S has connected fibers and the ramification datum induced
from r is a locally closed subset, say C ⊂ S. We give it the reduced structure.
For any affine open U ⊂ C and for m ≫ 0, (P/N)U(−m) is uniformizable. From
the case G = Z/p, the locus where the N -torsor PU(−m) → (P/N)U(−m) = D
∗
S(−m)
has connected fibers and the ramification jump induced from r is locally closed.
This shows assertion (1). If P has connected fibers and constant ramification and
if S is reduced, then from the assumption of induction, we have (P/N)S(−m) is
uniformizable for m ≫ 0. The N -torsor PS(−m) → (P/N)S(−m) = D
∗
S(−m)
also has
constant ramification. Thus, from assertion (2) for the case of Z/p, for n≫ m, the
N -torsor PS(−n) → (P/N)S(−n) = D
∗
S(−n)
is uniformizable, which implies assertion
(2) for a general p-group. 
Definition 5.12. We define Λ (resp. Λ[G], ΛG) to be the full substack of ∆ (resp.
∆[G], ∆G) of fiberwise connected torsors with locally constant ramification. When
G is constant and r is a ramification datum for G, we define ΛrG to be the full
subcategory of ΛG of torsors with ramification datum r.
For a Galoisian groupG, we haveΛ[G] = Λ×AA[G] and ΛG =
∐
r∈Ram(G) Λ
r
G. For
a Galoisian group scheme G→ S corresponding to S → A, we have ΛG = Λ×A S.
Definition 5.13. For a ramification datum r for a Galoisian group G, let [r] be its
Aut(G)-orbit. We define Λ
[r]
[G] to be the essential image of the functor
∐
s∈[r]Λ
s
G →
Λ[G].
For Spec k → A[G] corresponding to the constant group G, we have
Λ
[r]
[G] ×A[G] Spec k
∼=
∐
s∈[r]
ΛsG.
Lemma 5.14. For a Galoisian group G and a ramification datum r, the stacks ∆G
and ΛrG are perfect over k.
Proof. If we prove the lemma when k = Fp, then the general case follows by the
base change along Spec k → SpecFp. Thus we may suppose that k is perfect. For
S ∈ Aff , the Frobenius morphism
∆G(S)→ ∆G(S
(−1)) = ∆
(1)
G (S)
is an equivalence [TY17, Prop. 4.6]. By this equivalence, the property of having
connected fibers is preserved. The ramification data are also preserved. These
prove the lemma. 
Lemma 5.15. For a Galoisian group G and a ramification datum r for G, the
stack ΛrG is isomorphic to the ind-perfection X
iper of a reduced DM stack X of
finite type. The same is true for Λ
[r]
[G].
Proof. Again we may suppose that k is perfect. From [TY17], we can write ∆G =
lim
−→
Yi as the limit of DM stacks of finite type such that the transition morphisms
Yi → Yi+1 are representable, finite and universally injective. In particular, we
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have |∆G| =
⋃
i |Yi|. Since torsors with the same ramification datum r have the
same discriminant, we have |ΛrG| ⊂ |Yi0 | for some i0 [TY19]. (For each n, we can
construct a family P → D∗S of totally ramified extensions of kLtM with S of finite
type such that every totally ramified extension of discriminant exponent at most
n. This shows that ΛrG is of finite type.) From 5.11, |Λ
r
G| is a locally closed subset
of |Yi0 |. For i ≥ i0, let Xi ⊂ Yi be the reduced substack such that |Xi| = |Λ
r
G|.
Since ∆G is perfect, we also have ∆G ∼= lim−→i,n
Y
(n)
i . We claim that
ΛrG
∼= lim−→
i,n
X
(n)
i .
To show this, we first observe that ΛrG is a full subcategory of ∆G and lim−→i,n
X
(n)
i
is a full subcategory of lim
−→i,n
Y
(n)
i . We need to show that their objects corre-
spond through the isomorphism ∆G ∼= lim−→i,n
Y
(n)
i . It is clear that every object of
lim
−→i,n
X
(n)
i maps to an object of Λ
r
G. It remains to show that every object of Λ
r
G
comes from an object of X
(n)
i for some i, n. Let P → D
∗
S be an object of Λ
r
G over
an affine scheme S. For some i ≥ i0, the morphism S → ΛrG factors through Yi.
The image of |S| → |Yi| is contained in |Xi|. Let Ui ⊂ Yi be an open substack such
that Xi is a closed substack of it. Let I ⊂ OUi be the defining ideal of Xi. The
morphism Sred → S → Ui factors through Xi, which means that I is pulled back
to the zero ideal sheaf by this morphism. Since Ui is of finite type and I is locally
finitely generated, for n≫ 0, the ideal I is pulled back to the zero ideal sheaf also
by the morphism S(−n) → S → Ui. This means that the morphism S
(−n) → Ui
factors through Xi, equivalently, S → U
(n)
i factors through X
(n)
i . We have proved
the claim.
From 5.14 and 4.2, if we put X := Xi0 , we have Λ
r
G
∼= X iper. We have proved
the first assertion. Since Λ
[r]
[G] ×A[G] Spec k
∼=
∐
s∈[r]Λ
s
G, from [TY17, Lem. 3.5],
Λ
[r]
[G] is also the inductive limit of DM stacks of finite type such that the transi-
tion morphisms Yi → Yi+1 are representable, finite and universally injective. The
Frobenius morphism of Λ
[r]
[G] becomes the one of
∐
s∈[r] Λ
s
G by the base change with
Spec k → A[G]. Therefore Λ
[r]
[G] is also perfect over k. The second assertion similarly
follows. 
5.4. The stack Λ in characteristic zero or in the tame case. W return to
the situation of arbitrary characteristic.
Let Cl be the cyclic group of order l such that if p > 0, then p ∤ l. Every tame
Galoisian group is of this form. In characteristic zero, we define Λ, Λ[G] and ΛG as
in 5.12 removing the condition of locally constant ramification; they are simply be
the substacks of ∆, ∆[G] and ∆G respectively of fiberwise connected torsors. For
the morphism µl : Spec k → A[Cl], we have
Λ[Cl] ×A[Cl],µl Spec k
∼= Λµl
∼=
∐
p∈(Z/lZ)∗
Bµl.
Here the right isomorphism follows from [TY17, Th. B]. In particular, Λ[Cl] is a
DM stack etale over k. The morphism
Λµl = Λ[Cl] ×A[Cl] Spec k → Λ[Cl]
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is a torsor under the group Aut(Cl) = (Z/lZ)∗. The (Z/lZ)∗-action permutes the
components of Λµl freely and transitively. Therefore
Λ[Cl]
∼= [Λµl/(Z/lZ)
∗] ∼= Bµl
and, if Λµl,i, i ∈ (Z/lZ)
∗ denotes the ith component, then the morphism
(5.1) Λµl,i → Λ[Cl]
is an isomorphism.
In characteristic zero, we have Λ =
∐
l>0 Λ[Cl], which is a reduced DM stack
almost of finite type. In arbitrary characteristic, we put Λtame :=
∐
l>0; p∤l Λ[Cl].
Note that the component Λ[1] = Λ[C1], corresponding to the trivial cover Df → Df,
is isomorphic to Spec k.
5.5. Integral models.
Lemma 5.16. Suppose that p > 0 (resp. p = 0). Let (G→ S, P → D∗S) ∈ Λ, where
G → S is a Galoisian group scheme and P → D∗S is a G-torsor. Suppose that S
is reduced. Then there exists a finite etale cover
∐n
i=1 Si → S such that for each i,
GSi is constant and PSi has constant ramification and PS(−m)i
is uniformizable for
m≫ 0 (resp.PSi is uniformizable).
Proof. First consider the case p > 0. Since there exists a finite etale cover U → S
such that GU is Zariski-locally constant, we may suppose that G is constant. Let
H be the unique p-Sylow subgroup of G. The quotient group G/H is a tame cyclic
group, say of order l. Adding the l-th roots of unity to k, we may also suppose that
the group scheme µl is isomorphic to the constant group G/H . From [TY17, Th.
B],
∆G/H ∼=
∐
i∈Z/lZ
B(G/H)
and components for i ∈ (Z/lZ)∗ correspond to connected torsors. For i ∈ (Z/lZ)∗,
if i′ denotes the integer representing i with 0 < i′ < l, then the standard morphism
onto the i-th component
Spec k → ∆G/H
corresponds to the uniformizable torsor Spec kLtM[x]/(xl − ti
′
) → Spec kLtM. Since
this morphism is finite and etale, there exists a finite etale cover V → S such
that the morphism V → S → ∆G/H lifts to
∐
i∈(Z/lZ)∗ Spec k. Then (P/H)V is
uniformizable. Thus we may also assume that P/H has uniformization P/H ∼= D∗S .
Since the H-torsor P → P/H ∼= D∗S has locally constant ramification and S is
quasi-compact (recall S is affine), there exists a stratification V =
⊔l
i=1 Si into
open and closed subsets such that each PSi has constant ramification. From 5.11,
for m ≫ 0, the H-torsor P
S
(−m)
i
→ P
S
(−m)
i
/H ∼= D∗
S
(−m)
i
is uniformizable and so is
the G-torsor P
S
(−m)
i
→ D∗
S
(−m)
i
. We have proved the lemma when p > 0.
When p = 0, the above argument for G/H shows the lemma. 
Lemma 5.17. Let (G → S = SpecR,P = SpecA → D∗S) ∈ Λ. Suppose that S is
reduced and that there exists a finite etale cover
∐
i∈I Si → S such that every PSi
is uniformizable. Then there exists a unique RJtK-subalgebra O ⊂ A such that
(1) O is a finite and flat RJtK-module,
(2) Ot = A, where the left side is the localization of O by t,
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(3) for any U = SpecB → S such that PU is uniformizable, the subring O⊗RJtK
BJtK ⊂ A⊗RJtK BJtK is the integral ring of PU (see 5.7).
Proof. Let Sij = SpecRij := Si×SSj and write PSi = SpecAi and PSij = SpecAij .
Let Oi ⊂ Ai and Oij ⊂ Aij be the integral rings. Since Rij is a finitely presented Ri-
module (recall that an etale morphism is by definition locally of finite presentation),
from [TY17, Lem. 2.4], we have RiJtK⊗Ri Rij ∼= RijJtK. Therefore
Oij = Oi ⊗RiJtK RijJtK = Oi ⊗Ri Rij ,
Aij = Ai ⊗RiLtM RijLtM = Ai ⊗RiLtM RijLtM = Ai ⊗Ri Rij .
By descent, we get a submodule O ⊂ A. Properties (1) and (2) hold, since they
hold after pulled-back to Si.
Let U → S be as in (3). Consider the finite etale cover
∐
i U ×S Si → U . The
integral ring of PU and O ⊗RJtK BJtK are the same because they become the same
when pulled back to U ×S Si. 
Definition 5.18. For a torsor P → D∗S as in 5.17, we call Spf O the integral model
of P and denote it by P . We also call the morphism P → Df∗S a G-cover.
Proposition 5.19. (1) Suppose p > 0. Let G be a Galoisian group and r
a ramification datum for G. Then there exist a reduced DM stack X of
finite type and an isomorphism X iper
∼
−→ Λ
[r]
[G] such that for any morphism
S → X from an affine scheme, there exists an etale cover T → S by an
affine scheme such that the composite morphism
T → X → X iper
∼
−→ Λ
[r]
[G]
corresponds to a uniformizable torsor.
(2) Let G be a tame cyclic group. Then Λ[G] is a reduced DM stack of finite
type and for any morphism S → Λ[G] from an affine scheme, there exists
a finite etale cover T → S (necessarily by an affine scheme) such that the
induced morphism
T → Λ[G]
corresponds to a uniformizable torsor.
Proof. (1) First consider the case where k = Fp. From 5.15, there exist a reduced
DM stack Y of finite type and an isomorphism Y iper ∼= Λ
[r]
[G]. Take an atlas U → Y
with U an affine scheme. From 5.16, there exists a finite etale cover V → U such
that for m ≫ 0, V (−m) → Y → Λ
[r]
[G] corresponds to a uniformizable torsor. The
stack X = Y(−m) satisfies the desired property. Indeed, since k is perfect, X (−m)
is of finite type. Obviously we have X iper ∼= Λ
[r]
[G]. For any morphism S → X , the
morphism S×X V (−m) → S is an etale cover and the morphism S×X V (−m) → Λ
[r]
[G]
is uniformizable since it factors through V (−m). For a general field k, we just take
the base change X ⊗Fp k.
(2) Obvious. 
Definition 5.20. When p > 0, for each [G] and [r], we choose a reduced DM stack
of finite type Θ
[r]
[G] as in 5.19, (1). When G is tame, there is only one class [r] and
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choose Θ
[r]
[G] to be Λ[G]. We then define
Θ :=
∐
G∈GalGps
∐
[r]∈Ram(G)/Aut(G)
Θ
[r]
[G],
Θ[G] := Θ×A A[G] =
∐
[r]∈Ram(G)/Aut(G)
Θ
[r]
[G].
When p = 0, we define Θ := Λ and Θ[G] = Λ[G]. For a Galoisian group scheme
G→ S, we define ΘG := Θ×A S.
All these stacks are almost of finite type, that is, each of them has only countably
many connected components each of which is of finite type. From 5.17, for any
morphism S → Θ from an affine scheme S, the induced torsor P = SpecA → D∗S
has the subalgebra O ⊂ A. Let On := O/(t
n+1).
Definition 5.21. We define a finite affine scheme EΘ,n over Θ by the property
EΘ,n ×Θ S = SpecOn for each S → Θ. (This is also constructed as the relative
spectrum Spec
Θ
OΘ,n of the coherent sheaf OΘ,n on Θ given by modules OU,n in
5.17.) There exists a natural morphism EΘ,n → DΘ,n := Dn × Θ, which is repre-
sentable, finite and flat. We define a formal DM stack EΘ := lim−→
EΘ,n and call it
the universal integral model over Θ. There exists a natural morphism EΘ → DfΘ.
For a morphism of stacks Σ→ Θ, we call the induced morphism
EΣ := EΘ ×DfΘ DfΣ = EΘ ×Θ Σ→ DfΣ
a G-cover.
For each point x : SpecK → Θ, the fiber product EΘ ×Θ SpecK is the integral
model of the G-torsor P → D∗K corresponding to x. The EΘ,n ×Θ SpecK is its
closed subscheme defined by tn+1.
From 5.8, the group scheme GΘ := G ×A Θ over Θ acts on EΘ,n.
Definition 5.22. We define EΘ,n to be the quotient stack [EΘ,n/GΘ]. More pre-
cisely, we define a stack EΘ,n as follows. For U ∈ Aff , an object of EΘ,n(U) is a
tuple (U → Θ, P → U, P → EU,n) where P → U is a GU -torsor and P → EU,n is a
GU -equivariant morphism. We then define EΘ := lim−→EΘ,n and call it the universal
twisted formal disk over Θ.
For each morphism U → Θ from an affine scheme, we have EΘ,n ×Θ U ∼=
[EU,n/GU ]. We have natural morphisms of DM stacks EΘ,n → EΘ,n → DΘ,n and
ones of formal DM stacks EΘ → EΘ → DfΘ.
Definition 5.23. A twisted formal disk over a field K is a formal DM stack E over
DfK induced as the base change of EΘ → DfΘ by a K-point SpecK → Θ. Two
twisted formal disks E and E ′ over K are said to be isomorphic if there exists an
isomorphism E → E ′ which makes the diagram
E //
!!❉
❉❉
❉❉
E ′

DfK
2-commutative.
Lemma 5.24. For an algebraically closed field K, we have one-to-one correspon-
dences
Λ[K]←→ Θ[K]←→ {twisted formal disk over K}/∼=.
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Proof. The first correspondence is clear. An isomorphism in Λ(K) gives an isomor-
phism α : G ∼= G′ of Galoisian groups and P ∼= P ′ a D∗K -isomorphism compatible
with α for a G-torsor P → D∗K and a G
′-torsor P ′ → D∗K . For their models P and
P ′, the quotient stacks [P/G] and [P ′/G′] are clearly isomorphic twisted formal
disks. Conversely, given an isomorphism [E/G] → [E′/G′] of twisted formal disks
over K, consider the fiber product U := E ×[E′/G′] E
′. This is finite and etale over
both E and E′. Therefore U is isomorphic to the coproduct of copies of E and to
the coproduct of copies of E′. Thus, if U0 is a connected component of U , then
we have isomorphisms E ∼= U0 ∼= E′ over DfK . It follows that the corresponding
Galois extensions of KLtM are isomorphic and determines isomorphic K-points of
Λ. 
6. Untwisting stacks
In this section, we introduce our main technical ingredient, the untwisting stack.
We define it as a certain Hom stack.
6.1. Some results on Hom stacks.
Definition 6.1. Let Y,X ,S be stacks over Aff with morphisms Y → S and
X → S. We define HomS(Y,X ) (resp. Hom
rep
S (Y,X )) to be the fibered category
over S whose fiber category over an S-point S → S is HomS(Y ×S S,X ×S S)
(resp.HomrepS (Y ×S S,X ×S S)), the category of S-morphisms (resp. representable
S-morphisms).
Note that the canonical functor
HomrepS (Y ×S S,X ×S S)→ Hom
rep
S (Y ×S S,X )
is an equivalence. Through this equivalence, we often identify the two categories.
A basic result on Hom stacks is the following one by Olsson:
Theorem 6.2 ([Ols07, Ols06]). Let S be a scheme and let X and Y be DM stacks of
finite presentation over S. Suppose that Y is proper and flat over S and there exists
a finite, finitely presented, flat and surjective morphism Z → Y from an algebraic
space. Then HomS(Y,X ) is a DM stack locally of finite presentation over S and
HomrepS (Y,X ) is an open substack of it.
We prove a slight generalization of this theorem as well as auxiliary results on
Hom stacks.
Lemma 6.3. Let S be an algebraic space, let Y,X,W be algebraic spaces of finite
presentation over S. Suppose that Y is flat and proper over S. Let X →֒ W be a
closed immersion. Then the induced morphism
HomS(Y,X)→ HomS(Y,W )
is also a closed immersion.
Proof. A closed immersion is characterized by three properties: universally closed,
unramified and universally injective [Sta20, tag 04XV]. We check these properties.
Universally injective: Obvious.
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Unramified: Let T →֒ T ′ be a thickening of S-schemes. We need to show that
given the diagram below of solid arrows
T //

HomS(Y,X)

T ′ //
88♣
♣
♣
♣
HomS(Y,W ),
then there exists at most one dashed arrow making the whole diagram commutative.
This holds because for the corresponding diagram below of solid arrows
Y ×S T //

X

Y ×S T ′ //
99t
t
t
W,
there exists at most one dashed arrow, since X →W is unramified.
Universally closed: Let R be a valuation ring and let K be its fraction field.
Suppose that we have the commutative diagram below of solid arrows.
SpecK //

HomS(Y,X)

SpecR //
66♥♥♥♥
HomS(Y,W )
We need to show the existence of the solid arrow making the whole diagram com-
mutative. Let f : Y ×S SpecR→W be the morphism corresponding to the bottom
arrow. The induced morphism g : Y ×S SpecK →W factors through X . It means
g−1IX = 0 where IX ⊂ OW is the defining ideal sheaf ofX ⊂W . Since Y ×SSpecR
is flat over SpecR, the structure sheaf of Y ×S SpecR has no R-torsion. This im-
plies that f−1IX = 0 and that f factors through X . This means the existence of
the dashed arrow. 
Lemma 6.4. Let S be an algebraic space of finite type, let Y,X be algebraic spaces
of finite type over S. Suppose that Y is flat and finite over S. Then HomS(Y,X)
is an algebraic space of finite type.
Proof. First consider the case where S, Y,X are all affine schemes, say S = SpecR,
X = SpecA and Y = SpecB and B is a free R-module of rank m. Suppose that X
is embedded in Ank . From 6.3, HomS(Y,X) is a closed subspace of →֒ HomS(Y,A
n).
An element f ∈ HomS(Y,A
n)(SpecB) is given by f∗ : B[x1, . . . , xn] → B⊕m.
Therefore we have a universally injective morphism
HomS(Y,A
n)→ AnmS .
As a consequence, HomS(Y,X) is quasi-compact and of finite type in this case.
We reduce the general case to the above special case step by step. Firstly, taking
the base change by a surjective morphism S′ → S, we may suppose that S is an
affine scheme, which implies that Y is also affine. By a further base change, we may
suppose that, if S = SpecR and Y = SpecB, then B is free over R. There exists
a surjective finite-type morphism T → S such that each connected component of
(T ×S Y )red maps isomorphically onto T . This allows us to reduce to the case
where Y =
∐n
i=1 Yi and Yi,red → S is an isomorphism. Then HomS(Y,X) =∏n
i=1 HomS(Yi, X). Thus we may further suppose that Yred → S is an isomorphism.
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The morphism S ∼= Yred →֒ Y induces a morphism HomS(Y,X)→ HomS(S,X) =
X . For an etale morphism U → X , we have
HomS(Y,X)×X U = HomS(Y, U).
We can see this by looking at the diagram
T // _

U

YT //
==⑤
⑤
X
induced from a morphism T → S. Using this, we reduce the problem to the case
where X is an affine scheme. This completes the proof. 
Lemma 6.5. Let S be a DM stack of finite type, let Y,X be DM stacks of finite
type over S. Suppose that Y is flat and finite over S and that there exists a finite,
etale and surjective morphism U → Y such that U → S is representable. Then
HomS(Y,X ) and Hom
rep
S (Y,X ) are DM stacks of finite type.
Proof. Let T → S be an atlas. Then
HomS(Y,X ) ×S T
∼= HomT (Y ×S T,X ×X T ),
HomrepS (Y,X ) ×S T
∼= Hom
rep
T (Y ×S T,X ×X T )
are DM stacks locally of finite type. From A.3, HomS(Y,X ) and Hom
rep
S (Y,X )
are also DM stacks locally of finite type. To show that they are of finite type, it
suffices to show that HomS(Y,X ) is of finite type in the case where S = S is a
scheme. LetX is the coarse moduli space of X . Then the morphism HomS(Y,X )→
HomS(Y, X) is of finite type from [Ols07]. From the assumption, there exists a
finite, etale and surjective morphism U → Y from an algebraic space. Let V :=
U ×Y U . We have a short exact sequence
HomS(Y, X)→ HomS(U,X)⇒ HomS(V,X).
From 6.4, the right two Hom spaces are of finite type. It follows that HomS(Y, X)
is of finite type. Therefore HomS(Y,X ) is also of finite type. 
Lemma 6.6. Let C be a DM stack and let E ,X ,Y,Z be DM stacks over C. Let
f : Y → X and g : Z → X be a C-morphism. Then there exists an isomorphism
HomC(E ,Y ×X Z)→ HomC(E ,Y) ×HomC(E,X ) HomC(E ,Z).
If f and g are representable morphisms of formal DM stacks, then
HomrepC (E ,Y ×X Z)→ Hom
rep
C (E ,Y) ×HomrepC (E,X ) Hom
rep
C (E ,Z).
Proof. Let S → C be a morphism from an affine scheme. We define ES to be the
base change of E by S → C. Similarly for XS , YS and ZS . Let γ : ES → Y ×X Z
be a C-morphism. We get the induced morphisms pY ◦ γ : ES → Y, pZ ◦ γ : ES → Z
and the isomorphism f ◦ pY ◦ γ → g ◦ pZ ◦ γ. This defines a morphism
HomC(E ,Y ×X Z)→ HomC(E ,Y) ×HomC(E,X ) HomC(E ,Z).
We need to show that
HomS(ES , (Y ×X Z)S)→ HomS(ES ,YS)×HomS(ES ,XS) HomS(ES ,ZS)
is an isomorphism. This follows from
YS ×XS ZS
∼= (Y ×X XS)×XS (Z ×X XS)
∼= Y ×X Z ×X XS ∼= Y ×X Z ×C S
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and
HomS(ES ,YS ×XS ZS)→ HomS(ES ,YS)×HomS(ES ,XS) HomS(ES ,ZS)
is an isomorphism from [Ols16, pp. 82–83].
For the second assertion, since f and g are representable, HomrepC (E ,Y) and
HomrepC (E ,Z)maps into Hom
rep
C (E ,X ). Let β : ES → YS×XSZS be a morphism over
S. It suffices to show that β is representable if and only if the induced morphisms
ES → YS and ES → ZS are representable. This reduces to proving the following
fact: Suppose that B → A and C → A are injective homomorphisms of groups and
that D is another group. Then a homomorphism D → B ×A C is injective if and
only if D → B and D → C are injective. But this is obvious. 
6.2. Untwisting stacks.
Definition 6.7. Let X be a formal DM stack of finite type over Df. We fix
a stack Θ as in 5.20. We define the total untwisting stack UtgΘ(X ) to be the
Hom stack HomrepDfΘ(EΘ,XΘ), where XΘ := X ×k Θ. This is a fibered category
over DfΘ such that for a morphism U → DfΘ from an affine scheme, the fiber
category HomrepDfΘ(EΘ,XΘ)(U), is the category Hom
rep
U (EΘ ×DfΘ U,XΘ ×DfΘ U) of
representable morphisms EΘ ×DfΘ U → XΘ ×DfΘ U over U . For any morphism
σ : Σ→ Θ of stacks, we define
UtgΣ(X ) = Utgσ(X ) := Hom
rep
DfΘ
(EΘ,XΘ)×Θ Σ
(
∼= Hom
rep
DfΣ
(EΣ,XΣ)
)
,
where EΣ := EΘ ×Θ Σ.
Lemma 6.8. For a Galoisian group G and a ramification datum r for G, Utg
Θ
[r]
[G]
(X )
is a formal DM stack of finite type over Df
Θ
[r]
[G]
.
Proof. First note that Θ
[r]
[G] is a DM stack of finite type. Let V → Θ
[r]
[G] be an atlas.
For each n ∈ N,
UtgV (X )n = Hom
rep
DV,n
(EV,n,XV,n) = UtgΘ[r]
[G]
(X )n ×Θ[r]
[G]
V
is a DM stack of finite type from 6.5. From A.3, Utg
Θ
[r]
[G]
(X )n is a DM stack of
finite type. The lemma follows from 2.10. 
From 5.24, for an algebraically closed field K, the set of K-points
UtgΘ(X )[K] = UtgΘ(X )0[K]
is identified with the isomorphism classes of pairs (E , E0 → X ) of a twisted formal
disk E over K and a representable morphism E0 → X . Here two pairs (E , a : E0 →
X ) and (E ′, b : E ′0 → X ) are isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism h : E → E
′
such that a is isomorphic to
E0
h×DfD0−−−−−→ E ′0
b
−→ X .
Lemma 6.9. Let S = SpecR be an affine scheme and let E and X be DM stacks
over DS = SpecRJtK. Let Eˆ and Xˆ be their t-adic completions, which are formal
DM stacks over DfS = Spf RJtK. Then we have an isomorphism of stacks over DfS,
HomrepDfS(Eˆ , Xˆ )
∼= ̂HomrepDS (E ,X ).
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Proof. For n ∈ N, we put En := E ×DS DS,n = Eˆ ×DfS DS,n and similarly for Xn.
Any morphism U → DfS from an affine scheme factors through DS,n for some
n ∈ N. Therefore we have natural isomorphisms
HomrepDfS (Eˆ , Xˆ )(U)
∼=
(
HomrepDfS (Eˆ , Xˆ )×DfS DS,n
)
(U)
∼= Hom
rep
DS,n
(En,Xn)(U)
∼=
(
HomrepDS (E ,X ) ×DS DS,n
)
(U)
∼= ̂HomrepDS (E ,X )(U).

Lemma 6.10. If Y → X is representable and etale, then UtgΘ(Y) → UtgΘ(X ) is
also representable and etale. If Y → X is stabilizer-preserving, etale and surjective,
then UtgΘ(Y)→ UtgΘ(X ) is surjective.
Proof. Let SpecK → DfΘ be a geometric point and let r : SpecK → UtgΘ(Y) be
a lift of it. The latter corresponds to a representable morphism
ESpecK → Y.
The automorphism group of this morphism is equal to AutUtgΘ(Y)/DfΘ(r), the group
of those automorphisms of the object r that map to the identity morphism in DfΘ.
From A.4, the map AutUtgΘ(Y)/DfΘ(r) → AutUtgΘ(X )/DfΘ(r
′) is injective, where
r′ : SpecK → UtgΘ(X ) is the image of r and corresponds to the composition
ESpecK → Y → X . From A.1, AutUtgΘ(Y)(r) → AutUtgΘ(X )(r
′) is also injec-
tive. Therefore, for each n, the morphism UtgΘ(Y)n → UtgΘ(X )n of DM stacks
is representable. We conclude that the morphism UtgΘ(Y) → UtgΘ(X ) is also
representable.
Consider a 2-commutative diagram
S // _
ι 
UtgΘ(Y)

S′ //
2:❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧
❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧ U // UtgΘ(X )
such that S, S′, U are algebraic spaces and ι is a thickening. Ignoring U , we obtain
the corresponding diagram:
(6.1) ES _

// Y

ES′
9A
⑤⑤⑤⑤
// X
Since Y → X is representable and etale, from A.7, there exists a morphism ES′ → Y
and two 2-morphisms forming the 2-commutative diagram
ES _

// Y

ES′
88qqqqqqqq
//
<D
✁✁✁✁
=E
☎☎☎☎☎
☎☎☎☎☎ X
which induces (6.1). Moreover such a triple of a morphism ES′ → Y and two 2-
morphisms is unique up to unique isomorphism (see the uniqueness assertion in
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A.7). We have the corresponding diagram:
S // _
ι 
UtgΘ(Y)

S′ //
66❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧
<D
     
U //
6>ttttt
ttttt
UtgΘ(X )
This shows that there exists a unique dashed arrow fitting into the commutative
diagram of algebraic spaces:
S // _

U ×UtgΘ(X ) UtgΘ(Y)

S′ //
55❧❧❧❧❧
U
Therefore U ×UtgΘ(X )UtgΘ(Y)→ U is etale for any morphism U → UtgΘ(X ) from
an algebraic space. It follows that UtgΘ(Y)→ UtgΘ(X ) is etale.
Suppose now that Y → X is stabilizer-preserving, etale and surjective. Let
SpecK → UtgΘ(X ) be any geometric point. This induces a geometric point
x : SpecK → ESpecK → X .
Let y : SpecK → Y be a lift of it. For some finite group G and a scheme E with
Ered = SpecK, we have ESpecK ∼= [E/G]. The representable morphism ESpecK →
X induces an injection G → AutX (x). Since Y → X is stabilizer-preserving, the
composition
BG = [Ered/G] →֒ ESpecK → X
lifts to BG→ Y. We obtain a 2-commutative diagram:
(6.2) SpecK // BG

// Y

ESpecK // X
The morphism BG → ESpecK is a thickening. From A.7, there exists a morphism
ESpecK → Y fitting into (6.2). It gives a K-point of UtgΘ(Y) lying over the chosen
K-point of UtgΘ(X ). This shows the desired surjectivity. 
6.3. The case of quotient stacks. For a formal scheme X of finite type over Df
with an automorphism α, the α-fixed locus Xα is defined to be
X ×(idX ,α),X×DfX,∆ X.
This becomes a closed subscheme of X by the first projection. When a finite group
H acts on X , we define the H-fixed locus XH to be
⋃
h∈H X
h.
Definition 6.11. Let G be a Galoisian group, let V be a formal scheme over Df
with an action of a finite group H and let ι : G → H be an embedding of finite
groups. We define UtgΘG,ι(V ) to be the G-fixed locus of
HomDΘG
(EΘG , VΘG)
by the action g(f) := ι(g)fg−1.
Note that the Hom stack HomDΘG
(EΘG , VΘG) is identical to the Weil restriction
REΘG/DfΘG (V ×DfΘG EΘG).
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An object of UtgΘG,ι(V ) over an S-point S → DfΘG is an ι-equivariant morphism
EΘG ×DfΘG S → V. This induces a representable morphism
[(EΘG ×DfΘG S)/G]
∼= EΘG ×DfΘG S → [V/ι(G)] → [V/H ].
In turn, this leads to a morphism∐
ι∈Emb(G,H)
UtgΘG,ι(V )→ UtgΘG(X ),
where Emb(G,H) is the set of embeddings G →֒ H .
We define actions of H and Aut(G) on
∐
ιUtgΘG,ι(V ). For h ∈ H , let ch ∈
Aut(H) be the automorphism f 7→ hfh−1. Given an ι-equivariant morphism
ψ : F → V , the composition F
ψ
−→ V
h
−→ V is chι-equivariant. Sending F → V
to F −→ V
h
−→ V gives a morphism
UtgΘG,ι(V )→ UtgΘG,chι(V )
and defines an H-action on
∐
ιUtgΘG,ι(V ).
For c ∈ Aut(G), let F (c) be the scheme F with the new G-action such that the
automorphism c−1(g) : F → F for the old action is the new g-action. Then the
same scheme morphism ψ : F (c) → V is now ιc−1-equivariant. Sending F → V to
F (c) → V gives a morphism
UtgΘG,ι(V )→ UtgΘG,ιc−1(V )
and defines an Aut(G)-action on
∐
ιUtgΘG,ι(V ).
The two actions commute and we obtain the Aut(G)×H-action. The morphism∐
ιUtgΘG,ι(V ) → UtgΘG(X ) is invariant for the H-action and equivariant for the
Aut(G)- and Aut(G)×H-actions. From the universality of quotient stacks [Rom05]
(similar to the one of quotient schemes), we obtain morphisms ∐
ι∈Emb(G,H)
UtgΘG,ι(V )
 /H
→ UtgΘG(X ),(6.3)  ∐
ι∈Emb(G,H)
UtgΘG,ι(V )
 /Aut(G)×H
→ UtgΘ[G](X ).(6.4)
Note that ΘG → Θ[G] as well as UtgΘG(X ) → UtgΘ[G](X ) is an Aut(G)-torsor,
since it is a base change of Spec k → A[G] ∼= BAut(G). Since Aut(G) acts freely
on Emb(G,H), if Emb(G,H)/Aut(G) denotes a set of representatives of Aut(G)-
orbits, we have ∐
ι∈Emb(G,H)
UtgΘG,ι(V )
 /Aut(G)
 ∼= ∐
ι∈Emb(G,H)/Aut(G)
UtgΘG,ι(V ).
The Aut(G)×H-action on Emb(G,H) is not generally free. The stabilizer of ι is
{(ι∗ch, h) | h ∈ NH(ι(G))} (∼= NH(ι(G))).
HereNH(ι(G)) is the normalizer of ι(G) inH and ι
∗ch is the automorphism ofG cor-
responding to ch|ι(G) via ι. We have the induced NH(ι(G))-action on UtgΘG,ι(V );
for h ∈ NH(ι(G)),
h : UtgΘG,ι(V )→ UtgΘG,chι(V )→ UtgΘG,chι(ι∗ch)−1(V ) = UtgΘG,ι(V ),
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being the composition of morphisms given above. Therefore
(6.5)
 ∐
ι∈Emb(G,H)
UtgΘG,ι(V )
 /(Aut(G)×H)

∼=
∐
ι∈Emb(G,H)/(Aut(G)×H)
[UtgΘG,ι(V )/NH(ι(G))].
Note that Emb(G,H)/(Aut(G) ×H) is in one-to-one correspondence with the set
of H-conjugacy classes of subgroups G′ ⊂ H such that G′ ∼= G. In particular, if G
is a cyclic group of order l, then it is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of
conjugacy classes of H that have order l. We also have ∐
ι∈Emb(G,H)
UtgΘG,ι(V )
 /H
 ∼= ∐
ι∈Emb(G,H)/H
[UtgΘG,ι(V )/CH(ι(G))].
Here CH(ι(G)) denotes the centralizer of ι(G) in H .
Lemma 6.12. Morphisms (6.3) and (6.4) are isomorphisms.
Proof. It suffices to show that
∐
ι∈Emb(G,H) UtgΘG,ι(V ) → UtgΘG(X ) is an H-
torsor. This is true because the base change by EΘG → DfΘG is an H-torsor as
proved in 6.13. 
Lemma 6.13. Let X := [V/H ]. The diagram∐
ι∈Emb(G,H)UtgΘG,ι(V )×DfΘG EΘG
//

V

UtgΘG(X )×DfΘG EΘG
// X
is 2-Cartesian. In particular, the left vertical arrow is an H-torsor.
Proof. Since V → X = [V/H ] is an H-torsor, the second assertion follows from the
first. Let s : S → DfΘG be a morphism from an affine scheme, let ES := EΘG×ΘG,sS
and ES := EΘG ×ΘG,s S and let VS := V ×Df S and XS := X ×Df S. The fiber over
s of the fibered category (UtgΘG(X ) ×DfΘG EΘG) ×X V → DfΘG is regarded the
category of 2-commutative diagrams of the form
(6.6) S //

VS

ES //
2:♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
ES // XS
where the dotted arrows are the canonical ones, the normal arrows are S-morphisms
and the thick arrow is a witnessing 2-isomorphism. On the other hand, the fiber
over s of the fibered category UtgΘG,ι(V ) ×DfΘG EΘG → DfΘG is identified with
the category of diagrams of S-morphisms
(6.7) S

VS
ES
ι-eq.
==④④④④
where ES → VS is ι-equivariant.
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Given a diagram of form (6.7), we obtain dashed arrows and thick arrows forming
the 2-commutative diagram:
S

//❴❴❴❴❴❴ VS

ES
55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦ //
9A
⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
ES //❴❴
5=rrrrrr
rrrrrr
[VS/ι(H)] // XS
Again the dotted arrows are the canonical ones. Thus we obtain a diagram of form
(6.6) and a morphism
UtgΘG,ι(V )×DfΘG EΘG → (UtgΘG(X ) ×DfΘG EΘG)×X V.
Conversely, given a diagram of form (6.6), from A.7, we obtain a dashed arrow
and a 2-isomorphism for each triangle in
S //

VS

ES //
66♠♠♠♠♠
9A④④④④④
ES //
9A
④④④④
XS
which induces the given 2-isomorphism for the rectangle. We claim that there exists
a unique decomposition S =
∐
ι∈Emb(G,H) Sι into open and closed subschemes such
that the morphism ES → VS restricts to ι-equivariant morphisms ESι → VSι . The
subdiagram
ES //

VS

ES = [ES/H ] // XS = [VS/G]
gives a morphism of groupoids (ES ×H ⇒ ES)→ (VS ×G⇒ VS). Therefore there
exists a unique decomposition S =
∐
ι∈Emb(G,H) Sι into open and closed subschemes
such that for each ι, the morphism ES ×H → VS × G restricts to the morphism
ESι × H → VSι × G compatible with ι. This shows the claim. Thus we have
obtained a morphism
(UtgΘG(X ) ×DΘG EΘG)×X V →
∐
ι∈Emb(G,H)
UtgΘG,ι(V )×DΘG EΘG .
We can check that thus obtained morphisms between (UtgΘG(X )×DΘG EΘG)×X V
and
∐
ι∈Emb(G,H)UtgΘG,ι(V )×DΘG EΘG are quasi-inverses to each other, by using
the uniqueness in A.7. 
6.4. Variants of inertia stacks. Recall from Section 3 that A denotes the moduli
stack of Galoisian group schemes and G → A is the universal group scheme.
Definition 6.14. We define a fibered category BG → A as follows: for an object
G→ S of A, which is by definition a Galoisian group scheme over an affine scheme,
the fiber category (BG)(G→ S) is (BG)(S), that is, the groupoid of G-torsors over
S. For a Galoisian group G, we define BG[G] := BG ×A A[G].
Definition 6.15. Let Z be a DM stack of finite type over k. For a Galoisian
group scheme G → Spec k, we define I(G)Z := HomrepSpeck(BG,Z). We define
I(•)Z :=
∐
G∈GalGps I
(G) Z.
For a Galoisian group G, we define I[G]Z := HomrepA[G](BG[G],Z). We also define
I[•]Z :=
∐
G∈GalGps I
[G]Z.
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These are variants of inertia stack and their relation is closer in the tame case,
as we will see in Section 15. For the morphism Spec k → A[G] given by G→ Spec k,
we have I(G) Z ∼= I[G]Z ×A[G] Spec k.
Lemma 6.16. Let Z be a quotient stack [V/H ] associated to a finite group action
H y V on an algebraic space. For a Galoisian group G, we have
I(G)Z ∼=
 ∐
ι∈Emb(G,H)
V ι(G)
 /H

∼=
∐
ι∈Emb(G,H)/H
[V ι(G)/CH(ι(G))]
and
I[G]Z ∼=
 ∐
ι∈Emb(G,H)
V ι(G)
 /(Aut(G)×H)

∼=
∐
ι∈Emb(G,H)/(Aut(G)×H)
[V ι(G)/NH(ι(G))].
Proof. We apply the same arguments as in the proof of 6.12 to BG = [Spec k/G],
V ι(G) = HomιSpeck(Spec k, V ) (the right side is the scheme of ι-equivariant mor-
phisms) and I[G]Z . 
For a formal DM stack X of finite type over Df, we have a morphism
UtgΘ[G](X )0 → I
[G](X0)
as follows. Let S → D0,Θ[G] be a morphism with S ∈ Aff and GS → S the
associated group scheme and
ES := EΘ[G] ×DfΘ[G] S → X
a representable morphism, which give an S-point of UtgΘ[G](X )0. The given section
S → ES has automorphism group schemeGS . Therefore we have a closed immersion
B(GS/S) →֒ ES . We send the above S-point of UtgΘ(X )0 to the S-point of I
[G](X )
defined by the induced B(GS/S)→ X0 and GS : S → A[G].
By base change along the morphism Spec k → A[G], given by a Galoisian group
G, we get a morphism
UtgΘG(X )0 → I
(G)(X0).
6.5. More on untwisting stacks. In this and next subsection, we use a few
notions from the rigid geometry, for which we refer the reader to [Abb10]. To a
formal scheme X of finite type over Df, we can associate a coherent rigid space
Xrig, which may be regarded as the “generic fiber” of X → Df.
Definition 6.17 ([Abb10, Prop. 6.4.12]). Let U, V be formal affine schemes of
finite type over Df and let f : V → U be a Df-morphism. We say that f is rig-etale
if the induced morphism f rig : V rig → U rig of coherent rigid spaces is etale.
Lemma 6.18. Let g : Z → Y and f : Y → X be morphisms of coherent rigid
spaces.
(1) If f ◦ g is etale and f is unramified, then f is etale.
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(2) If f ◦ g is etale, g is etale and the map 〈Z〉 → 〈Y 〉 of sets of rigid points is
surjective, then f is etale.
Proof. (1) [Abb10, Prop. 6.4.3.(vi).].
(2) Let y ∈ 〈Y 〉 be any rigid point, let x ∈ 〈X〉 be its image and let z ∈ 〈Z〉
be a lift of y. Let Zy denote the fiber of Z → Y over y. Similarly for Zx and Yx.
From [Abb10, Prop. 6.4.24.(v)], OZy,z/κ(y) and OZx,z/κ(x) are finite separable
field extensions. If m denotes the maximal ideal of OYx,y, then since OZx,z is a
field, we have mOZx,z = 0. Since OYx,y → OZx,z is faithfully flat, it is injective.
Therefore m = 0 and OYx,y is a field. This is a finite separable extension of κ(x),
since OZx,z is so. Therefore f is etale. 
Lemma 6.19. Let
V˜
f˜ //

U˜

V
f
// U
be a commutative diagram of formal schemes of finite type over Df . Suppose that
the vertical arrows are etale and surjective. Then f is rig-etale if and only if f˜ is
rig-etale.
Proof. If either f or f˜ is rig-etale, then V˜ → U is rig-etale. Since V˜ → V is etale
and surjective, the map 〈V˜ 〉 → 〈V 〉 is surjective. Now the “if” and “only if” parts
follow from (2) and (1) of 6.18 respectively. 
Definition 6.20. Let Y,X be formal DM stacks of finite type over Df . We say
that a Df-morphism Y → X is rig-etale if it fits into some 2-commutative diagram
V //

U

Y // X
such that vertical arrows are atlases from formal affine schemes and the upper arrow
is rig-etale.
Form 6.19, “some” in the last condition can be replaced with “any.”
Lemma 6.21. Let G be a finite group and let V be a formal scheme of finite type
over Df with an action of G. Then the natural morphism
UtgΘG,ι(V )×DfΘG EΘG → V ×ΘG
is rig-etale.
Proof. From the construction of ΘG (see 5.20), there exists an atlas T = SpecR→
ΘG from a formal affine scheme which corresponds to a uniformizable torsor
PT = SpecA→ D
∗
T = SpecRLtM.
Let ET = Spf OA → DfT be its integral model and let E
rig → DfrigT be the induced
morphism of rigid spaces, which is an etale G-torsor.
Let VT := V × T . It suffices to show that the morphism of formal schemes
UtgT,ι(V )×DfTET → VT is rig-etale. HereUtgT,ι(V ) := UtgΘG,ι(V )×ΘGT . By def-
inition, UtgT,ι(V ) is theG-fixed subscheme of the Weil restrictionRET /DfT (VT×DfT
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ET ). From [Ber00, Prop. 1.22], the rigid space UtgT,ι(V )
rig is an open subspace of
RErig/DfrigT
(V rigT ×DfrigT
Erig)G. It suffices to show that
θ : RErig/DfrigT
(V rigT ×DfrigT
Erig)G ×DfrigT
Erig → V rigT
is formally etale. Let us consider the commutative diagram of solid arrows
(6.8) S _

φ // RErig/DfrigT
(V rigT ×DfrigT
Erig)G ×DfrigT
Erig
θ
S′
φ′
//
33❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣ V rigT
where S →֒ S′ is a thickening of coherent rigid spaces over DfrigT . The S-point φ is
given by the pair (f, s) of a G-equivariant morphism f : S ×DfrigT
Erig → V rigT and a
DfrigT -morphism s : S → E
rig. Since the G-torsor S ×DfrigT
Erig → S has the section
σ := (idS , s), we have the decomposition
(6.9) S ×DfrigT
Erig =
∐
g∈G
gσ(S).
The morphism θ sends the S-point φ to the S-point
ψ : S
σ
−→ S ×DfrigT
Erig
f
−→ V rigT .
This ψ extends an S′-point φ′ : S′ → V rigT . Thanks to the above decomposition
(6.9), φ′ uniquely extends to the G-equivariant morphism f ′ : S′×DfrigT
Erig → V rigT ,
which restricts to f on S×DfrigT
Erig. On the other hand, since Erig → DfrigT is etale,
the morphism s also uniquely extends to s′ : S′ → Erig. The pair (f ′, s′) gives the
unique dashed arrow fitting in diagram (6.8). Thus θ is formally etale. 
Lemma 6.22. The morphism UtgΘ(X )×DfΘ EΘ → X ×Θ is rig-etale.
Proof. It suffices to show that for each Galoisian group G, the morphism
UtgΘG(X )×DfΘG EΘG → X ×ΘG
is rig-etale. Moreover, from 2.18 and 6.10, we can reduce to the case where X is
a quotient stack [V/H ] associated to a formal scheme V with an action of a finite
group H . Consider the following 2-commutative diagram:∐
ι∈Emb(G,H)UtgΘG,ι(V )×DfΘG EΘG
//

V ×ΘG

UtgΘG(X ) ×DfΘG EΘG
// X ×ΘG
Since the vertical arrows are etale and the upper arrow is rig-etale, we conclude
that the bottom arrow is also rig-etale. 
Remark 6.23. In the non-formal setting, the “untwisting stack” for a uniformizable
G-torsor does not change the generic fiber. Lemma 6.22 is an analogue of this
fact. More precisely, let X be a (non-formal) DM stack of finite type over the
genuine scheme D = Spec kJtK, let T be an affine scheme and let SpecA→ D∗T is a
uniformizable G-torsor. Consider the non-formal counterpart
UT := Hom
rep
DT
([SpecOA/G],X ×D DT )
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of the untwisting stack UtgT (X ). We have
UT ×D D
∗ ∼= Hom
rep
DT
([SpecOA/G],X ×D DT )×DT D
∗
T
∼= Hom
rep
D∗T
([SpecOA/G]×DT D
∗
T ,X ×D D
∗
T )
∼= Hom
rep
D∗T
([SpecA/G],X ×D D
∗
T )
∼= Hom
rep
D∗T
(D∗T ,X ×D D
∗
T )
∼= X ×D D
∗
T .
In particular, if T = Spec k, the two D-stacks USpeck and X share the generic fiber.
Lemma 6.24. Let Y →֒ X be a closed immersion of formal DM stacks of finite
type over Df. The induced morphism UtgΘ(Y)→ UtgΘ(X ) is a closed immersion.
Proof. For each G ∈ GalGps, we prove that UtgΘ[G](Y) → UtgΘ[G](X ) is a closed
immersion. By base change, it suffices to show that UtgΘG(Y) → UtgΘG(X ) is a
closed immersion. Let X ′ :=
∐
γ [Wγ/Hγ ]→ X be as in 2.18, which is a stabilizer-
preserving, etale and surjective morphism, and let Y ′ := Y ×X X ′. From 6.6, the
diagram
UtgΘG(Y
′)

// UtgΘG(X
′)

UtgΘG(Y)
// UtgΘG(X )
is 2-Cartesian. The upper arrow is a closed immersion from 6.13 and 6.3. From
6.10, the vertical ones are etale and surjective. Therefore the bottom arrow is also
a closed immersion. 
Let X be a formal DM stack of finite type and Y a closed substack of X defined
by an ideal sheaf I ⊂ OX . Let Y(n) denote the closed substack defined by I
n+1.
We get an inductive system of closed substacks
Y = Y(0) →֒ Y(1) →֒ · · · .
We define the ind-DM stack X̂ to be the limit lim
−→
Y(n) and call it the completion
of X along Y.
Lemma 6.25. Let Γ be a DM stack of finite type and let Γ → Θ[G] be any mor-
phism. Suppose that Y ⊂ Xm := X ×Df Dfm for some m ∈ N. Then UtgΓ(X̂ ) is
the completion of UtgΓ(X ) along UtgΓ(Y(i)) for any i ≥ ♯G− 1.
Proof. The stack UtgΓ(X̂ ) is the limit of UtgΓ(Y(n)), n ∈ N, while the completion
of UtgΓ(X ) along UtgΓ(Y(i)) is the limit of UtgΓ(Y(i))(n), n ∈ N. It suffices to show
that for every n, there exists n′ such that
UtgΓ(Y(n)) ⊂ UtgΓ(Y(i))(n′) and(6.10)
UtgΓ(Y(i))(n) ⊂ UtgΓ(Y(n′)).(6.11)
To show these, we may suppose that Γ = Θ[G], in particular, we may suppose
that Γ is reduced. Since Y ⊂ Xm, the morphism UtgΓ(Y(n))red → DfΓ factors
through DΓ,0 and
UtgΓ(Y(n))red ×DfΓ EΓ
∼= UtgΓ(Y(n))red ×DΓ,0 EΓ,0.
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Let N be the nilradical of the structure sheaf of UtgΓ(Y(n))red ×DΓ,0 EΓ,0, which is
the pullback of the nilradical N ′ of the structure sheaf of EΓ,0. Since (N ′)♯G = 0,
N ♯G = 0. Consider the universal morphisms
u : UtgΓ(Y(n))red ×DfΓ EΓ → Y(n).
If I denotes the defining ideal of Y ⊂ Y(n), which is nilpotent, then u
−1I ⊂ N . It
follows that u−1I♯G = 0. This means that u factors through Y(i) as far as i ≥ ♯G−1.
In turn, this shows that
UtgΓ(Y(n))red ⊂ UtgΓ(Y(i)).
Inclusion (6.10) follows.
Inclusion (6.11) holds in a more general situation. For any closed substack
Z ⊂ X , consider the 2-commutative diagram:
UtgΓ(Z)×DfΓ EΓ // _
 b ((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗
Z _

UtgΓ(Z)(n) ×DfΓ EΓ c
// X
Let J and IZ be the defining ideals of the left and right vertical arrows respec-
tively. We have b−1IZ = 0, c
−1IZ ⊂ J and J
n+1 = 0. Therefore c−1In+1Z = 0.
This shows that c factors through Z(n). Therefore UtgΓ(Z)(n) ⊂ UtgΓ(Z(n)). In
particular,
UtgΓ(Y(i))(n) ⊂ UtgΓ
(
(Y(i))(n)
)
= UtgΓ(Y((i+1)(n+1)−1)).

6.6. Rig-pure formal stacks and flattening stratification.
Definition 6.26 ([Abb10, page 43]). Let A be a kJtK-algebra. We say that A is
rig-pure if one of the following equivalent conditions holds:
(1) The element t ∈ A is not a zerodivisor.
(2) The localization map A→ At is injective.
(3) The scheme-theoretic closure of the open subscheme SpecAt ⊂ SpecA in
SpecA is SpecA.
For a kJtK-algebra A, the associated rig-pure algebra of A, denoted by Apur, is
defined to be the image of the map A→ At.
This construction is characterized by the universality: the map A→ Apur is the
universal map from A to a rig-pure algebra.
Lemma 6.27. Let A be an RJtK-algebra and A→ B a flat homomorphism of rings.
Then there exists a natural isomorphism Bpur ∼= Apur ⊗A B. In particular, B is
rig-pure if A is rig-pure, and the converse is also true if A→ B is faithfully flat.
Proof. This is [Abb10, 5.1.13 and 5.11.9]. For the sake of completeness, we give a
proof. Let C be an A-algebra which is rig-pure. Then the map C → Ct is injective.
Applying ⊗AB, we get a map C ⊗A B → Ct ⊗A B = (C ⊗A B)t. Since A → B
is flat, this is injective, which means that C ⊗A B is rig-pure. We apply this to
C = Apur and get that Apur ⊗A B is rig-pure. From the commutative diagram
A //

B

Apur // Bpur
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we get a map Apur ⊗A B → Bpur. From the universality of Bpur, this map has the
inverse and the first assertion follows.
If A is rig-pure, then we have A ∼= Apur, which implies B ∼= Bpur, that is, B is
rig-pure. Conversely, if B is rig-pure, then B = A⊗AB → Apur⊗AB ∼= Bpur is an
isomorphism. Now, if A → B is faithfully flat, this implies that A → Apur is also
an isomorphism and A is rig-pure. 
Lemma 6.28. Let A be a RJtK-algebra. Suppose that Apur is flat over RJtK. Then,
for any ring map R→ S, Apur ⊗RJtK SJtK ∼= (A⊗RJtK SJtK)
pur.
Proof. As a base change of A→ Apur → At, we get AS → (Apur)S → (AS)t, where
the subscript S means the base change by RJtK → SJtK. Therefore we get surjective
maps AS → (A
pur)S → (AS)
pur. If (AS)t-tor denotes the submodule of t-torsions
of AS , we have
(AS)t-tor = Ker(AS → (AS)
pur) ⊃ Ker(AS → (A
pur)S) ⊃ (AS)t-tor.
The last inclusion holds since (Apur)S is flat over SJtK as well as over kJtK and has
no t-torsion. Thus the two kernels are equal. It follows that (Apur)S → (AS)pur is
an isomorphism. We have proved the lemma. 
Corollary 6.29. Let X be a formal DM stack of finite type over Df. Then there
exists a unique closed substack X pur ⊂ X such that for any flat finite-type morphism
Spf A→ X , the scheme-theoretic preimage of X pur in Spf A is Spf Apur.
Proof. Let Spf B → X be an atlas. From 2.10,
Spf B ×X Spf B
(
∼= lim−→
(Spf B)n ×Xn (Spf B)n
)
is a formal affine scheme of finite type; we write this as Spf C. The groupoid
Spf C ⇒ Spf B induces the groupoid Spf Cpur ⇒ Spf Bpur. Let X pur be the stack
associated to the last groupoid, which is regarded as a closed substack of X . We
show that this satisfies the desired property. Let Spf A → X be a flat finite-type
morphism. Let Spf R := Spf A×X Spf B. The preimage of X pur in Spf B is Spf Bpur
by construction. Since B → R is flat, from 6.27, the preimage of X pur in Spf R is
Spf Rpur. Since Spf R→ Spf A is etale and surjective, a closed subscheme of Spf A
is uniquely determined by its preimage in Spf R. The preimage of X pur in Spf A and
the closed subscheme Spf Apur ⊂ Spf A are both pulled back to Spf Rpur. Therefore
the two closed subschemes are the same. The uniqueness of X pur is clear. 
Definition 6.30. We call X pur in the last corollary the associated rig-pure stack
of X .
Lemma 6.31. Let Σ be a DM stack of finite type and let Z → DfΣ be a morphism
of formal DM stacks of finite type over DfΣ. Suppose that Zpur is flat over DfΣ.
Then, for any morphism of DM stacks Σ′ → Σ, we have (ZΣ′)pur = (Zpur)Σ′ .
Proof. This is a direct consequence of 6.28. 
Lemma 6.32. Let Σ be a reduced DM stack of finite type and let X be a rig-pure
formal stack of finite type over DfΣ. Then there exists an open dense substack
Σ◦ ⊂ Σ such that the induced morphism X ×Σ Σ
◦ → DfΣ◦ is flat.
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Proof. By the base change along an atlas S → Σ, we can reduce the lemma to
the case where Σ is a scheme. Restricting to an irreducible component of Σ, we
may further assume that Σ is integral. Let η → Σ be its generic point. Since X
is rig-pure over DfΣ, X ×Σ η → Dfη is flat. Let U ⊂ |X | be the flat locus of the
morphism X → DfΣ, which is an open subset from [Abb10, 5.3.10]. The image of
|X | \ U in |Σ| = |DfΣ| is a constructible subset which does not contain the generic
point. Removing the closure of this image, we obtain an open dense subscheme
Σ◦ ⊂ Σ having the desired property. 
Corollary 6.33. Let Σ be a DM stack of finite type and let Z be a formal DM
stack of finite type over DfΣ. Then there exist finitely many locally closed reduced
substacks Σi →֒ Σ, i ∈ I such that |Σ| =
⊔
i∈I |Σi| and for every i ∈ I, the associated
rig-pure stack (ZΣi)
pur of ZΣi := Z ×Σ Σi is flat over DfΣi .
Proof. This follows from 6.32 and the fact that |Σ| is a Noetherian topological
space. 
Definition 6.34. For a formal DM stack X of finite type over Df and for each Θ
[r]
[G],
we take locally closed reduced substacks Θ
[r]
[G],i ⊂ Θ
[r]
[G] such that
∣∣∣Θ[r][G]∣∣∣ = ⊔i ∣∣∣Θ[r][G],i∣∣∣
and Utg
Θ
[r]
[G]
,i
(X )pur is flat over Df
Θ
[r]
[G]
,i
. We write ΓX = Γ :=
∐
[G],[r],iΘ
[r]
[G],i. For
each G, we write Γ[G] :=
∐
[r],iΘ
[r]
[G],i and ΓG := Γ[G] ×A[G] Spec k.
Thus Γ = ΓX is a DM stack of finite type given with a morphism Γ → Θ such
that the map |Γ| → |Θ| as well as maps Γ[K]→ Θ[K] for algebraically closed fields
K is bijective and UtgΓ(X )
pur is flat over DfΓ.
For a tame cyclic group Cl, we have
Γ[Cl] = Θ[Cl] = Λ[Cl] and
ΓCl = ΘCl = ΛCl .
In particular, Γ contains Λtame as an open and closed substack.
Lemma 6.35. Suppose that X is flat over Df and has pure relative dimension. Let
Γ = ΓX be as above. Then UtgΓ(X )
pur has pure relative dimension over DfΓ equal
to the relative dimension of X over Df.
Proof. This follows from from 6.22. 
Proposition 6.36. Let Y be a formal DM stack of finite type over Df and X a
formal algebraic space over Df. Let f : Y → X be a Df-morphism and let Γ = ΓY
be as in 6.34. For each locally finite-type morphism of DM stacks Σ → Γ, there
exists a Df-morphism
futgΣ : UtgΣ(Y)
pur → X
satisfying the following property:
(1) If Spf A→ UtgΣ(Y)
pur is a flat morphism corresponding to a representable
morphism EΣ ×DfΣ Spf A → Y, then the morphism Spf A → Y → X in-
duced from this by taking coarse moduli spaces is the same as the composi-
tion Spf A → UtgΣ(Y)
pur → X. Here Y is the coarse moduli space of Y.
(Note that since Spf A→ DfΣ is flat, from 2.13, the coarse moduli space of
EΣ ×DfΣ Spf A is Spf A.)
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(2) For a locally finite-type morphism Σ′ → Σ of DM stacks, the composition
UtgΣ′(Y)
pur → UtgΣ(Y)
pur f
utg
Σ−−−→ X
is the same as futgΣ′ .
Proof. LetW → Γ be an atlas, let U := UtgΓ(Y)
pur and UW := UtgW (Y)
pur and let
V0 → UW be an atlas from a formal scheme and V1 := V0×U V0 so that we have the
groupoid in formal schemes V1 ⇒ V0. The morphisms Vi → U , i = 0, 1, correspond
to representable Df-morphisms γi : EΓ×DfΓ Vi = EW ×DfW Vi → Y respectively. The
coarse moduli space of EW is DfW . Since Vi → DfW is flat, from 2.13, the moduli
space of EΓ ×DfΓ Vi is Vi. Therefore the morphisms f ◦ γi : EΓ ×DfΓ Vi → X induce
morphisms βi : Vi → X . The morphisms βi define a morphism (V1 ⇒ V0)→ (X ⇒
X) of groupoids. Finally this induces the morphism of the associated stacks,
U = [V1/V0]→ X = [X/X ].
For any morphism Σ → Γ, by the base change, the groupoid V1 ⇒ V0 induces a
groupoid V1,Σ ⇒ V0,Σ whose associated stack is UtgΣ(Y)
pur. We define UtgΣ(f) to
be the one associated to the morphism of groupoids, (V1,Σ ⇒ V0,Σ) → (X ⇒ X).
We easily see that these morphisms satisfy the desired properties. 
Remark 6.37. The reason why we need a flattening stratification as in 6.33 and
6.34 is that the coarse moduli space does not commute with non-flat base changes
in the case of wild DM stacks. This prevents from having a natural morphism
UtgΘ(Y)→ UtgΘ(X). For instance, a DR,n-point of UtgΘ(Y) over DR,n →֒ DfR, a
typical nonflat morphism, corresponds to a representable morphism
En = [En/G]→ Y
for some G-covering E → DfR. But the G-action on En may be trivial and the
coarse moduli space of En may be En rather than DR,n. Thus we would get a
morphism En → X rather than a desired DR,n → X .
Remark 6.38. For a morphism Y → X of formal DM stacks of finite type over Df
and for a suitable choice of ΓY and ΓX , we would like to have a morphism
UtgΓY (Y)→ UtgΓX (X ).
However it was technically difficult and we are content with restricting ourselves to
the case where X is a formal algebraic space.
7. Stacks of jets and arcs
In this section, we first define stacks of untwisted jets and arcs on formal DM
stacks. Next we define stacks of twisted jets and arcs, using untwisting stacks and
stacks of untwisted jets and arcs.
Definition 7.1. Let Φ be a DM stack almost of finite type and X a formal DM
stack of finite type over DfΦ. For n ∈ N, we define the stack of (untwisted) n-jets
on X , denoted by JΦ,n X or Jn X , to be the Weil restriction RDΦ,n/Φ(Xn). Namely
Jn X is a fibered category over Φ such that the fiber category over an S-point
s : S → Φ is
(Jn X )(s) = HomDS,n(DS,n,Xn ×Φ S) = HomDfΦ(DS,n,X ).
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Lemma 7.2. The Jn X is a DM stack almost of finite type and the morphism
Jn X → Φ is of finite type.
Proof. We claim
Jn X ∼= HomΦ(DΦ,n,Xn)×HomΦ(DΦ,n,DΦ,n) Φ,
where Φ→ HomΦ(DΦ,n,DΦ,n) is the morphism induced by the identity morphism
DfΦ,n → DfΦ,n. For an object s ∈ DΦ,n(S), if {s} denotes the category consisting
of s and its identity morphism, then
(HomΦ(DΦ,n,Xn)×HomΦ(DΦ,n,DΦ,n) Φ)(s)
∼= HomS(DS,n,Xn ×Φ S)×HomS(DS,n,DS,n) {s}
∼= HomDS,n(DS,n,Xn ×Φ S)
∼= (Jn X )(s).
Thus the claim holds. Applying 6.5 to each connected component of Φ, we get the
lemma. 
For n = 0, we have JΦ,0 X = X0. For n ≥ m, the closed immersion Dm →֒ Dn
induces a morphism πnm : Jn X → Jm X .
Lemma 7.3. The morphism πnm is representable and affine.
Proof. For an atlas U → Φ, we have (JΦ,n X )×Φ U ∼= JU,n(X ×Φ U). Therefore we
may suppose that Φ = U is a scheme. For an atlas V → X , we have (JU,n X )×XV ∼=
JU,n V as in the case of etale morphisms of schemes. Indeed, for the 2-commutative
diagram of solid arrows
SpecR _

// V

SpecRJtK/(tn+1) //
77♥
♥
♥
♥
X
there exists a unique dash arrow fitting into the diagram. This shows the last
isomorphism. Thus we may also suppose that X = V is a formal scheme. The
problem is now reduced to the case of formal schemes. The lemma is well-known
in this case (for instance, see [CLNS18, page 249]). 
From this lemma, we get a projective system (Jn X , π
n
m) of DM stacks almost
of finite type having affine morphisms as transition morphisms. Therefore the
projective limit
JΦ,∞ X = J∞ X := lim←−
Jn X
exists and is a DM stack.
Definition 7.4. We call J∞ X the stack of (untwisted) arcs on X .
A point of | J∞ X| corresponds to an equivalence class of pairs of a geometric
point SpecK → Φ and a lift DfK → X of the morphism DfK → DfΦ.
Stacks of untwisted jets are functorial in X . Let Ψ and Φ be DM stacks almost
of finite type and let Y and X be formal DM stacks of finite type over DfΨ and
DfΦ respectively. Let Ψ → Φ be a morphism and let f : Y → X be a morphism
compatible with the induced morphism DfΨ → DfΦ. Then we obtain a morphism
fn : JΨ,n Y → JΦ,n X
compatible with Ψ → Φ: This sends an S-point of JΨ,n Y given by a pair (S →
Ψ,DS,n → Y) to the induced pair (S → Ψ→ Φ,DS,n → Y → X ).
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Definition 7.5. A twisted arc of X is a representable morphism E → X where E is
a twisted formal disk over some algebraically closed field. We say that two twisted
arcs E → X and E ′ → X say over K and K ′ are equivalent if there exist morphisms
SpecK ′′ → SpecK and SpecK ′′ → SpecK ′ with K ′′ an algebraically closed field
and an isomorphism EK′′ → E
′
K′′ such that
EK′′ //
##●
●●
●●
E ′K′′

X
is 2-commutative.
Definition 7.6. Let X be a formal DM stack of finite type over Df and let Γ = ΓX
be as in 6.34. For n ∈ N, we define the stack of twisted n-jets on X , denoted by
JΓ,nX or JnX , to be JΓ,nUtgΓ(X )
pur. We define the stack of twisted arcs on X ,
denoted by JΓ,∞X or J∞X , to be JΓ,∞UtgΓ(X )
pur.
Let K be an algebraically closed field, let E → DfK a G-cover for some Galoisian
group G corresponding to a K-point e : SpecK → Γ and let E = [E/G] be the
induced twisted formal disk. We have
(J∞X )(e) = lim←−
HomDf(DK,n,UtgSpecK(X )
pur)
= HomDf(DfK ,UtgSpecK(X )
pur)
= HomDf(DfK ,UtgSpecK(X ))
= lim
←−
HomDf(DK,n,UtgSpecK(X ))
= lim
←−
HomrepDf (En,X )
= HomrepDf (E ,X ).
It follows that the point set |J∞X| is in a one-to-one correspondence with the set of
equivalence classes of twisted arcs of X . This also shows that |J∞X| is independent
of the choice of Γ.
Over the component Spec k ∼= Λ[1] ⊂ Γ corresponding to the trivial Galoisian
group G = 1, we have
UtgΛ[1](X ) = Hom
rep
Df (Df,X ) = X .
Therefore the stack of untwisted arcs J∞ X is regarded as an open and closed
substack of J∞X .
If f : Y → X is a morphism from a formal DM stack Y to a formal algebraic
space X which are both of finite type over Df, then we have the map
f∞ : |J∞Y| → | J∞X |
which sends a class of a twisted arc E → Y to the arc DfK → X obtained from the
composite E → Y → X and the universality of the coarse moduli space E → DfK .
This map is nothing but the map
(futg)∞ : | J∞ UtgΓ(Y)| → | J∞X |
which is associated to futg : UtgΓ(Y)→ X obtained in 6.36.
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8. Jacobian order functions
In this section, we define Jacobian order functions denoted by j of formal DM
stacks and of morphisms between them.
Let Φ be a DM stack of finite type and let X be a formal DM stack flat and of
finite type over DfΦ.
Definition 8.1. For a field K, let
ord: KLtM → Z ∪ {∞}
be the order function (the normalized additive valuation) with convention ord 0 =
∞. For a finite extension L/KLtM of degree r, we continue to denote by ord the
unique extension of ord to L, which takes values in 1rZ ∪ {∞}. Let OL be the
integral closure of KJtK in L. For an ideal I of OL say generated by a, we define
ord I := orda.
Definition 8.2. Let I be a coherent ideal sheaf on (the small etale site of) X . For
a finite extension L/KLtM and a Df-morphism β : Spf OL → X , the pull-back β
−1I
is an ideal of OL and we define
ordI(β) := ordβ
−1I ∈
1
r
Z ∪ {∞}.
For a twisted arc γ : E → X with E defined over K, let us take a finite DfK-
morphism Spf OL → E for some finite extension L/KLtM and let β : Spf OL → E →
X be the composition. We define
ordI(γ) := ordI(β).
The last definition is independent of the choice of Spf OL → E . This follows
from the fact that if β : Spf OL → X is a morphism as above and β
′ : Spf OL′ →
Spf OL → X is the one induced from β and a finite extension L′/L, then ordI(β) =
ordI(β
′).
We use sheaves of differentials. This well-known notion for schemes is generalized
to formal schemes (for instance, see [AJP07, CLNS18, Abb10]). We generalize it
further to formal DM stacks.
Definition 8.3. We define the sheaf of differentials of X over DfΦ, denoted by
ΩX/DfΦ , as follows. For each atlas u : U → X from a formal scheme which fits into
a 2-commutative diagram
U

// X

DfT // DfΦ
for some atlas T → Φ, the sheaf ΩU/DfT is independent of the choice of T → Φ;
we denote it by ΩU/DfΦ . For such an atlas U → X , the morphism U ×X U → X
is also an atlas satisfying the same condition. For projections p1,p2 : U ×X U ⇒ U ,
we have canonical isomorphisms
p∗1ΩU/DfΦ
∼= ΩU×XU/DfΦ
∼= p∗2ΩU/DfΦ .
We define ΩX/DfΦ to be the coherent OX -module associated to these data.
Definition 8.4. Suppose that X has pure relative dimension d over DfΦ. We
define the Jacobian ideal sheaf JacX/DfΦ ⊂ OX to be the d-th Fitting ideal sheaf
of ΩX/DfΦ . We denote the associated order function ordJacX/DfΦ on |J∞X| by
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jX = jX/Φ. The singular locus of X over Φ is the closed substack defined by
JacX/DfΦ and denoted by Xsing.
Definition 8.5. We say that for a formal DM stack X of finite type and flat over
DfK with K a field, a closed substack Y ⊂ X is narrow if for every geometric point
y : SpecL → Y, we have dimOY,y < dimOX ,y. When Φ is a DM stack almost of
finite type and X is a formal DM stack of finite type and flat over DfΦ, we say
that a closed substack Y ⊂ X is narrow if for every geometric point SpecK → Φ,
Y ×Φ SpecK is a narrow closed substack of X ×Φ SpecK.
Definition 8.6. We say that X is fiberwise generically smooth over DfΦ if Xsing ⊂
X is narrow.
Remark 8.7. When Φ = Spec k and X is a formal affine scheme Spf A, then X is
said to be rig-smooth [Abb10, 1.14.7] if we have the inclusion V (JacX/Df) ⊂ V (t)
of closed subsets of SpecA, where we regarded JacX/Df as an ideal of A. When X
is rig-pure, then “rig-smooth” implies “generically smooth,” but the converse is not
true.
If X is fiberwise generically smooth and has pure relative dimension d over DfΦ,
then ΩX/DfΦ has generic rank d and Ω
d
X/DfΦ
:=
∧d
ΩX/DfΦ has generic rank 1.
(By this, we mean that for every etale morphism u : Spf A → X , the associated
A-module has the indicated generic rank.)
Definition 8.8. Let Ψ → Φ be a morphism of DM stacks almost of finite type.
Let Y,X be formal DM stacks of finite type, flat and fiberwise generically smooth
over DfΨ and DfΦ respectively, both of which have pure relative dimension d. Let
f : Y → X be a morphism compatible with DfΨ → DfΦ. Let γ : E = [E/G]→ Y be
a twisted arc, let β : E → Y be the induced morphism and let OE be the coordinate
ring of E. Suppose that jY/Ψ(β) <∞ and jX/Φ(f ◦ β) <∞. Let
β♭ΩdY/DfΨ :=
(
β∗ΩdY/DfΨ
)
/tors,
(f ◦ β)♭ΩdX/DfΦ :=
(
(f ◦ β)∗ΩdX/DfΦ
)
/tors
be flat pullbacks, which are free OE -modules of rank one. We define
jf (γ) = jf (β) :=
1
♯G
length
β♭ΩdY/DfΨ
Im
(
(f ◦ β)♭ΩdX/DfΦ → β
♭ΩdY/DfΨ
) ∈ N ∪ {∞}.
When either jY/Ψ(β) =∞ or jX/Φ(f ◦ β) =∞, we define jf (γ) = jf (β) :=∞.
Similarly we define
β♭ΩY/DfΨ :=
(
β∗ΩY/DfΨ
)
/tors,
(f ◦ β)♭ΩX/DfΦ :=
(
(f ◦ β)∗ΩX/DfΦ
)
/tors,
which are free OE -modules of rank d. For suitable bases, the map (f ◦β)♭ΩX/DfΦ →
β♭ΩY/DfΨ is represented by a diagonal matrix diag(π
a1 , . . . , πad), where π is a
uniformizer of OE and we have ♯G · jf (γ) =
∑d
i=1 ai.
Definition 8.9. We define the Jacobian ideal sheaf Jacf ⊂ OY of f to be the 0-th
Fitting ideal of ΩY/(X×ΦΨ).
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Lemma 8.10. We have
jf ≤ ordJacf .
The equality holds if Y is smooth over DfΨ.
Proof. We first recall two properties of Fitting ideals. Firstly Fitting ideals com-
mute with base change [Eis95, Cor. 20.5]. Secondly, for a discrete valuation ring R
with maximal ideal (π) and for an R-module of rank r, M = R⊕r ⊕
⊕l
i=1 R/(π
ai),
we see
Fittr(M) = (π
∑l
i=1 ai)
by a direct computation. From these properties, we have
(8.1) ♯G · ordJacf (β) = lengthβ
∗ΩY/(X×ΦΨ).
Consider the exact sequence
(f ◦ β)∗ΩX/DfΦ
α
−→ β∗ΩY/DfΨ → β
∗ΩY/(X×ΦΨ) → 0.
The map α induces (f ◦β)♭ΩX/DfΦ → β
♭ΩY/DfΨ by taking quotients by the torsion
parts. If this is represented by a diagonal matrix diag(πa1 , . . . , πad), then since its
cokernel is isomorphic to
⊕d
i=1OE/(π
ai), we have
♯G · jf (β) = length
β♭ΩY/DfΨ
Im((f ◦ β)♭ΩX/DfΦ → β
♭ΩY/DfΨ)
.(8.2)
The last quotient module is a quotient of Coker(α) ∼= γ∗ΩY/X×ΦΨ. The first as-
sertion follows from (8.1) and (8.2). If Y → DfΨ is smooth, then γ♭ΩY/DfΨ =
γ∗ΩY/DfΨ and
γ♭ΩY/DfΨ
Im((f ◦ β)♭ΩX/DfΦ → β
♭ΩY/DfΨ)
= γ∗ΩY/X×ΦΨ,
which shows the second assertion. 
Lemma 8.11. Let f : Y → X be as above and let g : Z → Y be another morphism
satisfying the same condition. Let β : Spf OL → Z be a Df-morphism for L/KLtM
as before. Let βY = g ◦ β : Spf OL → Y and βX = f ◦ g ◦ γ : Spf OL → X be
the induced morphisms. Suppose that jZ(β), jY(βY) and jX (βX ) have finite values.
Then
jf◦g(β) = jg(β) + jf (βY).
Proof. Let r := [L : KLtM] and let m ⊂ OL be the maximal ideal. Suppose that Z
is defined over DfΥ. We have
(βY)
♭ΩdY/DfΨ = m
jg(β)rβ♭ΩdZ/DfΥ,
(βX )
♭ΩdX/DfΦ = m
jf◦g(β)rβ♭ΩdZ/DfΥ ,
(βX )
♭ΩdX/DfΦ = m
jf (βY)r(βY)
♭ΩdY/DfΨ .
The first and third equalities imply
(βX )
♭ΩdX/DfΦ = m
jf (βY)r+jg(β)rβ♭ΩdZ/DfΥ .
Comparing this with the second, we get the lemma. 
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9. Grothendieck rings and realizations
In this section, we define several rings constructed from the Grothendieck ring
of varieties. We will define motivic measures to take values in these rings in later
sections.
Definition 9.1. For an algebraic space S of finite type over k, we denote by
VarS the category of algebraic spaces of finite type over S. We define K0(VarS)
to be the quotient of the free Z-module generated by isomorphism classes {X}
of X ∈ VarS modulo the scissor relation: if Y ⊂ X is a closed subspace, then
{X} = {X \ Y }+ {X}.
Remark 9.2. We do not use the usual notation [X ] to avoid the confusion that
the symbol [X/G] would have two meanings, a quotient stack and the class of a
quotient space X/G in the Grothendieck ring.
Remark 9.3. The usual definition of the Grothendieck ring of varieties uses schemes
rather than algebraic spaces. But every algebraic space X of finite type admits a
stratification X =
⊔
iXi into finitely many locally closed subspaces Xi which are
schemes. Therefore the use of algebraic spaces causes no essential difference. But
algebraic spaces are more natural for our purpose because they appear as coarse
moduli spaces of DM stacks.
Remark 9.4. One may consider the Grothendieck semiring instead of the Grothendieck
ring so that one can obtain slightly finer invariants (for instances, see [Yas06, page
725], [CLNS18, Ch. 2, Def. 1.2.1]).
The scissor relation in particular implies that {X} = {Xred}. For a constructible
subset C of X ∈ VarS , if C =
⊔n
i=1 Ci is a decomposition into finitely many locally
closed subsets, then we define {C} :=
∑n
i=1{Ci} ∈ K0(VarS), which is independent
of the decomposition.
The additive groupK0(VarS) becomes a commutative ring by the multiplication
{X}{Y } := {X ×S Y }. We denote {A1S} ∈ K0(VarS) by L. For a positive integer
r, we define a ring K0(VarS)r by adjoining an r-th root L1/r of L formally. Namely
K0(VarS)r = K0(VarS)[x]/(x
r −L) and denote the class of x by L1/r. We denote
MS andMS,r to be the localization ofK0(VarS) andK0(VarS)r by L respectively.
Definition 9.5. We say that a morphism f : Y → X between algebraic spaces of
finite type is a pseudo-Ar-bundle if for every geometric point x : SpecK → X , its
fiber is universally homeomorphic over K to ArK/H for some finite group action
H y ArK . In particular, a universal bijection Y → X between algebraic spaces of
finite type is a pseudo-A0-bundle. More generally, let f : Y → X be a morphism
between DM stacks of finite type and let D ⊂ |Y| and C ⊂ |X | be constructible
subsets with f(D) ⊂ C. We say that the map f |D : D → C is a pseudo-Ar-bundle if
there exist stratification D =
⊔n
i=1Di and C =
⊔n
i=1 Ci into locally closed subsets
such that for every i, f(Di) ⊂ Ci and if Di ⊂ Y and Ci ⊂ X are the associated
reduced locally closed substacks, then the induced morphisms of coarse moduli
spaces, Di → Ci, are pseudo-Ar-bundles.
Definition 9.6. We define the quotient groupK0(VarS)
′
r by the following relation:
for a pseudo-Ar-bundle Y → X of algebraic spaces of finite type over S, {Y } =
{X}Lr.
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In particular, for a universally bijective morphism Y → X in VarS , we have
{Y } = {X} in K0(VarS)′r. If X is a DM stack of finite type over S and X is its
coarse moduli space, then we define {X} := {X} ∈ K0(VarS)′r. If C ⊂ |X | is a
constructible subset, then we define {C} ∈ K0(VarS)
′
r either as the class {C} of
the image C ⊂ |X | of C or as
∑n
i=1{Ci} for locally closed substacks Ci ⊂ X such
that C =
⊔n
i=1 |Ci|. They coincide thanks to the relation above. Indeed, if Ci ⊂ X
is the image of Ci say with the structure of a reduced algebraic space, then the
morphism Ci → Ci is a universal homeomorphism and {Ci} = {Ci}. We defineM′S
and M′S,r to be the localizations of K0(VarS)
′ and K0(VarS)
′
r by L respectively.
Lemma 9.7. Let S be an algebraic space of finite type, let Y,X be DM stacks
of finite type over S and let D ⊂ |Y| and C ⊂ |X | be constructible subsets. Let
f : Y → X be an S-morphism such that f(D) ⊂ C and f |D : D → C is a pseudo-
Ad-bundle. Then, for every positive integer r, we have
{D} = {C}Ld ∈ K0(VarS)
′
r.
Proof. We take stratifications D =
⊔
iDi and C =
⊔
iCi as in 9.5. We then have
{D} =
∑
i
{Di} =
∑
i
{Di} =
∑
i
{Ci}L
d =
∑
i
{Ci}L
d = {C}Ld.

For a morphism f : S → T between algebraic spaces of finite type, we have a
map K0(VarS) → K0(VarT ) sending the class {φ : X → S} of an S-space to the
class {f ◦ φ : X → T } of the induced T -space. This induces maps K0(VarS)
′ →
K0(VarT )
′ and M′S →M
′
T . We denote these maps by
∫
S→T
. When T = Spec k,
we denote also by
∫
S . We call them integration maps.
Next consider the case where S is only locally of finite type over k. We define
M′S := lim−→
U
M′U ,
where U runs over quasi-compact open subspaces of S. Let f : S → T be a mor-
phism between algebraic spaces locally of finite type over k. Let U ⊂ U ′ ⊂ S and
V ⊂ V ′ ⊂ T be finite-type open subspaces such that f(U) ⊂ V and f(U ′) ⊂ V ′.
Then we have the following commutative diagram of integration maps:
M′U
//
 ##●●
●●
●
M′U ′

M′V
//M′V ′
Therefore, taking limits, we get the integration map∫
S→T
: M′S →M
′
T .
To an S-scheme X which is of finite type over k, we define {X} ∈ M′S,r in the
obvious way; if a finite-type open subset U ⊂ S contains the image of X , then
{X} ∈ M′S,r is defined to be the image of {X} ∈ M
′
U,r. For n ∈
1
rZ, we also define
{X}Ln ∈ M′S,r to be the image of {X}L
n ∈ M′U,r. Then M
′
S,r is generated by
elements of this form.
For m ∈ 1rZ, we define Fm ⊂ M
′
S,r to be the subgroup generated by elements
of the form {X}Ln, n ∈ 1rZ such that dimX + n ≤ −m. Here dimX means the
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dimension of the scheme X , not the relative dimension over S. These groups form
a descending filtration of M′S,r. We define
M̂′S,r := lim←−
M′S,r/Fm.
The integration map
∫
S→T
extends to completion:∫
S→T
: M̂′S,r → M̂
′
T,r.
To extract cohomological or numerical data from elements of the Grothendieck
ring of varieties or rings derived from it as above, one often considers realization
maps. We first consider the l-adic realization. Suppose that k is finitely generated.
Let l be a prime number different from p. Let Gk = Gal(k
sep/k) be the absolute
Galois group of k and let WRepGk(Ql) be the abelian category of mixed l-adic
representations of Gk (see [NS11, page 152]). To this abelian category, we associate
the Grothendieck group K0(WRepGk(Ql)) which has the ring structure induced
by tensor products. There exists the realization map
(9.1) K0(Vark)→ K0(WRepGk(Ql)), {X} 7→ χl(X) :=
∑
i
(−1)i[Hic(Xk¯,Ql)].
This extends to a map of complete rings
(9.2) M̂k → ̂K0(WRepGk(Ql)).
Here the completion ̂K0(WRepGk(Ql)) is induced from a filtration defined in terms
of weights.
Lemma 9.8. Let X be a DM stack of finite type and X its coarse moduli space.
Then, for every i ∈ Z, we have isomorphisms of cohomology groups (with compact
support)
Hi(Xk¯,Ql) ∼= H
i(Xk¯,Ql) and H
i
c(Xk¯,Ql) ∼= H
i
c(Xk¯,Ql)
which are compatible with Gal(k¯/k)-actions.
Proof. We literally follow the proof of [Sun12, Prop. 7.3.2], a similar result for
Ql-coefficient cohomology of stacks over a finite field. Let π : X → X be the given
morphism. Since π is proper and quasi-finite, Riπ!Ql = Riπ∗Ql = 0 for i > 0. More-
over the natural map Ql → π∗Ql = π!Ql is an isomorphism. The proposition follows
from the degeneration of the spectral sequences Hi(Xk¯,R
jπ∗Ql) ⇒ H
i+j(Xk¯,Ql)
and Hic(Xk¯,R
jπ!Ql)⇒ H
i+j
c (Xk¯,Ql). 
Lemma 9.9. Let f : Y → X be a representable morphism between DM stacks of
finite type and let d ∈ N. Suppose that for every geometric point SpecK → X , the
fiber Y ×X SpecK is isomorphic to AdK over K. Then
Hi+2dc (Yk¯,Ql) ∼= H
i
c(Xk¯,Ql)(−d).
Proof. Since Hic(A
d
K ,Ql) = 0 for i 6= 2d, we have R
if!Ql = 0 for i 6= 2d and the
trace map R2df!Ql(d)→ Ql [Ols15, Th. 4.1] is an isomorphism. Thus
Hi+2dc (Yk¯,Ql) ∼= H
i
c(Xk¯,R
2df!Ql) ∼= H
i
c(Xk¯,Ql)(−d).

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Lemma 9.10. For a finite group action Gy Adk, we have
Hic((A
d
k/G)k¯,Ql) ∼= H
i
c(A
d
k¯,Ql)
∼=
{
Ql(−d) (i = 2d)
0 (i 6= 2d).
Proof. We have
Hic((A
d
k/G)k¯,Ql) ∼= H
i
c([A
d
k/G]k¯,Ql)
∼= Hi−2dc ((BG)k¯,Ql)(−d)
∼= Hi−2dc (Spec k¯,Ql)(−d),
where the first and last isomorphisms follow from 9.8 and the middle one from
9.9. 
Lemma 9.11. Let f : Y → X be a representable morphism between DM stacks of
finite type and let d ∈ N. Suppose that for every geometric point SpecK → X , the
fiber Y ×X SpecK is universally homeomorphic to AdK/G over K for some finite
group action Gy AdK over K. Then
Hi+2dc (Yk¯,Ql) ∼= H
i
c(Xk¯,Ql)(−d).
Proof. Thanks to 9.10, the same proof as the one of 9.9 is valid. 
In particular, this shows that for a pseudo-Ar-bunde Y → X , we have
χl(Y ) = χl(X)χl(A
r
k) = χl(X)[Ql(−r)].
Therefore maps (9.1) and (9.2) induce maps
K0(Vark)
′ → K0(WRepGk(Ql)),
M̂′k →
̂K0(WRepGk(Ql)).
For each r ∈ N, we also have a map
M̂′k,r →
̂K0(WRepGk(Ql))r.
Here we define K0(WRepGk(Ql))r by formally adjoining a r-th root of [Ql(−1)] =
χl(A1k). If there exists a one-dimensional representation V ∈ WRepGk(Ql) such
that V ⊗r ∼= Ql(−1), then we also have a map
M̂′k,r →
̂K0(WRepGk(Ql))
sending L1/r to [V ]. From [Ito04, page 1510], such V exists if we replace the base
field k with a finite extension of it.
Similarly, when k is a subfield of C, we can define
M̂′k,r →
̂
K0(MHS
1/r),
where MHS1/r is the abelian category of 1rZ-indexed mixed Hodge structures
[Yas06, page 741].
Over any field k, we have the Poincare polynomial realization,
M̂′k,r → Z[T
1/r]JT−1/rK
(see [Nic11, Appendix]). When k is a subfield of C, we also have the E-polynomial
(Hodge-Deligne polynomial) realization,
M̂′k,r → Z[u
1/r, v1/r]Ju−1/r, v−1/rK.
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For other realization maps, we refer the reader to [NS11, CLNS18].
10. Motivic integration for untwisted arcs
In this section, we develop the motivic integration over formal DM stacks with
restricting ourselves to untwisted arcs. We can do this in a quite similar way as
people did in less general cases of schemes and formal schemes. Throughout the
section, we make the following assumption.
Assumption 10.1. Let Ψ and Φ be reduced DM stacks almost of finite type and let
Y and X be formal DM stacks of finite type and flat over DfΨ and DfΦ respectively
which have pure relative dimension d and are fiberwise generically smooth. Let Ψ→
Φ be a morphism and let f : Y → X be a morphism compatible with DfΨ → DfΦ.
We suppose that the Jacobian ideal sheaf Jacf defines a narrow closed substack of
Y.
We also fix a positive integer r so that functions on arc spaces and motivic
measures will take values in 1rZ ∪ {∞} and M̂
′
Z,r respectively.
We first note that for an etale morphism V → X from a formal scheme and a
geometric point SpecK → Φ, we have
(Jn X )×X0 V0 ∼= Jn V,
(JΦ,n V )×Φ SpecK ∼= JSpecK,n(V ×Φ SpecK).
Therefore we can often reduce problems on untwisted arcs and jets to the case of
formal schemes over DfK , which was treated in [Seb04, CLNS18]. We denote the
morphism J∞ X → Jn X by πn.
Definition 10.2. Let C ⊂ | J∞ X| be a subset. We say that C is cylindrical of
level n (n ∈ N) if there exists a quasi-compact constructible subset Cn ⊂ | Jn X|
such that π−1n (Cn) = C. We say that C is cylindrical if it is cylindrical of level n
for some n ∈ N.
Note that from [CLNS18, Appendix, Prop 1.3.3], C is cylindrical if and only if
it is a quasi-compact constructible subset.
Definition 10.3. We say that a subset C ⊂ | J∞ X| is stable of level n if
(1) C is cylindrical of level n and
(2) for every n′ ≥ n, πn′+1(C)→ πn′(C) is a pseudo-Ad-bundle.
We say that C is stable if it is stable at level n for some n ∈ N.
Definition 10.4. Let Z be an algebraic space almost of finite type and let Φ→ Z
be a morphism. For a stable subset C of level n, we define its measure by
µX ,Z(C) = {πn(C)}L
−nd ∈ M̂′Z,r.
Cleary we have
∫
Z
µX ,Z(C) = µX ,k(C).
For a cylindrical subset C and e ∈ N, let
C(e) := {c ∈ C | jX (c) ≤ e}.
From 10.15 below, this is a stable subset.
Definition 10.5. For a cylindrical subset C, we define
µX ,Z(C) := lim
e→∞
µX ,Z(C
(e)).
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The limit exists by the same argument as in [DL02, A.2].
Recall that M̂′Z,r is defined as the completion lim←−
M′Z,r/Fm. This has the fil-
tration F•M̂′Z,r given by FmM̂
′
Z,r := lim←−n≥m
Fm/Fn.
Definition 10.6. We define the semi-norm
M̂′Z,r 7→ R≥0, a 7→ ‖a‖ := 2
−m,
where m is the largest m ∈ 1rZ such that a ∈ FmM̂
′
Z,r.
For an element {V }Lr, r ∈ 1mZ, we have ‖{V }L
r‖ = 2dimV+r, which is inde-
pendent of Z.
Definition 10.7. A subset C ⊂ | J∞ X| is said to be measurable if, for every ǫ > 0,
there exist cylindrical subsets C(ǫ) and Ai(ǫ), i ∈ N such that (C△C(ǫ)) ⊂
⋃
iAi(ǫ)
and ‖µX ,Z(Ai(ǫ))‖ ≤ ǫ for every i. For a measurable subset C, we define
µX ,Z(C) := lim
ǫ→0
µX ,Z(C(ǫ)) ∈ M̂′Z,r.
We define a negligible subset to be a measurable subset of measure zero.
Note that ‖µX ,Z(−)‖ is independent of Z. Therefore the measurability and
negligibility are also independent of Z. Clearly cylindrical subsets are measurable.
We have a map
µX ,Z : {measurable subset of | J∞ X|} → M̂′Z,r.
Let Ci, i ∈ N be a countable family of mutually disjoint measurable subsets of
| J∞ X|. Then
⊔
i Ci is measurable if and only if limi→∞ ‖µX ,Z(Ci)‖ = 0 (see
[CLNS18, Ch. 6, Prop. 3.4.3]). If this is the case, we have
µX ,Z
(⊔
i
Ci
)
=
∑
i
µX ,Z(Ci).
Lemma 10.8. Let Z ⊂ X be a narrow closed substack. Then | J∞ Z| ⊂ | J∞ X| is
negligible.
Proof. This is known for the case of formal schemes overDfK and essentially follows
from the fact that fibers of the map
πn+1(|J∞Z|)→ πn(|J∞Z|)
have dimension < d. We can show that this fact holds also in our situation; we can
deduce it to the classical case by the base change along SpecK → Φ and an atlas
V → X ×Φ SpecK. The fact similarly implies the lemma also in our situation. 
Definition 10.9. Let A ⊂ | J∞ X| be a subset and h : A→
1
rZ∪{∞} be a function.
We say that F is measurable if there exists a decomposition A =
⊔
i∈NAi into
countably many measurable subsets such that for each i, h|Ai is constant and if
h(Ai) =∞, then Ai is negligible. If h is measurable, for Ai’s as above, we define∫
A
Lh dµX ,Z :=
∑
i∈N
µX ,Z(Ai)L
h(Ai) ∈ M̂′Z,r ∪ {∞}.
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This is independent of the decomposition A =
⊔
iAi. For a morphism Z → Z
′
of algebraic spaces almost of finite type, we have∫
Z→Z′
∫
A
Lh dµX ,Z =
∫
A
Lh dµX ,Z′.
Notation 10.10. In the rest of this section, for a ring R, we denote the ideal (tn+1) ⊂
RJtK by tnR and the quotient (t
m+1)/(tn+1) for n ≥ m by tmn,R. For an arc γ : DfK →
X , we denote by γ♭ΩX/DfΦ the flat pullback
(
γ∗ΩX/DfΦ
)
/tors. By γn, we denote
the n-jet DK,n → X induced from γ.
Let
v : V = Spf R→ X
be an etale morphism. For n′, n ∈ N ∪ {∞} with n′ ≥ n, we have the following
2-Cartesian diagram.
Jn′ V //

Jn′ X

Jn V // Jn X
Let K be an algebraically closed field and let β ∈ (J∞ V )(K) and γ := v(β) ∈
(J∞ X )(K). In particular, a K-point β′ ∈ (J∞ V )(K) over βn is identified with a
pair (γ′, α) of γ′ ∈ (J∞ X )(K) and an isomorphism α : γn
∼
−→ γ′n. For such β
′, the
map
(β′)∗ − β∗ : R→ KJtK
has image in tn+1 and the induced map R → tn+12(n+1) is a kJtK-derivation. This
corresponds to a KJtK-module homomorphism
β∗ΩV/DfΦ = γ
∗ΩX/DfΦ → t
n+1
2(n+1).
Suppose
a := jX (γ) <∞.
The torsion part of γ∗ΩX/DfΦ has length a and of the form
⊕
iKJtK/t
ai ,
∑
i ai = a.
If 2(n+ 1)− (n+ c+ 1) ≥ a, equivalently if c ≤ n− a+ 1, then the composite
γ∗ΩX/DfΦ → t
n+1
2(n+1) → t
n+1
n+c+1
kills the torsion part of γ∗ΩX/DfΦ and factors through the flat pullback γ
♭ΩX/DfΦ .
Notation 10.11. We denote the corresponding element ofHomKJtK(γ
♭ΩX/DfΦ , t
n+1
n+c+1)
by δn+cn (β;β
′) or δn+cn (γ; γ
′, α).
For another such β′′ ∈ (J∞ V )(K), we have that
(10.1) β′n+c = β
′′
n+c ⇔ δ
n+c
n (β;β
′) = δn+cn (β;β
′′).
Let F denote the fiber of πn+cn : Jn+c V → Jn V over βn and let F
′ := F ∩
πn((J∞ V )×ΦSpecK), the locus of n-jets in F that lift to arcs. Since 2n+1 ≥ n+c,
from [CLNS18, Prop. 2.2.6], F (K) is identified with HomKJtK(γ
∗ΩX/DfΦ , t
n+1
n+c+1)
∼=
Kr with r being some nonnegative integer. Moreover F is isomorphic to ArK .
Lemma 10.12. If c ≤ n− a+ 1, the map β′ 7→ δn+cn (β;β
′) gives a bijection
F ′(K)→ HomKJtK(γ
♭ΩX/DfΦ , t
n+1
n+c+1).
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Proof. The injectivity follows from (10.1). When c = 1, we have F ′ ∼= AdK (see
[Loo02, Lem. 9.1]). We denote F ′ by F ′c to specify the dependence on c. For
0 < c′ ≤ c, from the case c = 1, the map F ′c′ → F
′
c′−1 is a pseudo-A
d-bundle. From
9.7, {F ′c′} = {F
′
c′−1}L
d and {F ′c} = L
dc. Since
Fn+cn → HomKJtK(γ
♭ΩX/DfΦ , t
n+1
n+c+1) = K
dc
is injective, its image is a constructible subset with class Ldc in K0(Vark)′. There-
fore the complement of the image has class Ldc − Ldc = 0. This shows that it is
empty, thus the map is surjective. 
From this lemma, we obtain:
Lemma 10.13. The F ′ is a d-dimensional linear subspace of F ∼= ArK . In partic-
ular, F ′ is a closed subscheme of F and isomorphic to AdK .
Lemma 10.14. Let h : W → V be a map between DM stacks of finite type and
let D ⊂ |W| and C ⊂ |V| be constructible subsets such that h(D) ⊂ C. Suppose
that for every c ∈ |C|, h−1(c) ∩D is a closed subset of h−1(c). Then there exists a
stratification C =
⊔n
i=1 Ci such that h
−1(Ci) ∩D is a locally closed subset of |W|.
Proof. By taking an arbitrary stratification C =
⊔n
i=1 Ci and restricting to each
Ci, we can reduce the lemma to the case |V| = C. Moreover we may suppose that
V is irreducible. It suffices to show under these assumptions that there exists an
open dense subset U ⊂ |V| such that h−1(U) ∩D is a locally closed subset of |W|.
Let η ∈ |V| be the generic point and let h−1(η) ∩D be the closure of h−1(η) ∩D
in |W|. Since h−1(η) ∩D and D coincide over η, the symmetric difference
h−1(η) ∩D△D :=
(
f−1(η) ∩D \D
)
∪
(
D \ f−1(η) ∩D
)
has non-dense image in |V|. Let U ⊂ C be the complement of the Zariski closure
of this image. Then
h−1(U) ∩D = h−1(U) ∩ h−1(η) ∩D
is a closed subset of h−1(U) and a locally closed subset of |W|. 
Lemma 10.15. For a ∈ N and any quasi-compact substack Υ ⊂ Φ, the set
j−1X (a) ∩ ((J∞ X )×Φ Υ)
is stable of level a.
Proof. Let us denote this set by C. The πa(C) is quasi-compact and constructible.
It suffices to show that for every b ≥ a, the map πb+1(C) → πb(C) is a pseudo-
Ad-bundle. From 10.14 and 10.13, there exists a stratification πb(C) =
⊔
i πb(C)i
into locally closed subsets such that the preimage πb+1(C)i ⊂ πb+1(C) of πb(C)i
is also locally closed. We regard these locally closed subsets as substacks of Jb X
or Jb+1 X . For a geometric point ξ : SpecK → πb(C)i, if G is its automorphism
group, we have the following 2-commutative diagram of stacks over K:
AdK //

[AdK/G]
  //

πb+1(C)i ⊗k K

SpecK // BG 
 // πb(C)i ⊗k K
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Here the two squares are 2-Cartesian and the arrows of the form →֒ are closed
immersions. This induces a universally injective morphism of coarse moduli spaces
AdK/G→ πb+1(C)i ⊗k K.
The image of this map is the fiber of
πb+1(C)i ⊗k K → πb(C)i ⊗k K
over the point induced by ξ. We conclude that πb+1(C) → πb(C) is a pseudo-Ad-
bundle. 
Lemma 10.16. Let γ ∈ (J∞ Y)(K) and η ∈ (J∞ X )(K) with K an algebraically
closed field. Let e := jf (γ), a := jX (f∞(γ)) and let n ∈ N be such that n ≥ 2e+ a.
Suppose that there exists an isomorphism σ : fn(γn) ∼= ηn. Then there exists ξ ∈
(J∞ Y)(K) such that γn−e ∼= ξn−e and f∞(ξ) ∼= η.
Proof. We have a KJtK-module homomorphism
δn+1n (γ ◦ f ; η, σ) : (γ ◦ f)
♭ΩX/DfΦ → t
n+1
n+2.
For suitable bases, the map of free modules (γ ◦ f)♭ΩX/DfΦ → γ
♭ΩY/DfΨ is rep-
resented by a diagonal matrix diag(te1 , . . . , ted) with
∑d
i=1 ei = e. Therefore
δn+1n (γ ◦ f ; η) is induced from some map γ
♭ΩY/DfΨ → t
n−e+1
n+2 . Since n ≥ 2e+ a, we
have
(n+ 2)− (n− e+ 1) = e + 1 ≤ (n− e)− a+ 1.
From 10.12, this map is δn+1n−e(γ; ξ
(1), α(1)) for some ξ(1) ∈ (J∞ Y)(K) and an
isomorphism α(1) : γn−e ∼= ξ
(1)
n−e. We have an isomorphism fn+1(ξ
(1)
n+1)
∼= ηn+1
compatible with σ and α(1). Applying the same argument to ξ(1) and η instead
of γ and η, we obtain ξ(2) ∈ (J∞ Y)(K) and isomorphisms ξ
(1)
n−e+1
∼= ξ
(2)
n−e+1
and fn+2(ξ
(2)
n+2)
∼= ηn+2. Repeating this procedure, we obtain a sequence ξ(i) ∈
(J∞ Y)(K), i > 0 with isomorphisms ξ
(i)
n−e+i
∼= ξ
(i+1)
n−e+i and fn+i(ξ
(i)
n+i)
∼= ηn+i.
The sequence ξ
(i)
n−e+i ∈ (Jn−e+i Y)(K) gives the limit ξ ∈ (J∞ Y)(K) such that
γn−e ∼= ξn−e and f∞(ξ) ∼= η. 
Remark 10.17. If γ and γ′ correspond to twisted arcs EK → Y and E ′K → Y
respectively, then the equality πn−e(γ) ∼= πn−e(γ′) especially implies that EK ∼= E ′K .
Definition 10.18. For a subset C ⊂ | J∞ Y|, we say that f∞|C is geometri-
cally injective if for every algebraically closed field K, the map f∞|C[K] : C[K] →
(J∞ X )[K] is injective. We say that f |C is almost geometrically injective if there
exists a negligible subset C′ ⊂ C such that f |C\C′ is geometrically injective.
Let B ⊂ | J∞ X| be a subset such that f∞(C) ⊂ B. We say that f∞|C : C → B
is almost geometrically bijective if there exist negligible subsets B′ ⊂ B and C′ ⊂ C
such that for each algebraically closed field K, f∞ induces a bijection (C \C′)[K]→
(B \B′)[K].
Lemma 10.19. Let e, n ∈ N with n ≥ e and let C ⊂ | J∞ Y| be a stable subset of
level n−e. Suppose that jf |C takes constant value e. Suppose that n ≥ 2e+jX (γ) for
every γ ∈ C. Suppose that f∞|C is geometrically injective. Then πn(C)→ fnπn(C)
is a pseudo-Ae-bundle.
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Proof. Let γ, γ′ ∈ C(K) be such that fn(γn) ∼= fn(γ′n). Applying 10.16 for η =
f∞(γ
′), there exists ξ ∈ (J∞ Y)(K) such that γn−e ∼= ξn−e and f∞(ξ) ∼= f∞(γ′).
From the injectivity assumption, we have ξ ∼= γ′ and conclude that γn−e ∼= γ′n−e.
Namely a fiber of πn(C) → fnπn(C) is contained in a fiber of πn(C) → πn−e(C).
We may suppose that πn(C) and πn−e(C) are locally closed subsets. We regard
them as substacks. From γn−e : SpecK → πn−e(C), we obtain the following 2-
Cartesian diagram similarly as in the proof of 10.15:
AdeK //

[AdeK /G]
  //

πn(C) ⊗k K

SpecK // BG 
 // πn−e(C)⊗k K
From 10.12, the K-point set of the above AdeK is identified with
HomKJtK(γ
♭ΩY/DfΨ , t
n−e+1
n+1 ).
The kernel of the map
HomKJtK(γ
♭ΩY/DfΨ , t
n−e+1
n+1 )→ HomkJtK((γ ◦ f)
♭ΩX/DfΦ , t
n−e+1
n+1 )
parametrizes pairs (γ′n, αn) of γ
′
n ∈ πn((J∞ X )(K)) and an isomorphism γ
′
n−e
∼=
γn−e such that the induced isomorphism fn−e(γn−e) ∼= fn−e(γ′n−e) lifts to fn(γn)
∼=
fn(γ
′
n). This map is represented by a diagonal matrix diag(t
e1 , . . . , ted) with
∑d
i=1 ei =
e. The kernel is isomorphic to
⊕d
i=1 t
n−ei+1
n+1
∼= K⊕e. The image of the correspond-
ing subspace AeK
∼=W ⊂ AdeK in πn(C)⊗k K is the fiber of
πn(C)⊗k K → fnπn(C)⊗k K
over the point fn(γn). We see that W is stable under the G-action. We obtain a
closed immersion [W/G] → πn(C) ⊗k K. The induced morphism of coarse moduli
spaces
W/G→ πn(C) ⊗k K
is a universally injective morphism onto the fiber of πn(C) → fnπn(C) over the
image of fn(γn). We have proved the lemma. 
Lemma 10.20. Let C ⊂ | J∞ Y| be a measurable subset such that jf has constant
value e <∞ on C. Suppose that f∞|C is almost geometrically injective. Then
µY,Z(C) = µX ,Z(f∞(C))L
e.
Proof. By a standard limit argument, we can reduce to the case where C ⊂ | J∞ Y|
is a stable subset such that jf and jX ◦ f∞ are nowhere infinity on C and f |C[K]
are injective. For n≫ 0, from 10.19,
µY,Z(C) = {πn(C)}L
−dn
= {πnf∞(C)}L
−dn+e
= µX ,Z(f∞(C))L
e.

Corollary 10.21. Let C ⊂ | J∞ Y| be a stable subset. Suppose that ordJacf and
jX ◦ f∞ are nowhere infinity on C. Then f∞(C) is also stable.
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Proof. For e ∈ N, let Ce be the locus in C with ordJacf = e. This is a stable
subset, since whether ordJacf (γ) = e is determined by the n-jet γn. We have
C =
⊔
eCe. From [Loo02, Lem. 2.3] (although this paper assume that the base
field has characteristic zero, this lemma is characteristic-free), C is covered by
finitely many Ce. Thus ordJacf |C is bounded. From 8.10, jf is also bounded. By
the same argument, (jX ◦ f∞)|C is also bounded. Let us take e, a, n ∈ N such that
n ≥ 2e + a, jf |C ≤ e, (jX ◦ f∞)|C ≤ a and C is stable of level n − e. Let γ ∈ C
and η ∈ | J∞ X|. If fn(γn) = ηn, then from 10.16, if fn(γn) = ηn, then there exists
ξ ∈ | J∞ X| such that f∞(ξ) = η and γn−e = ξn−e. Since C is stable of level n− e,
we have ξ ∈ C. Therefore η ∈ f∞(C). We have showed that f∞(C) is cylindrical
of level n. Since jX |f∞(C) is bounded, we can see from 10.15 that f∞(C) is also
stable. 
Lemma 10.22. Let C ⊂ | J∞ Y| be a measurable subset. Then f∞(C) is also
measurable and ‖µX (f∞(C))‖ ≤ ‖µY(C)‖. In particular, if C is negligible, then so
is f∞(C).
Proof. Let C∞ ⊂ C be the locus where either jf or jX ◦f∞ has value∞. From 10.1
and 8.10, there exists a narrow closed substack Z ⊂ Y such that C∞ ⊂ | J∞Z|. We
show that f∞(| J∞Z|) is negligible, hence so is f∞(C∞). Since a countable union of
negligible subsets is negligible, we may suppose that Z is contained in Y ×ΨΨ0 for
some connected component Ψ0 of Ψ. For each geometric point ψ : SpecK → Ψ0,
consider the induced morphism fK : YK → XK of formal DM stacks of finite type
over DfK and the induced narrow substack ZK ⊂ YK . The scheme-theoretic image
WK of ZK in XK is again narrow. Therefore
dimπn ◦ f∞(| J∞ZK |) ≤ dimπn(| J∞WK |) ≤ (d− 1)(n+ 1).
This shows
dimπn ◦ f∞(| J∞Z|) ≤ (d− 1)(n+ 1) + dimΨ0.
Therefore the measure of the cylindrical subset π−1n (πn ◦f∞(| J∞ Z|)) tends to zero
as n tends to infinity. Since
f∞(| J∞ Z|) ⊂
⋂
n
π−1n (πn ◦ f∞(| J∞Z|)),
we see that f∞(| J∞Z|) is negligible.
We can write C \ C∞ =
⊔
i∈N Ci such that for each i, Ci is measurable, and jf
and jX ◦ f∞ are bounded on Ci. For each Ci, we can take stable subsets Ci(ǫ) and
Aij(ǫ), j ∈ N of | J∞ Y| as in 10.6 such that jf and jX ◦ f∞ are bounded on each of
these stable subsets. We have
f∞(Ci)△f∞(Ci(ǫ)) ⊂ f∞(Ci△Ci(ǫ)) ⊂
⋃
j
f∞(Aij(ǫ)).
From 10.21, f∞(Ci(ǫ)) and f∞(Aij(ǫ)) are stable and we have
‖µX (f∞(Ci(ǫ)))‖ ≤ ‖µY(Ci(ǫ))‖ and ‖µX (f∞(Aij(ǫ))‖ ≤ ‖µY(Aij(ǫ))‖.
This shows that f∞(Ci) is measurable with ‖µX (f∞(Ci))‖ ≤ ‖µX (Ci)‖. Since
limi→∞ ‖µY(Ci)‖ = 0, we have limi→∞ ‖µX (f∞(Ci))‖ = 0. Therefore f∞(C) =⊔
i∈N∪{∞} f∞(Ci) is also measurable. The inequality of the lemma is clear. 
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Lemma 10.23. (1) Let A ⊂ | J∞ X| be a subset with A ⊂ f∞(| J∞ Y|) and
let h : A → 1rZ ∪ {∞} be a function. If h ◦ f∞ : f
−1
∞ (A) →
1
rZ ∪ {∞} is
measurable, then so is h.
(2) Let B ⊂ | J∞ Y| be a measurable subset such that f∞|B is almost geomet-
rically injective. If a function h : f∞(B) →
1
rZ ∪ {∞} is measurable, then
h ◦ f∞ : B →
1
rZ ∪ {∞} is also measurable.
Proof. (1) Let f−1∞ (A) =
⊔
i∈N Bi be a decomposition as in the definition of measur-
able functions. Then h is constant on each f∞(Bi). From 10.22, f∞(Bi) are mea-
surable and µX (f∞(Bi)) = 0 if µY(Bi) = 0. If we put Ai := f∞(Bi)\
⋃
j<i f∞(Bj),
we have
A =
⋃
i∈N
f∞(Bi) =
⊔
i∈N
Ai.
This decomposition of A shows that h is measurable.
(2) Removing the negligible subset (ordJacf )
−1(∞) ∪ (jX ◦ f∞)
−1(∞), we may
suppose that these two functions are nowhere infinity. For e, a ∈ N, let
Be,a := (ordJacf )
−1(e) ∩ (jX ◦ f∞)
−1(a),
which is a measurable subset. Then h|f∞(Be,a) : f∞(B) →
1
rZ ∪ {∞} is a mea-
surable function. Let f∞(Be,a) =
⊔
i Ci be a decomposition into countably many
measurable subsets such that for every i, h|Ci is constant and if h|Ci ≡ 0, then
Ci is negligible. From 10.19, we see that f
−1
∞ (Ci) is also measurable and if Ci is
negligible, so is f−1∞ (Ci). This shows the assertion. 
Lemma 10.24. Let I ⊂ OX be an ideal sheaf defining a narrow closed substack.
Then ordI : | J∞ X| → Z ∪ {∞} is a measurable function.
Proof. It suffices to show that for each connected component Υ of Φ, the restriction
of ordI to (J∞ X )×ΦΥ is measurable. Therefore we may suppose that Φ is of finite
type. Let Ca,b := {ordI = a, jX = b}. We have | J∞ X| =
⊔
0≤a,b≤∞ Ca,b. If a =∞
or b = ∞, then Ca,b is negligible. Otherwise Ca,b is stable of level max{a, b} from
10.15. The lemma follows. 
Lemma 10.25. With the above notation, the function jf : | J∞ Y| → Z ∪ {∞} is
measurable .
Proof. Let h : Z → Y be the blowup along ΩdY/DfΨ ⊕ f
∗ΩdX/DfΦ (in the sense of
[VU06]) so that
h♭ΩdY/DfΨ := h
∗ΩdY/DfΨ/tors,
(f ◦ h)♭ΩdX/DfΦ := (f ◦ h)
∗ΩdX/DfΦ/tors
are invertible sheaves. From assumption 10.1, h∞ : | J∞Z| → | J∞ Y| is almost
geometrically bijective. The image of (f ◦ h)♭ΩdX/DfΦ → h
♭ΩdY/DfΨ is written as
I·h♭ΩdY/DfΨ for some locally principal ideal sheaf I, which defines a narrow substack.
Then jf ◦ h∞ is equal to ordI outside the negligible subset {jX ◦ f∞ ◦ h∞ =∞} ∪
{jY ◦h∞ =∞}. The function ordI is measurable. From 10.23, jf is measurable. 
The following is the change of variables formula (also called the transformation
rule) for untwisted arcs in the present setting.
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Theorem 10.26. We keep assumption 10.1. Let A ⊂ | J∞ Y| be a measurable
subset. Suppose that f∞|A is almost geometrically injective. Let h : f∞(A) →
1
rZ ∪ {∞} be a function such that h ◦ f∞ is measurable. Then∫
f∞(A)
Lh dµX ,Z =
∫
A
Lh◦f∞−jf dµY,Z .
Proof. Removing a negligible subset from A, we may suppose that all relevant
measurable functions are nowhere infinity. There exists a decomposition A =
⊔
iAi
into countably many measurable subsets Ai such that h ◦ f∞ and jf are constant
on each Ai. From 10.19,∫
f∞(A)
Lh dµX ,Z =
∑
i
µX ,Z(f∞(Ai))L
h(f∞(Ai))
=
∑
i
µY,Z(Ai)L
h(f∞(Ai))−jf (Ai)
=
∫
A
Lh◦f∞−jf dµY,Z .

11. Motivic integration for twisted arcs
In this section, we develop the motivic integration over formal DM stacks for
twisted arcs. Using untwisting stacks, this is reduced to the motivic integration for
untwisted arcs.
Definition 11.1. Let X be a formal DM stack of finite type over Df and let IX
be its inertia stack with the trivial section ǫ : X → IX . We define the stacky locus
Xst of X to be the scheme-theoretic image of the finite morphism IX \ ǫ(X )→ X .
We say that X is spacious if Xst is a narrow closed substack of X .
In the rest of this section, we make the following assumption.
Assumption 11.2. Let X ,Y be formal DM stacks of finite type, flat and of pure
relative dimension d over Df. Suppose that they are spacious and generically smooth
over Df. Let f : Y → X be a morphism over Df such that the Jacobian ideal sheaf
Jacf defines a narrow closed substack of Y.
Let X be the coarse moduli space of X and let Xst ⊂ X be the scheme-theoretic
image of Xst.
Lemma 11.3. The subspace Xst ⊂ X is narrow.
Proof. From 2.18, we can reduce the lemma to the case where X is a quotient stack
[Spf R/G] with G a finite group. Let I ⊂ R be the ideal defining the preimage
of Xst in Spf R. The assumption that X is spacious means that V (I) ⊂ SpecR is
nowhere dense. Then the image of V (I) in SpecRG is also nowhere dense. This
shows the lemma. 
From the morphism πutgΓ : UtgΓ(X )
pur → X as in 6.36, we obtain maps
(11.1) |J∞X| → | J∞X |
and
(11.2) (J∞X )[K]→ (J∞X)(K)
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for each algebraically closed field K. These maps send a twisted arc E → X to the
arc of X induced by taking coarse moduli spaces. The notion of twisted arcs is
necessary for the following proposition to holds.
Proposition 11.4. Let Xst ⊂ X be the scheme-theoretic image of Xst. For every
algebraically closed field K, the map
(J∞X )[K] \ (J∞Xst)[K]→ (J∞X)(K) \ (J∞ Xst)(K)
is bijective. In particular, the map |J∞X| → | J∞X | is almost geometrically bijec-
tive.
Proof. First note that if a twisted arc E → X with E a twisted formal disk over
K does not factor through Xst, then the induced arc DfK → X does not factor
through Xst either. Therefore we have the map of the lemma. Conversely, given an
arc DfK → X which does not factor through Xst, we can construct a twisted arc of
X as follows. Let E be the normalization of (X ×X DfK)pur. Since X is spacious,
so is E . We conclude that E is a twisted formal disk over K. The morphism E → X
is a twisted arc over K, which maps to the given arc DfK → X . Therefore the map
of the lemma is surjective.
To show the injectivity, let E ′ → X be a twisted arc and DfK → X the induced
arc. Let E → X be the twisted arc induced from this arc on X by the above
construction. We show that the induced morphism E ′ → E is an isomorphism. Let
E and E′ be Galois covers of DfK corresponding to E and E ′ respectively. Since
the morphism E ′ → E is representable, the Galois group of E′ → DfK can be
embedded into the one of E → DfK . In particular, the degree of E → DfK is
larger than or equal to the one of E′ → DfK . The morphism E′ ×E E → E′ is
etale and finite. Therefore each component of E′ ×E E is isomorphic to E′. For a
component F , the morphism E′ ∼= F → E is a finite dominant Df-morphism. But,
the degree of E → DfK is larger than or equal to the one E′ → DfK . Therefore the
morphism E′ → E is an isomorphism. This shows that the morphism E ′ → E is an
isomorphism. As a consequence, the isomorphism class of the twisted arc E → X is
determined by the induced arc DfK → X . This means the desired injectivity. We
have proved the first assertion of the proposition. The second assertion immediately
follows. 
Definition 11.5. Let Γ = ΓX be as in 6.34. Let Γ → Z be a morphism with Z
an algebraic space almost of finite type. We define the motivic measure µX ,Z on
|J∞X| = | J∞ UtgΓ(X )
pur| to be µUtgΓ(X )pur . For a measurable function h : A →
1
rZ ∪ {∞} on a subset A ⊂ |J∞X|, the integral
∫
A
Lh dµX ,Z ∈ M̂′Z,r ∪ {∞} is
defined as in 10.9.
Note that this motivic measure is independent of the choice of Γ.
Consider the following commutative diagram of natural morphisms among formal
DM stacks over DfΓ.
(11.3) UtgΓ(X )
pur ×DfΓ EΓ
r 
s // UtgΓ(X )
pur
πutg
X π
// X
Here r is the universal morphism and s is the projection. A twisted arc γ : E →
X say over an algebraically closed field K corresponds to an arc γ′ : DfK →
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UtgK(X )
pur. These lift to the same E-morphism γ˜ : E → UtgK(X )
pur ×DfK E .
We define the Jacobian ideal sheaves js and jr, regarding UtgΓ(X )
pur ×DfΓ EΓ and
UtgΓ(X )
pur as formal DM stacks over DfΓ and regarding X as a formal DM stack
over Df .
Definition 11.6. We define the shift number sX (γ) of γ to be
sX (γ) := js(γ˜)− jr(γ˜) ∈ Z.
Note that if X is a formal algebraic space, then sX ≡ 0. This follows from
UtgΓ(X )
pur = UtgΓ[1](X )
pur = X .
Since r and s are rig-etale (see 6.22), we always have js(γ˜) 6=∞ and jr(γ˜) 6=∞.
If jπ(γ) = jπ˜(γ) < ∞, then jπ′(γ) < ∞. From 8.11, outside the negligible subset
j−1π (∞), we have
(11.4) sX (γ) = jπ(γ)− jπutg (γ
′).
Lemma 11.7. Let I ⊂ OX be an ideal sheaf defining a narrow closed substack.
Then the function ordI on |J∞X| is measurable.
Proof. Note that for the case of formal schemes, the lemma is well-known and
easy to show. It is straightforward to generalize it to formal DM stacks as far as
untwisted arcs are concerned. We will reduce the lemma to the case of untwisted
arcs.
It suffices to show that for each connected component Γ0 ⊂ Γ and a ∈ Q≥0, the
set
C := (ordI)
−1(a) ∩ |JΓ0,∞X|
is cylindrical. Whether a twisted arc γ : E → X has the value ordI = a is determined
by the induced twisted n-jet for n ≥ ⌊a⌋. Namely we have C = π−1n πn(C). We
need to show that for n ≫ 0, Cn := πn(C) is a constructible subset. To do this,
let us take an atlas SpecR → Γ0 such that the corresponding torsor over D∗R is
uniformizable. Then we can write ER = [Spf RJsK/G]. For each n, we have maps:
JSpecR,nX
α //
β 
JΓ0,nX
J♯G·(n+1)−1(X ×Df Spf kJsK)
The map α is surjective. The β sends a twisted n-jet of X[(
SpecKJsK/(tn+1)
)
/G
]
→ X
to the induced untwisted (♯G(n+ 1)− 1)-jet of X ×Df Spf kJsK
SpecKJsK/(tn+1) = SpecKJsK/(s♯G(n+1))→[(
SpecKJsK/(tn+1)
)
/G
]
→ X ×Df Spf kJsK.
Let I ′ be the pullback of I to X ×Df Spf kJsK. For n≫ 0, let
Ba ⊂ | J♯G·(n+1)−1(X ×Df Spf kJsK)|
be the locus where ordI ′ has value ♯G · a, which is constructible. We see that
Ca = α(β
−1(Ba)) is also constructible, which completes the proof. 
Lemma 11.8. The Jacobian order function jπ on |J∞X| associated to the coarse
moduli space π : X → X is measurable.
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Proof. As in the proof of 10.25, we take a blowup h : Z → X such that h♭ΩdX/Df
and (π ◦h)♭ΩdX/Df are invertible sheaves. The image of (π ◦h)
♭ΩdX/Df → h
♭ΩdX/Df is
written as I · h♭ΩdX/Df for some locally principal ideal sheaf I ⊂ OZ , which defines
a narrow substack. Then jπ ◦ h∞ is equal to ordI outside a negligible subset. Now
the lemma follows from 11.7 and 10.23. 
Corollary 11.9. The function sX on |J∞X| is measurable.
Proof. The functions jπ and jπ′ are measurable from 11.8 and 10.25 respectively.
From (11.4), sX is also measurable. 
Lemma 11.10. Outside a negligible subset of |J∞Y|, we have
sY − sX ◦ f∞ = jf − j(π◦f)utg + jπutg ◦ f∞.
In particular, if X is a formal algebraic space, then
sY = jf − jfutg .
Proof. In this proof, we ignore negligible subsets and equalities below hold outside
some negligible subset. First consider the case where X is a formal algebraic space.
To a twisted arc γ on Y, we define γ˜ and γ′ as above. Consider a diagram similar
to (11.3) with f in place of π. From 8.11,
jf (γ) + jr(γ˜) = jf◦r(γ˜)
= jfutg◦s(γ˜)
= js(γ˜) + jfutg (γ
′).
Therefore
sY(γ) = js(γ˜)− jr(γ˜) = jf (γ)− jfutg (γ
′).
Thus the second assertion of the lemma holds. We then apply this to π and π ◦ f
to get
sY = jπ◦f − j(π◦f)utg ,
sX = jπ − jπutg .
Therefore
sY − sX ◦ f∞ = jπ◦f − jπ ◦ f∞ − j(π◦f)utg + jπutg ◦ f∞
= jf − j(π◦f)utg + jπutg ◦ f∞,
where the last equality follows from 8.11. We have obtained the first equality of
the lemma. 
Remark 11.11. If we constructed futg : UtgΓY (Y)
pur → UtgΓX (X )
pur (see 6.38),
then we would get
sY − sX ◦ f∞ = jf − jfutg
in place of the equality of 11.10.
Corollary 11.12. The function jf on |J∞Y| is measurable.
Proof. From 11.10, outside a negligible subset, we have
jf = sY − sX ◦ f∞ + j(π◦f)utg − jπutg ◦ f∞.
From 10.23, 10.25 and 11.9, the four functions on the right side are measurable.
Therefore jf is also measurable. 
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Generalizing maps (11.1) and (11.2) associated to π : X → X , we now define
maps |J∞Y| → |J∞X| and (J∞Y)[K] → (J∞X )[K] associated to the given mor-
phism f : Y → X . For a twisted arc γ : E → Y over an algebraically closed field K,
let
E → E ′
γ′
−→ X
be the canonical factorization of the composition E → Y → X as in [Yas06, Lem.
25] (cf. [AOV11, Th. 3.1]) so that γ′ is a twisted arc. Note that the paper [Yas06]
treats the non-formal situation, but it is straightforward to generalize it to the
formal situation. If E = [E/G] for a G-cover E → DfK and if y and x denote the
induced K-points of Y and X respectively, then we have maps
G→ AutY(y)→ AutX (x),
the left one being injective. Let N ⊳G be the kernel of this composite map. Then
E ′ ∼= [(E/N)/(G/N)]. We have the map
(J∞Y)[K]→ (J∞X )[K], [γ] 7→ [γ
′]
as well as
|J∞Y| → |J∞X|.
We denote these maps by f∞. We say that f∞|A is geometrically injective if for
every algebraically closed field K, f∞|A[K] is injective. We say that f∞|A is almost
geometrically injective if there exists a negligible subset A′ such that f∞|A\A′ is
geometrically injective.
The following is the change of variables formula for twisted arcs.
Theorem 11.13. We keep Assumption 11.2. Let A ⊂ |J∞Y| be a subset such that
f∞|A is almost geometrically injective. Let h : f∞(A)→
1
rZ∪{∞} be a measurable
function. Then∫
f∞(A)
Lh+sX dµX =
∫
A
Lh◦f∞−jf+sY dµY ∈ M̂′k,r ∪ {∞}.
Proof. First consider the case where X is a formal algebraic space. From 6.22,
the morphism futg : UtgΓY (Y)
pur → X satisfy Assumption 10.1 with Ψ = ΓY and
Φ = Spec k.
By definition, |J∞Y| is identical to | J∞UtgΓY (Y)
pur|. Moreover the two mea-
sures µUtgΓY (Y)
pur and µY on this space are equal. Applying 10.26 to f
utg, we
obtain ∫
f∞(A)
Lh dµX =
∫
A
Lh◦f∞−jfutg dµUtgΓY (Y)
pur =
∫
A
Lh◦f∞−jfutg dµY .
From 11.10, this is equal to ∫
A
Lh◦f∞−jf+sY dµY .
Thus the theorem holds in this case.
For the general case, let π : X → X be the coarse moduli space. Let h and jπ be
the functions corresponding to h and jπ respectively through the almost geometric
bijection π∞ : |J∞X| → | J∞X | (see 11.4). From 8.11, outside a negligible subset,
we have
jπ ◦ (π ◦ f)∞ − jπ◦f = jπ ◦ f∞ − jπ◦f = −jf .
Therefore, from the special case discussed above, we have
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∫
A
Lh◦f∞−jf+sY dµY =
∫
A
Lh¯◦(π◦f)∞+jπ◦(π◦f)∞−jπ◦f+sY dµY
=
∫
(π◦f)∞(A)
Lh+jπ dµX
=
∫
f∞(A)
Lh◦π∞+jπ◦π∞−jπ+sX dµX
=
∫
f∞(A)
Lh+sX dµX .

12. Log pairs
In birational geometry, one often consider log pairs; a log pair means the pair of
a normal variety X and a Q-divisor D on X such that KX + D is Q-Cartier. In
this section, we generalize this notion by allowing X to be a formal DM stack. In
the next section, we will associate an invariant to a generalized log pair and apply
the change of variables formula to study properties of this invariant.
Let X be a formal stack over DfΦ as in 10.1. Moreover we suppose that X is
normal; local rings OX ,x of all geometric points are normal.
Definition 12.1. A closed substack H ⊂ X is said to be irreducible if for any
closed substacks Hi ⊂ X , i = 1, 2 such that H = H1 ∪ H2, we have either H =
H1 or H = H2. A prime divisor on X means an irreducible and reduced closed
substack B ⊂ X of codimension one. A divisor (resp. Q-divisor)A on X is a formal
combination
∑l
i=1 ciAi, ci ∈ Z (resp. ci ∈ Q) of prime divisors Ai on X . We say
that a (Q-)divisor A =
∑
i ciAi is narrow if for every i with ci 6= 0, the closed
substack Ai ⊂ X is narrow. The support SuppA of A is defined to be the reduced
closed substack
⋃
ci 6=0
Ai.
We need to consider fractional ideals of rings which are not necessarily integral
domains; for this notion which is not so common in this generality, we refer the
reader to [LM71].
Definition 12.2. Let S ⊂ OX be the subsheaf of sections which are nonzerodivisors
at the stalk OX ,x of every geometric point x : SpecK → X . We define the sheaf
of total quotient rings, denoted by KX , to be the sheaf associated to the presheaf
U 7→ S(U)−1OX (U). A fractional ideal sheaf on X is a coherent OX -submodule
L ⊂ KX such that for every geometric point SpecK → X , there exist an etale
neighborhood U → X and f ∈ S(U) such that f · L|U ⊂ OX |U .
Let F be a torsion-free coherent sheaf on X of generic rank 1. A fractional
submodule of F is a coherent OX -submodule L of S−1F = F ⊗OX KX such that
for every geometric point SpecK → X , there exist an etale neighborhood U → X
and f ∈ S(U) such that f · L|U ⊂ F|U .
Definition 12.3. For a divisor A =
∑
i ciAi, we define a fractional ideal sheaf
OX (A) in the usual way: for a local section s of KX , it belongs to OX (A) if and
only if for each i, the order of s along Ai is ≥ −ci.
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Definition 12.4. We define the canonical sheaf ωX/DfΦ to be (Ω
d
X/DfΦ
)∨∨, the
double dual (that is, the reflexive hull) of ΩdX/DfΦ . For r ∈ N, we define ω
[r]
X/DfΦ
to
be the reflexive r-th power
(
(ωX/DfΦ)
⊗r
)∨∨
. For a divisor A, we define ω
[r]
X/DfΦ
(A)
to be
(
ω
[r]
X/DfΦ
⊗OX (A)
)∨∨
. A log pair means the pair (X , A) of a formal stack
X as above and a narrow Q-divisor A on it such that for some r > 0, rA has
integral coefficients and ω
[r]
X/DfΦ
(rA) is an invertible sheaf. (Namely KX/DfΦ + A
is Q-Cartier, according to the terminology which is little inaccurate but common
in the birational geometry.) We call A a boundary divisor or simply boundary. If
ω
[r]
X/DfΦ
is invertible for some r > 0, then we identify X with the log pair (X , 0).
A morphism (Y, B)→ (X , A) of log pairs is just a morphism Y → X of ambient
stacks satisfying 10.1. We say that a morphism f : (Y, B) → (X , A) is crepant
if the morphism f∗ΩdX/DfΦ → Ω
d
Y/DfΨ
induces an isomorphism f∗ω
[r]
X/DfΦ
(rA) →
ω
[r]
Y/DfΨ
(rB) of fractional modules for sufficiently factorial r, (that is, f∗(KX/DfΦ +
A) = KY/DfΨ +B).
Lemma 12.5. Let (X , A) be a log pair and X the coarse moduli space of X . There
exists a unique boundary A on X such that the morphism (X , A) → (X,A) is
crepant.
Proof. Consider the case where X is a quotient stack [V/G] for a finite group G.
Then X = V/G. We have the relative canonical divisor KV/X , a divisor on V . Let
A˜ be the Q-divisor on V corresponding to A and let
A :=
1
♯G
π∗(KV/X + A˜)
with π denoting the morphism V → X . Then
π∗(KX +A) = π
∗KX +KV/X + A˜ = KV + A˜.
This means that (X , A) → (X,A) is crepant. It is clear that A is the unique
boundary with this property. The uniqueness allows us to glue A’s defined etale
locally to get the desired boundary A in the general case. 
Definition 12.6. Let (X , A) be a log pair and let r be a positive integer such that
ω
[r]
X/DfΦ
(rA) is invertible. Let L/KLtM be a finite extension and let β : Spf OL → X
be a Df-morphism which do not factor through SuppA. Then β∗ω
[r]
X/DfΦ
(rA) is a
nonzero fractional submodule of β♭(ΩdX/DfΦ)
⊗r. We define
f(X ,A)(β) :=
1
r
ord[β♭(ΩdX/DfΦ)
⊗r : β∗ω
[r]
X/DfΦ
(rA)].
Here [M : N ] := {s ∈ OL | sN ⊂M}, a fractional ideal of OL. When X is defined
over Df, for a twisted arc γ : E → X which do not factor through SuppA, we define
f(X ,A)(γ) to be f(X ,A)(β) for β : Spf OL → E → X induced by any finite dominant
Df-morphism Spf OL → E .
Lemma 12.7. The function f(X ,A) on | JΦ,∞ X| is measurable. When Φ = Spec k,
the function f(X ,A) on |J∞X| is also measurable.
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Proof. There exists an ideal sheaf J such that
J (ΩdX/DfΦ)
⊗r ⊂ ω
[r]
X/DfΦ
(rA).
As in the proof of 10.25, there exists a blowup h : Z → X such that h−1J and
h♭(ΩdX/DfΦ)
⊗r are invertible. Then, for some locally principal ideal sheaf I on Z,
h−1J · h♭(ΩdX/DfΦ)
⊗r = I · h∗ω
[r]
X/DfΦ
(rA).
Outside a negligible subset, we have
f(X ,A) ◦ h∞ =
1
r
(ordI − ordh−1J ).
From 10.24 and 11.7, the right side is measurable and so is the left side. From
10.23, f(X ,A) is measurable. 
Lemma 12.8. Let f : (Y, B) → (X , A) be a crepant morphism of log pairs. We
have the following equality between functions on |J∞Y| outside a negligible subset,
f(X ,A) ◦ f∞ = f(Y,B) + jf .
Proof. Let β : Spf OL → Y be a morphism as before. For a sufficiently factorial r,
we consider three OL-modules
M1 := β
∗f∗ω
[r]
X/DfΦ
(rA) = β∗ω
[r]
Y/DfΨ
(rB),
M2 := β
♭(ΩdY/DfΨ)
⊗r,
M3 := (f ◦ β)
♭(ΩdX/DfΨ)
⊗r.
Ignoring a negligible subset, we may suppose that they are free of rank one. We
have
[M2 : M1] = m
♯G·r·f(Y,B)(β)
E ,
[M3 : M1] = m
♯G·r·f(X,A)(f◦β)
E ,
[M3 : M2] = m
♯G·r·jf(β)
E .
The lemma follows from the equality
[M3 :M1] = [M3 :M2][M2 :M1].

For a log pair (X , A), let X be the coarse moduli space of X and let A be the Q-
divisor such that (X , A)→ (X,A) is crepant. Let UtgΓ(X )
nor be the normalization
of UtgΓ(X )
pur. Let Autg be the unique Q-divisor such that (UtgΓ(X )
nor, Autg) →
(X,A) is crepant; with the conventional notation, if π : X → X is the given mor-
phism and if φ : UtgΓ(X )
nor → X is the induced morphism, then
Autg = φ∗(KX/Df +A)−KUtgΓ(X )nor/DfΓ .
Lemma 12.9. If ν denotes the normalization morphism UtgΓ(X )
nor → UtgΓ(X ),
then we have the following equality of functions on | J∞UtgΓ(X )
nor| outside a neg-
ligible subset,
sX ◦ ν∞ = f(UtgΓ(X )nor,Autg) − f(X ,A) ◦ ν∞ + jν .
(Note that f(X ,A) is a function on |J∞X| = | J∞ UtgΓ(X )
pur|.)
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Proof. By 11.10,
sX = jπ − jπutg .
From 12.8,
jπ = f(X,A) ◦ π∞ − f(X ,A),
jφ = f(X,A) ◦ φ∞ − f(UtgΓ(X )nor,Autg).
From 8.11,
jφ = jν + jπutg ◦ ν∞.
Thus
sX ◦ ν∞ =
(
f(X,A) ◦ π∞ − f(X ,A)
)
◦ ν∞ − jπutg ◦ ν∞
= f(X,A) ◦ φ∞ − f(X ,A) ◦ ν∞ + jν − jφ
= f(UtgΓ(X )nor,Autg) − f(X ,A) ◦ ν∞ + jν .

13. Stringy motives and the wild McKay correspondence
We associate stringy motives to log pairs and reformulate the change of variables
formula as a property of stringy motives. This invariant is a common generalization
of stringy E-function and orbifold E-function [Bat99b]. Following Denef-Loeser’s
approach [DL02], we define this invariant as an integral on the space of twisted
arcs, |J∞X|, even if the ambient formal stack X is singular.
We fix a sufficiently factorial positive integer r so that all relevant functions on
spaces of (twisted or untwisted) arcs have values in 1rZ ∪ {∞}.
Definition 13.1. Let (X , A) be a log pair over Df and let C ⊂ |X | be a con-
structible subset. Let |J∞X|C ⊂ |J∞X| be the preimage of C by π0. Let Γ =
ΓX → Z be a morphism to an algebraic space almost of finite type. We define the
stringy motive of (X , A) along C as
Mst,Z(X , A)C :=
∫
|J∞X|C
Lf(X,A)+sX dµX ,Z ∈ M̂′Z,r ∪ {∞}.
Definition 13.2. Let (X , A) be a log pair over DfΦ with Φ a reduced DM stack
almost of finite type and let C ⊂ |X | be a constructible subset. Let | J∞ X|C ⊂
| J∞ X| be the preimage of C by π0. Let Φ → Z be a morphism to an algebraic
space almost of finite type. We define the untwisted stringy motive of (X , A) along
C as
Mutdst,Z(X , A)C :=
∫
| J∞ X|C
Lf(X,A) dµX ,Z ∈ M̂′Z,r ∪ {∞}.
For these invariants, we usually omit the subscript Z when Z = Spec k and C
when C = |X |.
We have ∫
Z→Z′
Mst,Z(X , A)C = Mst,Z′(X , A)C ,
in particular, ∫
Z
Mst,Z(X , A)C = Mst(X , A).
Similarly for the untwisted stringy motive. When X is a formal algebraic space
over Df , obviously Mst,Z(X , A)C = M
utd
st,Z(X , A)C .
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Let (X , A) be a log pair over Df and let (X,A) and (UtgΓ(X )
nor, Autg) be the
induced log pairs (see Section 12). Let C ⊂ |X | be a constructible subset, C ⊂ |X |
its image of C and Cutg ⊂ |UtgΓ(X )
nor| the preimage of C.
Theorem 13.3. We keep the notation. Let Γ be the coarse moduli space of Γ. We
have
Mst(X , A)C = Mst(X,A)C
= Mutdst (UtgΓ(X )
nor, Autg)Cutg
=
∫
Γ
Mutd
st,Γ
(UtgΓ(X )
nor, Autg)Cutg .
In particular, if A = 0 and the stacky locus Xst ⊂ X has codimension ≥ 2, then
Mst(X )C = Mst(X)C .
Proof. From the change of variables, 11.10, and from 12.8, we have∫
|J∞X|C
Lf(X,A)+sX dµX =
∫
| J∞X|C
Lf(X,A) dµX
=
∫
| J∞ UtgΓ(X )
nor|Cutg
Lf(UtgΓ(X)nor,Autd) dµUtgΓ(X )
=
∫
Γ
∫
| J∞ UtgΓ(X )
nor|Cutg
Lf(UtgΓ(X)nor ,Autd) dµUtgΓ(X ),Γ.
These equalities show the first assertion. If A = 0 and the stacky locus Xst ⊂ X
has codimension ≥ 2, then A = 0 and the second assertion follows. 
We apply this theorem to the case of a quotient stack. Let V be a formal scheme
of finite type, flat and generically smooth over Df . Suppose that a finite group H
acts on V and that the quotient stack X := [V/H ] is spacious, equivalently that if
V h, h ∈ H are the h-fixed subscheme, then
⋃
h∈H\{1} V
h is a narrow subscheme of
V . Let (V,A) be a log pair such that A is stable under the H-action. Let (V/H,A)
be the induced log pair such that (V,A)→ (V/H,A) is crepant. Let Γ := ΓX for X
and let ΓG := Γ×ΘΘG. Then ΓG → ΘG is representable and universally bijective.
Moreover, UtgΓG,ι(V )
pur is flat over DfΓG for every ι ∈ Emb(G,H). We denote
by UtgΓG,ι(V )
nor its normalization. Let C ⊂ |V | be an H-stable constructible
subset and C ⊂ |V/H | its image. For an embedding ι : G →֒ H of a Galoisian
group, let Aι be the restriction of A
utg to [UtgΓG,ι(V )
nor/NH(ι(G))] and let Cι ⊂∣∣[UtgΓG,ι(V )nor/NH(ι(G))]∣∣ be the preimage of C.
Corollary 13.4. We have
Mst(V/H,A)C =
∑
G∈GalGps
∑
ι∈ Emb(G,H)
Aut(G)×H
Mutdst
([
UtgΓG,ι(V )
nor
NH(ι(G))
]
, Aι
)
Cι
.
Proof. Let X = [V/H ] and define (UtgΓ(X )
nor, Autg) as before. From 13.3,
Mst(V/H,A)C = M
utd
st (UtgΓ(X )
nor, Autg)Cutg .
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From 6.12 and (6.5),
UtgΓ(X ) =
∐
G∈GalGps
UtgΓ[G](X )
∼=
∐
G∈GalGps
 ∐
ι∈Emb(G,H)
UtgΓG,ι(V )
 /Aut(G)×H

∼=
∐
G∈GalGps
∐
ι∈Emb(G,H)/(Aut(G)×H)
[UtgΘG,ι(V )/NH(ι(G))].
Therefore Mutdst (UtgΓ(X )
nor, Autg)Cutg is equal to the right side of the equality of
the lemma. 
Remark 13.5. This corollary is the motivic version of the main result of [Yas17b],
formulated by using stacks. Note that the untwisting stack considered in this paper
is essentially the same as the one considered in [Yas16, Yas17b] (see Remark 14.5).
Definition 13.6. Let f : Y → X be a morphism of formal DM stacks in 11.2. We
say that f : Y → X is a pseudo-modification if f∞ : |J∞X| → |J∞X| is almost
geometrically bijective.
Example 13.7. The following are examples of pseudo-modification;
(1) the t-adic completion of a (not necessarily representable) proper birational
morphism W → V of DM stacks of finite type over D = Spec kJtK,
(2) the blowup along a closed substack,
(3) the relative coarse moduli space Y → X of some morphism Y → Z of
formal DM stacks of finite type over Df.
A composition of finitely many such morphisms is also a pseudo-modification.
Theorem 13.8. Let f : Y → X be a pseudo-modification which induces a crepant
morphism (Y, B) → (X , A) of log pairs over Df. Let C ⊂ |X | be a constructible
subset and C˜ ⊂ |Y| its preimage. Then
Mst(X , A)C = Mst(Y, B)C˜ .
Proof. With notation as before, we have
Mst(X , A)C = Mst(X,A)C .
Applying 11.13 to the crepant morphism (Y, B)→ (X,A), we see
Mst(X,A)C = Mst(Y, B)C˜ .

14. Linear actions
In this section, we focus on a linear action of a finite group on an affine space
over Df and the associated quotient stack/scheme. We specialize results obtained
in earlier sections to this situation and get a more explicit formula, the wild McKay
correspondence.
Let K be an algebraically closed field, letM be a free KJtK-module of rank d and
let S•M be its symmetric algebra over KJtK, which is isomorphic to the polynomial
ring KJtK[x1, . . . , xd]. Suppose thatM is given a KJtK-linear action of a finite group
H , which induces an H-action on the scheme W = SpecS•M ∼= AdDK and one on
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the formal scheme V := Spf Ŝ•M ∼= AdDfK , where Ŝ
•M is the t-adic completion
of S•M . Let ι : G →֒ H be an embedding of a Galoisian group. For a G-cover
E → DfK , we define the tuning module
ΞE,ι := Hom
ι
KJtK(M,OE),
the module of ι-equivariant KJtK-linear maps [Yas16, page 127] (cf. [WY15, Def.
3.1]). This is again a free KJtK-module of rank d. Moreover this is also a saturated
KJtK-submodule ofHomKJtK(M,OE), that is, the quotient moduleHomKJtK(M,OE)/ΞE
is a torsion-free (hence free) KJtK-module. It follows that the map of dual KJtK-
modules
HomKJtK(M,OE)
∨ → Ξ∨E,ι
is surjective.
Let M
|E|
ι := Ξ∨E,ι and let
W |E|ι := SpecS
•(M |E|ι ),
V |E|ι := Spf
̂
S•(M
|E|
ι ) =
̂
W
|E|
ι .
We have the following commutative diagram of natural morphisms [Yas16, page
130]:
W
|E|
ι ⊗KJtK OE //

W
|E|
ι

W // W/H
Taking t-adic completion, we have the corresponding diagram for V in place of W .
Let E : SpecK → ΘG be a morphism corresponding to our G-cover E → DfK
and let UtgE,ι(V ) := UtgΘG,ι(V )×ΘG,E SpecK.
Lemma 14.1. We have a Df-isomorphism UtgE,ι(V )
pur ∼= V
|E|
ι compatible with
the morphisms to V/H. In particular, UtgE,ι(V )
pur is smooth over Df.
Proof. Let Ea := SpecOE be the scheme corresponding to the formal scheme E.
The formal schemeUtgE,ι(V )
pur is the completion of the closure of HomιD(E
a,W )×D
D∗ in HomD(E
a,W ) (see Remark 6.23). We note that
M ⊗O∨E = HomKJtK(M
∨,KJtK)⊗KJtK O
∨
E
= HomKJtK(M
∨, O∨E)
= HomKJtK(M
∨ ⊗KJtK OE ,KJtK)
= HomKJtK(M,OE)
∨.
Here duals are taken as KJtK-modules. The D-scheme HomD(E
a,W ) is identified
with
SpecS•(M ⊗KJtK O
∨
E) = SpecS
•HomKJtK(M,OE)
∨.
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Indeed, for a morphism SpecR→ D,
HomD(E
a,W )(SpecR) = HomKJtK-alg(S
•M,OE ⊗KJtK R)
= HomKJtK-mod(M,OE ⊗KJtK R)
= HomKJtK-mod(M,HomKJtK(O
∨
E , R))
= HomKJtK-mod(M ⊗KJtK O
∨
E , R)
= HomKJtK-alg(S
•(M ⊗KJtK O
∨
E), R)
=
(
SpecS•(M ⊗KJtK O
∨
E)
)
(SpecR).
Therefore
HomD(E
a,W )×D D
∗ = SpecS•HomKLtM(M ⊗KJtK KLtM, OE ⊗KJtK KLtM)
∨
and for ι : G →֒ H ,
HomιD(E
a,W )×D D
∗ = SpecS•HomιKLtM(M ⊗KJtK KLtM, OE ⊗KJtK KLtM)
∨.
Since HomKJtK(M,OE)
∨ → Ξ∨E,ι is surjective, we may regard W
|E|
ι as a closed
subscheme of SpecS•(M ⊗KJtK O
∨
E). This closed subscheme is integral and co-
incides over D∗ with HomιD(E
a,W ) ×D D∗. Therefore W
|E|
ι is the closure of
HomιD(E
a,W )×DD∗. Since the completion ofW
|E|
ι is V
|E|
ι , the lemma follows. 
Following [WY15, Def. 3.3] and [Yas16, Def. 5.4] (cf. [Yas17a, Def. 6.5]), we
define
v(E) :=
1
♯G
length
HomKJtK(M,OE)
OE · ΞE,ι
.
Lemma 14.2. Let β : E → V be an ι-equivariant DfK-morphism, let X := [V/H ]
and let γ : E → X be the induced twisted arc. Then
sX (γ) = −v(E).
Proof. Let B be the Q-divisor on V/H such that V → (V/H,B) is crepant. Then
the induced boundary on UtgE,ι(V )
pur ∼= AdDfK is the relative anti-canonical divisor
−KUtgE,ι(V )pur/(V/H,B) := −KUtgE,ι(V )pur/DfK + u
∗(K(V/H)/DfK +B),
where u is the morphism UtgE,ι(V )
pur → V/H . (Note that since UtgE,ι(V )
pur
is already normal, we don’t need to normalize it.) This is the vertical divisor
UtgE,ι(V )
pur
0
∼= AdK with multiplicity −v(E) (see [Yas16, Lem. 6.5]). Since V is
smooth over DfK , we have Ω
d
V/Df = ωV/Df and we have f([V/H],0) ≡ 0. Therefore,
from 12.9,
sX (γ) = f(UtgE (X )pur,Autg|UtgE (X)pur )(γ
′)− f([V/H],0)
= f(UtgE,ι(V )pur,−v(E)·UtgE,ι(V )
pur
0 )
(β)
= −v(E).
Note that the last equality holds because UtgE,ι(V )
pur
0 as well as its pullback by β
is a closed subscheme defined by t ∈ KJtK. 
The following lemma was proved in [TY19] by a different and more direct method.
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Lemma 14.3. Let us fix an embedding ι : G →֒ H. The map
|ΛG| 7→ Q, [E] 7→ v(E)
is locally constructible; for every substack W ⊂ ΛG of finite type, the restriction of
this function to |W| is constructible (that is, every fiber is a constructible subset).
Proof. Let ΓG be as in the paragraph before 13.4. We further assume that each
connected component of it is irreducible. We claim that for a suitable choice of
ΓG, the boundary on UtgΓG(V ) is vertical. Then the function v on |ΛG| = |ΓG| is
constant on each connected component of ΓG and the lemma follows.
To show the claim, let ΓG,0 be a connected component of ΓG. Let us write
the boundary on UtgΓG,0(V ) as A =
∑l
i=0 ciAi with Ai prime divisors and ci ∈
Q, where A0 is the vertical divisor UtgΓG,0(V ). For a geometric generic point
η¯ : SpecK → ΓG,0, the pullback of A to Utgη¯(V ) is the vertical divisor. Therefore
the image of A0∩
⋃
i≥1Ai on ΓG,0 is a constructible subset which does not containing
the generic point. Removing its closure, we get an open dense substack Υ ⊂ ΓG,0
such that the boundary on UtgΥ(V ) is vertical. This shows the above claim. 
From this lemma, for each s ∈ 1♯HZ, there exist a DM stack Cs almost of finite
type and a stabilizer-preserving and geometrically injective map Cs → ∆H which
maps onto v−1(s). We define {v−1(s)} to be {Cs} if Cs is of finite type. If not, we
put {v−1(s)} :=∞. We can define∫
∆H
Ld−v :=
∑
s∈ 1♯H Z
{v−1(s)}Ld−s.
In [TY19], we study this kind of integrals more systematically and especially proves
the well-definedness of the above integral.
Corollary 14.4. Suppose that a finite group H acts on AdDf linearly. Let X :=
AdDf/H and let A be the boundary on X such that A
d
Df → (X,A) is crepant. (Note
that if the morphism AdDf → X is etale in codimension one, then A = 0.) Then we
have
Mst(X,A) =
∫
∆H
Ld−v
:= ∑
s∈ 1♯H Z
{v−1(s)}Ld−s
 .
Proof. As in the proof of 14.3, we can choose Γ[G] so that the function v on |Γ[G]|
is locally constant. Let vG,i be the value of v on a connected component |Γ[G],i|.
From 13.4,
Mst(X,A) = Mst(X )
=
∫
|J∞X|
L−v dµX
=
∑
G∈GalGps
∑
i
µX (JΓ[G],i,∞X )L
−vG,i
=
∑
G∈GalGps
∑
i
{UntΓ[G],i(X )
pur
0 }L
−vG,i .
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From 6.12 and (6.5),
{UntΓ[G],i(X )
pur
0 } =
∐
ι∈ Emb(G,H)
Aut(G)×H
{UtgΓG,i,ι(V )
pur
0 /NH(ι(G))}.
Here ΓG,i := Γ[G],i×AGSpec k. Since UtgΓG,i,ι(V )
pur
0 → ΓG,i isNH(ι(G))-equivariant
Ad-bundle, we have
{UtgΓG,i,ι(V )
pur
0 /NH(ι(G))} = {ΓG,i/NH(ι(G))}L
d.
We conclude that
Mst(X,P) =
∑
G∈GalGps
∑
i∈N
∐
ι∈ Emb(G,H)
Aut(G)×H
{ΓG,i/NH(ι(G))}L
d−vG,i .
The map ∐
G∈GalGps
∐
i∈N
∐
ι∈ Emb(G,H)
Aut(G)×H
ΓG,i/NH(ι(G))→ ∆H
is geometrically bijective. Therefore
Mst(X,P) =
∫
∆H
Ld−v.

Remark 14.5. If X is a formal affine scheme of finite type over Df with an action
of a finite group H , then we can embed it by an equivariant closed immersion into
an affine space AnDf with a linear action of H (see [Yas16, Rem. 7.1]). From 6.24,
UtgΓ([X/H ])
pur is a closed substack of UtgΓ([A
n
Df/H ])
pur. Therefore, for a twisted
formal disk E over K, the fiber UtgE([X/H ])
pur = UtgΓ([X/H ])
pur ×Γ,E SpecK is
essentially the same as the untwisting variety denoted by v|F | in [Yas16].
15. The tame case
In this section, we suppose that X is a tame formal DM stack of finite type over
Df, that is, the automorphism group Aut(x) of every geometric point x : SpecK →
X has order prime to p (we follow the convention that 0 is prime to every positive
integer so that the above assumption holds whenever p = 0). We also suppose
that X is spacious and generically smooth over Df as before. Specializing to this
situation, we see how to recover results in [Yas06] from the more general ones in
the present paper.
For a wild Galoisian group G, UtgΓ[G](X ) is empty. Hence
UtgΓ(X ) = UtgΛtame(X ) =
∐
l>0; p∤l
UtgΛ[Cl]
(X ).
Theorem 13.3 is now rephrased as follows.
Proposition 15.1. Let (X , A) be a log pair over Df such that X is tame. Let Autgl
be the induced boundary divisor on UtgΛ[Cl]
(X )pur. Let C ⊂ |X | be a constructible
subset and Cutgl ⊂ |UtgΛ[Cl ]
(X )pur| the induced constructible subsets. Then we have
Mst(X , A)C =
∑
l>0; l∤p
Mutdst (UtgΛ[Cl ]
(X )pur, Autgl )Cutgl
.
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Lemma 15.2. Suppose that a tame finite group G acts on kJtKJx1, . . . , xnK over
kJtK. Then there exist coordinates y1, . . . , yn ∈ kJtKJx1, . . . , xnK (that is, kJtKJy1, . . . , ynK =
kJtKJx1, . . . , xnK) such that the action preserves the subring kJy1, . . . , ynK and the
induced action on kJy1, . . . , ynK is k-linear with respect to y1, . . . , yn.
Proof. As is well known, we can linearize the action over k; there exists a regular
system of parameters z0, . . . , zn of kJtKJx1, . . . , xnK for which the G-action is k-
linear. Since G is tame, from Maschke’s theorem, linear G-representations over k
are semisimple. If m denotes the maximal ideal of kJtKJx1, . . . , xnK, then the image
of the map of linear representations
(t)/(t2)→ m/m2 ∼=
⊕
i
k · zi
is a direct summand. Let V ⊂
⊕
i k · zi be a complementary subrepresentation of
it and let y1, . . . , yn be a basis of V . Since t, y1, . . . , yn generates m/m
2, we have
kJtKJx1, . . . , xnK = kJtKJy1, . . . , ynK.
We easily see that y1, . . . , yn satisfy the desired property. 
Lemma 15.3. If X is smooth of pure relative dimension d over Df , then for every
l, UtgΛ[Cl ]
(X )pur is smooth of pure relative dimension d over DfΛ[Cl ] , unless it is
empty.
Proof. We may assume that k is algebraically closed. A k-point of UtgΛ[Cl ]
(X ) cor-
responds to a morphism EΛ[Cl],0 → X . Let x : Spec k → X be the induced k-point.
We have the corresponding closed embedding Y := BAut(x) →֒ X . The completion
X̂ of X along this closed substack is isomorphic to [Spf kJtKJx1, . . . , xdK/Aut(x)].
From 15.2, we may suppose that the Aut(x)-action on kJtKJx1, . . . , xdK is the scalar
extension of a k-linear action on kJx1, . . . , xdK. For i ≫ 0, the given k-point of
UtgΛ[Cl]
(X ) sits in UtgΛ[Cl ]
(Y(i)), where Y(i) is the ith infinitesimal neighborhood
of Y. From 6.25, the completion of UtgΛ[Cl ]
(X ) along UtgΛ[Cl ]
(Y(i)) is isomorphic to
UtgΛ[Cl]
(X̂ ). On the other hand, UtgΛ[Cl]
(X̂ ) is also isomorphic to the completion
of
UtgΛ[Cl ]
([AdDf/Aut(x)])
along some closed substack. The lemma follows from 14.1. 
Recall Λµl
∼=
∐
(Z/lZ)∗ Bµl (see subsection 5.4). If Λµl,1 denotes its first compo-
nent, then the morphism Λµl,1 → Λ[Cl] is an isomorphism (see (5.1)). Hence the
morphism
UtgΛµl,1
(X )0 → UtgΛ[Cl]
(X )0
is also an isomorphism. We define a morphism
UtgΛµl,1
(X )0 → I
(µl) X0
as follows. For an S-point of UtgΛµl,1
(X ) corresponding to ES = [ES/µl] → X .
We have the induced closed immersion Bµl × S →֒ ES . To the above S-point of
UtgΛµl,1
(X ), we associate the S-point of I(µl) X given by the composition Bµl×S →
ES → X .
Suppose now that X is smooth and of pure relative dimension d over Df. Let
α : SpecK → I(µl) X0 be a geometric point. The tangent space TX0,K ,x at the
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induced point x : SpecK → X0,K , which is a d-dimensional K-vector space, has
an Aut(x)-action. The point α induces an injection Cl ∼= µl,K →֒ Aut(x) and a
µl,K-action on TX0,K,x.
Lemma 15.4. With notation as above, the morphism UtgΛµl,1
(X )0 → I
(µl) X0 is
representable and its fiber over α ∈ (I(µl) X0)(K) is isomorphic to AcK , where c is
the codimension of the fixed locus (TX0,K ,x)
µl,K in TX0,K,x.
Proof. From A.5,
Aut(ES → X0)→ Aut(Bµl × S → X0)
is injective. Therefore the morphism of the lemma is representable.
Let x : SpecK → X0 be the point induced by α. Suppose that the completion
of X0,K at x is [SpfKJx1, . . . , xdK/G], where G acts on KJx1, . . . , xdK linearly. The
µl,K also acts on this power series ring through α. We can choose coordinates
x1, . . . , xd so that µl,K acts on
⊕
iKxi diagonally; for ζ ∈ µl,K , ζ · xi = ζ
aixi
(0 ≤ ai < l). A K-point of the fiber over α corresponds to a µl,K-equivariant
morphism
γ : SpecKJt1/lK/(t)→ SpfKJx1, . . . , xdK.
Such a morphism is determined by the images of xi in KJt
1/lK/(t) which should be
of the form
γ∗(xi)
{
∈ K · tai/l (ai 6= 0)
= 0 (ai = 0)
.
Note that γ∗ is a morphism of local rings and xi should be mapped into the maximal
ideal (t1/l), thus γ∗(xi) cannot be a nonzero scalar in K · t
0. This shows that the
fiber over α is an affine space of dimension ♯{i | αi 6= 0}, which is equal to the
codimension of (TX0,K ,x)
µl,K . 
Note that UtgΛµl,1
(X )0 has pure dimension d, while I
(µl)X has the same dimen-
sion as (TX0,K ,x)
µl,K at α. The above lemma is compatible with this fact. The
codimension of (TX0,K ,x)
µl,K depends only on the connected component of I(µl) X0
on which α lies. The value of the function sX as a point of |J∞X| also depends
only on the connected component of its image on I(µl) X0 through the map
J∞X → J0X = UtgΛtame(X )0 → I
(µl) X0.
For a connected component Z ⊂ I(µl)X0, we write these values as c(Z) and sX (Z)
respectively.
Corollary 15.5 (cf. [Yas06, Cor. 72]). If X is smooth over Df, we have
Mst(X )C =
∑
l>0; p∤l
∑
Z⊂I(µl) X0
{CZ}L
c(Z)+sX (Z),
where Z runs over connected components of I(µl) X0 and CZ denotes the preimage
of C in |Z|.
Proof. From 15.1,
Mst(X )C =
∑
l∤p
Mutgst (UtgΛ[Cl]
(X )pur, Autgl )Cutgl
.
Locally at the level of completion, X is the quotient stack associated a linear ac-
tion. The boundary Autgl is a vertical divisor; on each connected component W
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of UtgΛ[Cl]
(X ), the coefficient of this divisor is −sX (W) (see the proof of 14.2).
Therefore
Mst(X ) =
∑
l∤p
∑
W⊂UtgΛ[Cl]
(X )
{W}LsX (W).
From 15.4, this is equal to∑
l∤p
∑
Z⊂I(µl)(X )
{Z}Lc(Z)+sX (Z).

Remark 15.6. In the present paper, we adopt a slightly different definition of twisted
jets from the one in [Yas06]. A twisted n-jet is a morphism from[(
SpecKJt1/lK/(tn+1)
)
/µl
]
in the present paper, while a morphism from[(
SpecKJt1/lK/(t(nl+1)/l)
)
/µl
]
in [Yas06]. Our stack I(µl) X was the stack of twisted 0-jets of order l in [Yas06],
which was denoted by J l0X . Lemma 15.4 shows that our motivic measure on |J∞X|
and the one given in [Yas06] differ by the factor of Lc(Z). The value of s also differs
in the present paper and the paper [Yas06] by c(Z).
Remark 15.7. Corollary 15.5 readily implies a refinement of Reid–Shepherd-Barron–
Tai criterion for terminal/canonical tame quotient singularities, the homological
McKay correspondence and Ruan’s conjecture (and its l-adic cohomology version)
on orbifold cohomology [Yas06, Cors. 5 to 8]. (There is an error in [Yas06, Cor. 5];
we need to take the minimal discrepancy of divisors over X having centers in the
singular locus rather than all divisors over X . See [Yas19] for relation between this
version of minimal discrepancy and stringy invariants.)
16. DM stacks over k
People would be interested more in DM stacks of finite type over k rather than
formal DM stacks of finite type over Df. One reason of the use of formal stacks
is that it is essential both in our construction of stacks of twisted arcs and in the
proof of the change of variables formula. However many results are formulated also
for DM stacks of finite type over k and regarded as a special case of those results
for formal stacks. For the reader’s convenience, we state them below. We also give
a few applications of them.
Let X be a generically smooth DM stack of finite type over k which has pure
dimension d. This induces the formal DM stack X × Df of finite type over Df.
We define the stack of twisted arcs on X , denoted by J∞X , to be J∞(X × Df).
We define the measure µX and the shift function sX on it to be µX×Df and sX×Df
respectively. A point of |J∞X| corresponds a class of a representable morphism
E → X from a twisted formal disk E . With the obvious translation of notions to
this setting, from 11.13, we obtain the change of variables formula:
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Theorem 16.1. Let Y,X be generically smooth DM stacks of finite type over k
which has pure dimension d. Let f : Y → X be a morphism such that Jacf defines a
closed substack of positive codimension. Let A ⊂ |J∞Y| be such that f∞|A is almost
geometrically injective. Let h : f∞(A)→
1
rZ∪{∞} be a measurable function. Then∫
f∞(A)
Lh+sX dµX =
∫
A
Lh◦f∞−jf+sY dµY ∈ M̂′k,r ∪ {∞}.
We can also define a log pair (X , A) for a DM stack X of finite type over k which
is generically smooth and normal. We define its stringy motive Mst,Z(X , A) ∈
M̂′Z,r ∪ {∞}, where Z is an algebraic space almost of finite type given with a
morphism ΓX → Z. In this setting, it is more natural to consider (not necessarily
representable) proper birational morphisms instead of pseudo-modifications. Here
a morphism Y → X of DM stacks is said to be birational if it restricts to an
isomorphism Y ′ → X ′ of open dense substacks Y ′ ⊂ X and X ′ ⊂ X . From 13.8, we
obtain:
Theorem 16.2. Let f : Y → X be a proper birational morphism of DM stacks of
finite type over k which induces a crepant morphism (Y, B) → (X , A) of log pairs
over k. Let C ⊂ |X | be a constructible subset and C˜ ⊂ |Y| its preimage. Then
Mst(X , A)C = Mst(Y, B)C˜ .
From 14.4, we obtain:
Corollary 16.3 (The wild McKay correspondence). Suppose that a finite group
G acts on Adk linearly. Let X := A
d
k/G and let A be the boundary on X such
that Adk → (X,A) is crepant. (Note that if the morphism A
d
k → X is etale in
codimension one, then A = 0.) Then we have
Mst(X,A) =
∫
∆G
Ld−v.
We can use the wild McKay correspondence to evaluate the discrepancy of quo-
tient singularities, an invariant of singularities appearing in the minimal model
program. Consider the invariant
discrep(centers ⊂ Xsing;X)
defined to be the infimum of the discrepancies of divisors over X with center in-
cluded in the singular locus Xsing (see [Kol13, p. 157] or [Yas19, Introduction]). Let
o ∈ ∆G be the point corresponding to the trivial torsor and let ∆G \ {o} =
⊔
iCi
be a stratification into countably many constructible subsets (of finite dimensions)
such that v is constant on each stratum. We define
dim
∫
∆G\{o}
Ld−v = sup
i
{dimCi + d− v(Ci)} ∈ Q ∪ {∞}.
This is independent of the choice of the stratification.
Corollary 16.4. We keep the notation of 16.3. Suppose that the morphism Adk →
X is etale in codimension one.
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(1) We have
discrep(centers ⊂ Xsing;X)
= d− 1−max
{
dimXsing, dim
∫
∆G\{o}
Ld−v
}
.
(2) If the integral
∫
∆G
Ld−v coverges, then X is log terminal. If X has a log
resolution, then the converse is also true.
Proof. Assertions (1) and (2) can be proved in the same way as proved in [Yas19]
and [Yas14] respectively for G = Z/pZ. We only give a sketch.
(1) We can similarly define the dimension of Mst(X)Xsing ∈ Z ∪ {∞}, whether
the integral diverges or not. Evaluating it by using infinitely many modifications
Y → X , we get
discrep(centers ⊂ Xsing;X) = d− 1− dimMst(X)Xsing
(see [Yas19, Prop. 2.1]). On the other hand, the version of the wild McKay corre-
spondence for Mst(X)Xsing shows
Mst(X)Xsing = {Xsing}+
∫
∆G\{o}
Ld−v.
Note that the term {Xsing} on the right side is the contribution of the trivial torsor
to Mst(X)Xsing . Assertion (1) follows from these.
(2) The convergence of Mst(X) implies that X is log terminal. The converse is
true if X has a log resolution. From the wild McKay correspondence, the conver-
gence of Mst(X) is equivalent to the one of
∫
∆G
Ld−v. 
Let us consider the case whereG = Sn, the symmetric group, and let a : ∆Sn → Z
be the Artin conductor. This function associates to a geometric point SpecK →
∆Sn the Artin conductor (see [Ser79, Ch. VI]) of the corresponding map GKLtM →
Sn ⊂ GLn(C), where GKLtM denotes the absolute Galois group of KLtM and Sn is
embedded into GLn(C) by the standard permutation representation. As an appli-
cation of 16.3, we obtain the motivic version of Bhargava’s mass formula [Bha07]:
Corollary 16.5. We have the following equality in M̂′k,∫
∆Sn
L−a =
n−1∑
i=0
P (n, n− i)L−i.
Here P (n,m) denotes the number of partitions of n into exactly m parts.
Proof. Consider the action of Sn on A2nk = (A
2
k)
n by permutation. The quotient
variety X = A2nk /Sn is the symmetric product S
nA2k and it has a crepant resolution
by the Hilbert scheme of n points on A2k, Hilb
n(A2k) → X [Bea83, BK05, KT01].
From a cell decomposition of Hilbn(A2k) as in [ES87] (see also [CV08] for the case
of a general base field), we can show
Mst(X) = {Hilb
n(A2k)} =
∑
P (n, n− i)L2n−i.
On the other hand, from [WY15, Th. 4.8], the function a is equal to the v function
associated to the action Sn y A2nk . The corollary now follows from 16.3. 
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Appendix A. General results on stacks
In Appendix, we collect general results on (mainly DM) stacks which are nec-
essary in this paper. Some of them would be well-known to specialists, but the
author could not find in the literature.
We first recall that a morphism f : Y → X of DM stacks is representable if
and only if for every geometric point y : SpecK → Y, the group homomorphism
AutY(y)→ AutX (f(y)) is injective [AV02, Lem. 4.4.3]. We say that f is stabilizer-
preserving if for every y, the map AutY(y)→ AutX (f(y)) is an isomorphism. If Y
lies over another stack S, then we can consider the kernel AutY/S(y) ⊂ AutY(y) of
AutY(y)→ AutS(y¯) with y¯ ∈ S the image of y.
Lemma A.1. Suppose that f : Y → X is an S-morphism and let y be a geometric
point of Y. Then AutY(y) → AutX (f(y)) is injective if and only if AutY/S(y) →
AutX/S(f(y)) is injective.
Proof. The “only if” is clear. We prove the “if” part. For α ∈ AutS(y¯), if AutY(y)α
and AutX (f(y))α denote the preimages of α in AutY(y) and AutX (f(y)) respec-
tively and if these preimages are note empty, then each mapAutY(y)α → AutX (f(y))α
is isomorphic to the map
AutY(y)0 = AutY/S(y)→ AutX (f(y))0 = AutX/S(f(y))
as a set map. This shows the “if” part. 
Lemma A.2. Let g : Z → Y and f : Y → X be morphisms of stacks. Let P
be a property of morphisms of stacks which is stable under the base change and
composition. If the diagonals ∆g and ∆f have property P, then so does ∆f◦g.
Proof. Consider the 2-commutative diagram:
Z
∆g
∆f◦g
''
Z ×Y Z //
φ
Y
∆f
Z ×X Z // Y ×X Y
The square in the diagram is 2-Cartesian. Therefore φ has property P. It follows
that ∆f◦g ∼= φ ◦∆g has property P. 
Lemma A.3. Let
XT //

X

T // S
be a 2-Cartesian diagram of stacks. Suppose that S and XT are DM stacks and
T → S is an atlas. Then X is a DM stack.
Proof. From the assumption, the diagonal ∆XT /T is representable, unramified and
finite morphism. This is the base change of ∆X/S along T → S. Therefore ∆X/S
is also representable, unramified and finite morphism. From A.2, ∆X = ∆X/ Speck
is also representable, unramified and finite. If U → XT is an atlas, then so is
U → XT → X . We have proved the lemma. 
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Lemma A.4. Let h : Z → Y and f : Y → X be morphisms of DM stacks. Suppose
that f is representable (resp. stabilizer-preserving) and unramified. Then Aut(h)→
Aut(f ◦ h) is injective (resp. bijective).
Proof. Consider the morphisms
IY
b
−→ IX ×X Y
a
−→ Y.
Since a◦ b is representable, so is b. Since a◦ b is finite and a is separated, b is finite.
Since a ◦ b and a are unramified, b is unramified. Thus b is representable, finite
and unramified. When f is representable, then b is also universally injective. From
[Sta20, tag 04XV], b is a closed immersion. When f is stabilizer-preserving, from
[Sta20, tag 0DU9], b is an isomorphism. Therefore, for each object u ∈ Z say over
U ∈ Aff , we have an injection (resp. an isomorphism) Aut(h(u))→ Aut(f ◦ h(u))
of group schemes over U and an injection (resp. an isomorphism) Aut(h(u)) →
Aut(f ◦ h(u)) of groups. An automorphism Aut(h) is by definition a collection of
automorphisms αu ∈ Aut(h(u)), u ∈ Z with a suitable compatibility. Therefore
the lemma follows. 
Lemma A.5. Let h : Z → Y and f : Y → X be morphisms of DM stacks. Suppose
that h is a thickening. Then the map Aut(f)→ Aut(f ◦ h) is injective.
Proof. Let s : S → Y be a morphism from an affine scheme and let
t : T := S ×Y Z → Z
be the projection. Automorphisms α ∈ Aut(f ◦ s) and β ∈ Aut(f ◦ h ◦ t) with
α 7→ β induce the following commutative diagram:
AutT (f ◦ h ◦ t) //

AutS(f ◦ s)

T 
 //
βs
OO
S
αs
OO
Since X is a DM stack, the morphism AutS(f ◦ s)→ S is unramified. Since T → S
is a thickening, αs is determined by βs. Since we have this for each object s ∈ Y(S),
we conclude the lemma. 
Lemma A.6. Let f : Y → X be a stabilizer-preserving etale morphism of DM
stacks such that for every algebraically closed field K, the map Y[K] → X [K] is
bijective. Then f is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let V → X be an atlas. It suffices to show that V ×X Y → V is an
isomorphism. This is an etale surjective morphism of algebraic spaces. It suffices
to show that (V ×X Y)(K)→ V (K) is injective. In turn, it suffices to show that for
every geometric point x : SpecK → X , we have (SpecK ×X Y)red ∼= SpecK. Let
G be the automorphism group of x. Then we have the induced closed immersion
BG = [SpecK/G] →֒ XK . Since Y → X is stabilizer-preserving, we have
(BG×XK YK)red ∼= (BG×X Y)red ∼= BG.
Therefore
(SpecK ×X Y)red ∼= (SpecK ×BG BG×X Y)red ∼= SpecK.

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Lemma A.7. Let f : Y → X be a representable morphism of DM stacks which is
formally etale (in the sense that for every morphism V → X from algebraic space,
Y ×X V → V is formally etale). Let ι : D →֒ E be a thickening of DM stacks.
Suppose that we have the following 2-commutative diagram.
D //
ι 
Y
f
E
η
:B
⑦⑦⑦⑦
// X
Then there exist a dashed arrow γ (1-morphism) and two thick arrows α, β (2-
morphisms) forming a 2-commutative diagram
D //
ι 
Y
f
E
γ
44✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐ //
α
5=sssssss
sssssss β
5=sssssss
sssssss X
which induces η. Moreover, for two such tuples (γ, α, β) and (γ′, α′, β′), there ex-
ists a unique 2-isomorphism γ ⇒ γ′ through which α and α′ as well as β and β′
correspond to each other.
Proof. Consider the 2-commutative diagram:
D
$$❏
❏❏
❏❏
**❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚
✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼
E ×X Y //

Y
f
E // X
The two triangles and the square in this diagram are given witnessing 2-isomorphisms
which induces η. The image of |D| → |E ×X Y| is an open and closed subset. Let
E ′ be the corresponding open and closed substack. From A.6, E ′ → E is an isomor-
phism, which we denote by a. We choose the quasi-inverse b : E → E ′ of the natural
isomorphism a : E ′ → E and witnessing 2-isomorphisms α and β of the two right
triangles in the following diagram which induces the identity of a:
D
!!
  ❅
❅❅
❅
''
E ′
id //
a

E ′ //
a

Y

E
id
//
b
88♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
α
<D
✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁
β
<D
✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁ E // X
Indeed such a choice exists. First we choose any isomorphism α : idE′ → b ◦ a,
which induces a(α) : a → a ◦ b ◦ a and an isomorphism Iso(a ◦ b ◦ a, a) → Aut(a).
We also have an isomorphism Aut(a ◦ b, idE) → Iso(a ◦ b ◦ a, a) induced by a. We
choose β ∈ Aut(a ◦ b, idE) to be the one corresponding to ida through the two
isomorphisms. The first assertion of the lemma follows. For another quasi-inverse
b′ : E → E ′ and an isomorphism α′ : idE′ → b′ ◦ a, we obtain a unique isomorphism
ξ : b→ b′ compatible with α and α′; for any e′ ∈ E ′, ξ : b(a(e′))→ b′(a(e′)) is given
by α′ ◦ α−1. 
Lemma A.8. Let Y → X be a thickening of DM stacks and let U → Y be an etale
morphism from an algebraic space (resp. scheme, affine scheme). There exists a
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thickening U →֒ U˜ of algebraic spaces (resp. schemes, affine schemes) and an etale
morphism U˜ → X such that the diagram
U //

U˜

Y // X
is 2-Cartesian. For another pair (U →֒ U˜ ′, U˜ ′ → X ) of such morphisms, there
exists a unique isomorphism U˜
∼
−→ U˜ ′ compatible with these morphisms.
Proof. We take an etale groupoid in affine schemes, W ⇒ V , inducing X . Let
WY ⇒ VY and WU ⇒ VU be its base changes by Y → X and U → X respectively.
These are again etale groupoids in affine schemes. The morphisms WU →WY and
VU → VY are etale and the morphisms WY → W and VY → V are thickenings.
From the invariance of small etale site by a thickening [Sta20, tag 05ZH], they fit
into the unique Cartesian diagrams:
VU //

VU˜

VY // V
WU //

WU˜

WY // W
Here horizontal arrows are thickenings and vertical arrows are etale. We obtain an
etale groupoid WU˜ ⇒ VU˜ , which induces a DM stack U˜ . It fits into the Cartesian
diagram
U //

U˜

Y // X
with horizontal arrows being thickenings and vertical arrows being etale. It follows
that U˜ is an algebraic space. From [Sta20, tags 06AD and 05ZR], if U is a scheme
(resp. an affine scheme), then so is U˜ . We have proved the first assertion.
For the second assertion, let U˜ ′′ ⊂ U˜ ×X U˜ ′ be the image of U , which is an open
and closed subscheme. We get the third pair (U →֒ U˜ ′′, U˜ ′′ → X ) with the same
property. The projections U˜ ′′ → U˜ and U˜ ′′ → U˜ ′ are isomorphisms, giving the
desired isomorphism U˜ → U˜ ′. 
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